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Rules of Conduct for NMLS Approved 
Pre-Licensure (PE) and Continuing Education (CE) Courses 

The Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act (SAFE Act), requires that state- 

licensed MLOs complete pre-licensing (PE) and continuing education (CE) courses as a 

condition to be licensed. The SAFE Act also requires that all education completed as a 

condition for state licensure be NMLS approved. Since 2009 NMLS has established course 

design, approval, and delivery standards which NMLS approved course providers are required 

to meet. To further ensure students meet the education requirements of the SAFE Act, NMLS 

has established a Rules of Conduct (ROC). The ROC, which have been approved by the 

NMLS Mortgage Testing & Education Board, and the NMLS Policy Committee, both of which 

are comprised of state regulators, are intended to stress that NMLS approved education be 

delivered and completed with integrity. 

Rules of Conduct 

As an individual completing either pre-licensure education (PE) or continuing education 

(CE), I agree to abide by the following rules of conduct: 

1. I attest that I am the person who I say I am and that all my course registration
information is accurate.

2. I acknowledge that I will be required to show a current government issued form of

identification prior to, and during the course, and/or be required to answer questions
that are intended to verify/validate my identity prior to, and during the course.

3. I understand that the SAFE Act and state laws require me to spend a specific amount of

time in specific subject areas. Accordingly, I will not attempt to circumvent the

requirements of any NMLS approved course.

4. I will not divulge my login ID or password or other login credential(s) to another
individual for any online course.

5. I will not seek or attempt to seek outside assistance to complete the course.
6. I will not give or attempt to give assistance to any person who is registered to take an

NMLS approved pre-licensure or continuing education course.
7. I will not engage in any conduct that creates a disturbance or interferes with the

administration of the course or other students’ learning.

8. I will not engage in any conduct that would be contrary to good character or

reputation, or engage in any behavior that would cause the public to believe that I

would not operate in the mortgage loan business lawfully, honestly or fairly.

9. I will not engage in any conduct that is dishonest, fraudulent, or would adversely
impact the integrity of the course(s) I am completing and the conditions for which I

am seeking licensure or renewal of licensure.

I understand that NMLS approved course providers are not authorized by NMLS to grant 

exceptions to these rules and that I alone am responsible for my conduct under these rules. I 

also understand that these rules are in addition to whatever applicable rules my course 

provider may have. 

I understand that the course provider or others may report any alleged violations to NMLS 

and that NMLS may conduct an investigation into alleged violations and that it may report 

alleged violations to the state(s) in which I am seeking licensure or maintain licenses, or to 

other states. 

I further understand that the results of any investigation into my alleged violation(s) may 

subject me to disciplinary actions by the state(s) or the State Regulatory Registry (SRR), 

including removal of any course from my NMLS record, and/or denial or revocation of my 

license(s). 
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Chapter 1 

NON-TRADITIONAL MORTGAGES 

Section 1 

VA Loans 

Home Loan Guaranty 

The federal government through the Veteran Benefits Administration, 

which is part of the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), guarantees VA 

home loans. The VA‟s main purpose is to help meet the needs of eligible 

veterans who are currently serving on active duty or have previously 

served honorably in the Air Force, Army, Coast Guards, Marine Corps., 

Navy, Reserves or any National Guard. 

VA Home Loan Guaranty Uses 

A VA loan guaranty helps protect lenders from loss if the borrower fails to 

repay the loan. It can be used to obtain a loan to: Buy an existing single 

family residence, condominium, planned unit development, manufactured 

home, or build a home; repair, alter, or improve a residence owned and 

occupied by the Veteran; refinance an existing home loan; and/or install a 

solar heating or cooling system or other energy-efficient improvements at 

the time of acquisition. 

Home Loan Guaranty Eligibility 

Although a lender will examine the borrower‟s ability to repay (ATR)
1
 by

examining the borrower‟s credit history, debt, employment, income and 

asset as well as other factors – VA‟s primary concern is their military 

eligibility. This is determined by the amount of time served. Veterans have 

the ability to submit their eligibility applications electronically through 

eBenefits
2
 or by going through a lender of their choice, who will use the

Automated Certificate of Eligibility system. 

1
 12 CFR Subpart E §1026.35 

2
 eBenefits 

file:///C:/Users/Carole%20Kim/Desktop/MLO%20CE%202019/eBenefits
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/rulemaking/regulations/1026/35/
https://www.ebenefits.va.gov/ebenefits/homepage
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While the Department of Veteran Affairs prefers for lenders and Veterans 

to apply electronically, the system can only process cases for which VA 

has sufficient data in its records
3
. Therefore, certain applicants will not be 

able to establish eligibility online. In those cases, the completion of VA 

model Form 26-1880 along with a copy of the veteran‟s Certificate of 

Release or Discharge from Active Duty (DD214) form is required. An 

eligible active duty service member will be required to obtain and submit a 

Statement of Service signed by an appropriate military official in lieu of 

the DD214. Service members who are discharged from the Army or 

National Guard who were never activated are required to supply an NGB 

form 33 Report of Separation and Record of Service or NGB Form 23 

Retirement Points Accounting, and proof of character of service.  

 

Veteran borrowers need to be aware that it will take more time to process 

requests that require manual fulfillment. The appropriate documents will 

need to be mailed/delivered to Regional Loan Center (RLC) of 

jurisdiction. Mailing addresses are located on page 3 of VA Form 26-

1880
4
.  

 

To obtain VA loan guaranty forms visit the website at: 

https://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/ or call 1-877-827-3702 to reach 

the home loan program‟s local office of jurisdiction. 

 

VA Interest Rate Reduction Refinance Loans (IRRRL)
5
 

An IRRRL is a VA-guaranteed loan made to refinance an existing VA-

guaranteed loan, generally at a lower interest rate than the existing VA 

loan, and with lower principal and interest payments than the existing VA 

loan.
6
 

 

Generally, an appraisal, credit information, or underwriting is not required 

on a VA IRRRL, and any lender may close an IRRRL on an “automatic 

basis.” 

 

  

                                                 
3
 Request Your Military Service Records 

4
 VA Form 26-1880  

5
 Interest Rate Reduction Refinance Loan (IRRRL)  

6
 VA Handbook Chapter 6 

https://www.va.gov/records/get-military-service-records/
https://www.vba.va.gov/pubs/forms/VBA-26-1880-ARE.pdf
https://www.va.gov/housing-assistance/home-loans/loan-types/interest-rate-reduction-loan/
https://www.benefits.va.gov/warms/pam26_7.asp
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Payment Decrease 

The principal and interest payment on an IRRRL must be less than the 

principal and interest payment (P&I) on the existing loan being 

refinanced, unless one of the following exceptions applies: 

 The IRRRL is refinancing an ARM. 

 Term of the IRRRL is shorter than the term of the loan being 

refinanced. 

 Energy efficiency improvements are included in the IRRRL. 

 This would not be required in those limited cases where the 

payment is not decreasing (reduced term of loan, etc.). 

 

Example: 

 Vet‟s monthly payment decreases by $50.00. 

 Vet pays $5,000 in closing costs (includes all costs – closing costs, 

funding fee, discounts, etc.). 

 Recoup closing costs in 100 months - $5,000 divided by $50. 

 

Payment Increase 

A significant increase in the veteran‟s monthly payment may occur with 

any of these three exceptions, especially if combined with one or more of 

the following: 

 Financing of closing costs, 

 Financing of up to two discount points, 

 Financing of the funding fee, and/or 

 Higher interest rate when an ARM is being refinanced into a fixed 

rate payment. 

 

Veteran Statement/Lender Certification 

If the monthly payment (PITI) increases by 20 percent or more, the lender 

must: 

 Determine that the veteran qualifies for the proposed shelter 

expense and other recurring monthly obligations, and that the 

income established is stable and reliable, and 

 Include a certification that the veteran qualifies for the new 

monthly payment, which exceeds the previous payment by 20 

percent or more. 
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The veteran‟s statement may be combined with the lender‟s certification 

and should be on the lender‟s own letterhead. 

 

 

 
 

You will notice some questions in the Time to Thinks and the Quizzes are 

not in the reading material. We included these questions to increase 

coverage of the course, create more interest, and increase your knowledge. 

 

Time to Think 1.1 

 

1)  The VA ________________ loans they do not _______________ 

them. 

2)  What is the number of the Certificate of Release or Discharge From 

Active Duty? _____________________. 

3)  How much is the VA funding fee for an Interest Rate Reduction 

Refinance Loan (VA IRRRL)? ____________________________. 
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Allowable Closing Costs 

The following fees and charges may be included in an IRRRL: 

 The Lender‟s 1% Origination Fee  

 2% Discount Points (Financed) 

 Reasonable Discount Points in Cash 

 Customary Closing Costs 

 

VA’s Cash Back Policy at Closing 

Generally, VA does not allow cash back at closing. One exception 

however is the reimbursement to the veteran for the cost of energy 

efficiency improvements up to $6,000.00 completed within the 90 days 

immediately preceding the date of the loan closing. 

 

Some other examples of situations in which VA does not object to the 

borrower receiving cash back are: 

 Computational errors, 

 Changes in final pay-off figures, 

 Up-front fees paid for the appraisal and/or credit report that are 

later added back into the loan. 

 Refund of the escrow balance on the old loan. This often occurs 

when a party other than the present holder originates the loan. 

 

VA does not set a “ceiling” or a specific dollar limitation on cash refunds 

resulting from adjustments at closing. However, if a situation involves a 

borrower receiving more than $500.00, consult VA as to its acceptability. 

 

VA Cash-Out Refinance Loans Defined
7
 

TYPE I: A Cash-Out Refinance is the refinancing of an existing loan in 

which the new loan amount (including  the VA funding fee) does not 

exceed the payoff amount of the loan being refinanced. 

 

TYPE II: Cash-Out Refinance is the refinancing of an existing loan in 

which the new loan amount (including the VA funding fee) exceeds the 

payoff amount of the loan being refinanced. 

 

  

                                                 
7
 38 CFR 36.4306 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/12/17/2018-27263/loan-guaranty-revisions-to-va-guaranteed-or-insured-cash-out-home-refinance-loans
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Public Law 115-174, The Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and 

Consumer Protection Act (the Act), was signed into law by President 

Donald Trump on May 24, 2018. Section 309 of the Act provides new 

statutory criteria to determine when VA may guarantee a refinancing loan. 

  

The Act required VA to promulgate regulations for cash-out refinancing 

loans, specifically refinancing loans in which the loan amount will exceed 

the payoff amount of the loan being refinanced. 

 

VA will no longer guaranty refinancing loans when the loan-to-value 

(LTV) exceeds 100 percent. Inclusion of any of the VA funding fee that is 

financed, in part or in its entirety, cannot cause the loan to exceed the 

reasonable value of the property. 

 

Net Tangible Benefit 

Net tangible benefit (NTB) standards apply to all cash-out refinancing 

loans. It consists of the NTB test, Loan Comparison, and the Home Equity 

Disclosure. All cash-out refinancing loans must pass the NTB test. This 

requirement is met if the refinancing loan satisfies at least one of the 

following: 

1) The new loan eliminates monthly mortgage insurance. 

2) The loan term of the new loan is less than the existing loan. 

3) The interest rate of the new loan is less than the interest rate of the 

existing loan. (Note: If the loan being refinanced had an adjustable 

interest rate or was modified, the current interest rate must be used 

when determining if this requirement has been met.) 

4) The monthly (principal and interest) payment of the new loan is 

less than the monthly (principal and interest) payment of the old 

loan being refinanced. 

5) The Veteran‟s monthly residual income is higher as a result of the 

new loan. 

6) The new loan is used to pay off the Veteran‟s interim construction 

loan. 

7) The new loan LTV is equal to or less than 90 percent of the 

reasonable value of the home, i.e. LTV ≤ 90%. 

8) The refinance of an adjustable-rate mortgage to a fixed-rate 

mortgage. 
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Loan Comparison Disclosure 

The lender must provide the Veteran a comparison of the new loan to the 

existing loan being paid off. VA requires lenders to generate two loan 

comparison disclosures, one within three business days from the initial 

date of the loan application and one at loan closing. The borrower must 

certify receipt of both sets of disclosures. 

 

Home Equity Disclosure 

The lender must disclose the amount of the home equity being removed 

from the home as a result of the new loan to the Veteran within three 

business days from the initial date of the loan application and at loan 

closing. The disclosure must also explain to the Veteran how the removal 

of the home equity may affect the sale or refinance of the home in the 

future. 

 

For the initial home equity disclosure, lenders may use estimated loan 

payoff or unpaid principal balance and estimated current property value to 

determine the home equity being removed from the home. However, the 

lender must use the final payoff amount (including fees, escrow shortages, 

and prorated interest) and the reasonable value shown on the Notice of 

Value (NOV) to determine the home equity being removed from the home 

on the home equity disclosure provided to the Veteran at loan closing. 

 

Loan Seasoning 

Loan seasoning applies to all cash-out refinancing loans made to refinance 

a VA-guaranteed home loan (VA-to-VA). A cash-out refinancing loan. 

Type I or Type II are not eligible for guaranty by VA, if the VA-

guaranteed loan being refinanced has not been seasoned as of the date of 

closing. A loan is considered seasoned if both of the following conditions 

are met as of the date of loan closing. 

1) The first monthly payment of the loan being refinanced was made 

210 days or more prior to the closing date of the refinancing loan; 

and 

1) Six monthly payments have been made on the loan being 

refinanced. 

2) For loans being refinanced within 1 year from the date of closing, 

lenders must obtain a payment history/ledger from the servicing 

lender documenting all payments, unless a credit bureau 

supplement clearly identifies all payments made in that timeframe. 
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If VA selects the loan for audit, the lender must include the 

payment ledger/history of the loan being refinanced in the loan file 

for VA review. 

 

Fee Recoupment 

Fee recoupment applies to Type I cash-out refinancing loans made to 

refinance a VA-guaranteed home loan (VA-to-VA). To obtain a Loan 

Guaranty Certificate (LGC) the lender must certify that the recoupment 

period of fees, expenses, and closing costs (included in the loan and paid 

outside of closing), does not exceed 36 months from the date of the loan 

closing. 

 

Recoupment Calculation 

The recoupment period is calculated by dividing all of the fees (not 

including the VA funding fee). This includes expenses and closing costs 

that are financed into the new loan amount and those that are paid outside 

of closing divided by the reduction of the monthly principal and interest (P 

& I). 

 

(a) Example: 

P & I (VA loan being refinanced): $654.00 

P & I (new VA refinancing loan): -$604.00 

Reduction of monthly P & I: = $ 50.00 

 

If the loan being refinanced loan has been modified, the reduction of the 

monthly P & I should be computed using the modified monthly P & I of 

the loan being refinanced. 

 

(b) Example: 

Fees/expenses/closing cost: $1,436.49 

Reduction of monthly PI: ÷ $  50.00 

Fee Recoupment Period: = 29 months (28.72 months 

rounded) 

 

(c) Escrow and prepaid expenses, such as insurance, taxes, special 

assessments, and homeowners‟ association (HOA) fees shall be 

excluded from the recoupment calculations. 
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(d) VA allowable fees as established in 38 C.F.R. § 36.4313
8
 offset by 

lender credits and/or premium pricing may also be excluded from the 

recoupment calculation. 

 

Rescission 

VA Circular is rescinded April 1, 2021.
9
 

 

Service Members Civil Relief Act (SCRA) and Home Loan 

Guaranties
10

 

Veteran borrowers may be able to request relief pursuant to the SCRA. In 

order to qualify for certain protections available under the Act, their 

obligation must have originated prior to their current period of active 

military service. SCRA may provide a lower interest rate during military 

service and for up to one year after service ends, provide forbearance, or 

prevent foreclosure or eviction up to nine months from their period of 

military service. 

 

Assistance to Veterans with Home Loans in Default 

When a VA-guaranteed home loan becomes delinquent, VA provides 

supplemental servicing assistance to help cure the default. For non-VA 

loans, VA does not have authority to directly intervene on the borrower‟s 

behalf. The servicer has the primary responsibility of servicing the loan to 

resolve the default.  

 

Veterans and service members are encouraged to explore their options to 

avoid foreclosure. VA‟s network of loan technicians at eight Regional 

Loan Centers and their office in Hawaii can offer guidance. The number to 

call for more information: 1-877-827-3702 or visit 

https://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/. 

 

  

                                                 
8
 Loan Guaranty: Revisions to VA-Guaranteed or Insured Cash-out Home 

Refinance Loans; Interim Final Rule 
9
 VA Circular 26-19-5 

10
 SCRA QuickSeries® Booklet 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/12/17/2018-27263/loan-guaranty-revisions-to-va-guaranteed-or-insured-cash-out-home-refinance-loans
https://www.benefits.va.gov/homeloans/
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/12/17/2018-27263/loan-guaranty-revisions-to-va-guaranteed-or-insured-cash-out-home-refinance-loans
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/12/17/2018-27263/loan-guaranty-revisions-to-va-guaranteed-or-insured-cash-out-home-refinance-loans
https://www.benefits.va.gov/HOMELOANS/documents/circulars/26_19_5.pdf
https://www.benefits.va.gov/HOMELOANS/scraqb.asp
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Other Assistance for Delinquent Veteran Borrowers 

If the VA is not able to help a Veteran borrower retain his/her home 

(whether a VA-guaranteed loan or not), the Department of Housing and 

Urban Development (HUD) offers assistance to homeowners by 

sponsoring local housing counseling agencies. To find an approved agency 

in your area, go to https://apps.hud.gov/offices/hsg/sfh/hcc/hcs.cfm or call 

HUD‟s interactive voice system at 1-800-569-4287. 

 

VA Refinancing of a Non-VA Guaranteed Home Loan 

Veterans with non-VA guaranteed home loans now have new options for 

refinancing to a VA-guaranteed home loan. These new options are 

available as a result of the Veterans‟ Benefits Improvement Act of 2008. 

Veterans who wish to refinance their subprime or conventional mortgage 

may now do so for up to 100 percent of the value of their property. 

  

Preventing Veteran Homelessness 

Veterans who believe they may be facing homelessness as a result of 

losing their homes can call 1-877-4AIDVET (877-424-3838) or visit: 

https://www.va.gov/homeless/to receive assistance in preventing 

homelessness. 

 

VA Acquired Property Sales 

VA acquires properties from the foreclosures of VA-guaranteed and VA-

owned loans. A private contractor currently markets the acquired 

properties through listing agents using local Multiple Listing Services. A 

listing of “VA Properties for Sale” are found at http://listings.vrmco.com/. 

Contact a real estate agent for information on purchasing a VA-acquired 

property. 

 

 

 

  

https://apps.hud.gov/offices/hsg/sfh/hcc/hcs.cfm
https://www.va.gov/homeless/
http://listings.vrmco.com/
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Time to Think 1.2 

 

1) A veteran is allowed to get back $________________ on a VA IRRRL. 

2) Generally, an ___________________ is not required on an interest rate 

refinance reduction loan. 

3) To be considered seasoned ______ monthly payments must have been 

made. 

Section 2 

Affordable Housing 

 

Introduction 

Congress enacted the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) in 1977 to 

encourage banks and thrift institutions to serve the needs of the 

communities in which they operate with a concentration in the low- and 

moderate-income (LMI), and to do so in a manner that is consistent with 

the safe and sound operation of such institutions. 

 

The CRA requires the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the 

Federal Reserve Board (FRB), and the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency (OCC) to evaluate the extent to which banks address the credit 

needs of the LMI in their geographic markets. While research generally 

indicates the CRA act has increased lending to LMI communities, it has 

been a source of debate since its passage. 

 

More than a catchphrase “Making the Dream of Homeownership a 

Reality” the Clinton-Gore administration began an unprecedented 

partnership with more than 50 key public and private sector organizations 

to form a National Homeownership Strategy in 1995 with the goal of 

helping more Americans become homeowners. The homeownership rate 

reached 67.2 percent in the second quarter of 2000, the highest ever 

recorded. Affordable housing was front and center. 
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Commonly referred to as Down Payment Assistance (DPA) programs,  

there are a variety of subsidies available: 

1) First Mortgage Programs 

2) Community Second Programs (CSP) 

3) Employer Assisted Housing (EAH) 

4) Grants 

5) Mortgage Credit Certificates (MCC) 

6) Deed or Resale Restrictions 

 

In some cases, the monies may be “targeted” in an effort to revitalize a 

demographic area. Funding for these programs can be limited and in those 

cases is only available until the yearly allotment runs out. 

 

FNMA HomeReady
TM

 

The Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA) announced the 

replacement of their previous product MyCommunityMortgage
®
 with their 

HomeReady
TM11 

option after lender input and extensive research in late 

2015. The government sponsored enterprise (GSE) felt that this initiative 

would provide greater access to homeownership for first time, repeat and 

low-to-moderate income buyers with a down payments as low as three 

percent. 

 

With the introduction of this program, FNMA would consider income 

from outside the borrower‟s household to augment debt-to-income ratio 

(DTI). This could come from their parents or a rental payment from a 

basement apartment unit for example.  

 

In an effort to continue offering a product that had features enabling 

lenders to expand access to credit in a safe and responsible manner FNMA 

released this Selling Guide Announcement on July 26, 2016
12

: 

1) An occupant borrower on a HomeReady
TM

 loan is allowed to own 

other residential properties; 

2) There is no homeownership education requirement for limited 

cash-out refinance (LCOR) transactions;  

                                                 
11

 HomeReady™ Mortgage 
12

 Selling Guide Announcement SEL-2016-06 

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/announcement/sel1606.pdf
https://www.fdic.gov/consumers/community/mortgagelending/guide/part-1-docs/fannie-homeready-mortgage.pdf
https://www.fanniemae.com/content/announcement/sel1606.pdf
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3) There is no landlord education requirement for HomeReady loans 

secured by two-, three, or four-unit properties (homeownership 

education is still required); 

4) FNMA will accept Homeownership education from Community 

Seconds
®
 or Down Payment Assistance Program (DPAP) 

providers as long as they are HUD-approved counseling agencies 

and the first mortgage loan involves a Community Second or 

DPAP. 

 

Is Your Borrower Home Ready?
13

 

 

 
 

  

Homebuyer Education 

At least one borrower is required to complete a homebuyer education 

course online with FNMA‟s partner Framework. The program is available 

in English and Spanish. The cost is $75.00. Most individuals finish in four 

to six hours. For info:  https://homeready.frameworkhomeownership.org/ . 

 

Home Education Exceptions 

An additional option for borrowers who are incorporating an approved 

Community Seconds
®
 program is to complete a one-on-one 

homeownership education course with a HUD-approved nonprofit 

counseling agency. 

                                                 
13

 Borrower Checklist 

https://homeready.frameworkhomeownership.org/
https://www.fanniemae.com/content/list/homeready-borrower-lender-criteria.pdf
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The purpose is to assess the borrower‟s current financial situation, help 

determine whether it is the appropriate time to become a homeowner and 

educate the borrower on the home buying process and responsibilities of 

homeownership. This is also the time to address credit challenges and 

develop a workable budget. 

 

The Certificate of Pre-purchase Housing Counseling (Fannie Mae Form 

1017), must be signed by the counseling recipient (the borrower) and the 

HUD counselor. By signing the form, the HUD counselor certifies that the 

assistance provided meets HUD standards and FNMA‟s requirements. The 

lender must retain a copy of the completed Form 1017
14

 in their mortgage 

loan file. 

 

NOTE: The additional education option meets the homeownership 

education requirement for both HomeReady
TM

 purchase transactions, and 

non-HomeReady loans where all borrowers are relying on nontraditional 

credit to qualify. 

 

Community Seconds 

To be eligible, Community Seconds funds must be provided by a federal 

agency, a municipality, state, county, state or local housing finance 

agency, nonprofit organization, a regional Federal Home Loan Bank under 

one of its affordable housing programs, a Native American tribe or its 

sovereign instrumentality, or an employer. 

 

The Community Seconds mortgage may not be funded in any way through 

the first mortgage, such as premium pricing. Premium pricing refers to 

situations when a borrower elects to pay a higher interest rate on a 

mortgage loan in exchange for a lender credit provided at closing. 

  

  

                                                 
14

 Certificate of Completion of Housing Counseling Form 1017 

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide_form/1017.pdf
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Limited Cash Out Refinances 

HomeReady
TM

 allows Limited Cash Out Refinances (LCORs) up to 97% 

Loan-to-Value (LTV) for loans owned or securitized by Fannie Mae if the 

following criteria is met: 

1) The transaction is being used to pay off an existing first mortgage 

loan (including an existing HELOC in first-lien position) by 

obtaining a new first mortgage loan secured by the same property; 

or for single-closing construction-to-permanent loans to pay 

construction costs to build the home, which may include paying off 

an existing lot lien. 

2) Only subordinate liens used to purchase the property may be paid 

off and included in the new mortgage. Exceptions are allowed for 

paying off a Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) loan or other 

debt (secured or unsecured) that was used solely for energy-related 

improvements. 

3) The subject property must not currently be listed for sale. It must 

be taken off the market on or before the disbursement date of the 

new mortgage loan, and the borrowers must confirm their intent to 

occupy the subject property (for principal residence transactions). 

 

FNMA HFA Advantage 

FNMA‟s HFA preferred product is available exclusively to eligible 

housing finance agencies (HFAs), such as CalHFA, and the approved 

lenders in their network. 

 

Freddie Mac Home Possible
®
 Mortgages 

On August 29, 2018, Freddie Mac announced the consolidation of the 

Home Possible and Home Possible Advantage
®
 programs into a single 

Home Possible
TM

 offering.
15

 The agency combined the features of both 

products into one resource to meet the needs of first-time and move-up 

borrowers, retirees, families in low-income census tracts, and very low 

and moderate-income borrowers. 

 

  

                                                 
15

 Freddie Mac Bulletin 2018-13 

http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/guide/bulletins/pdf/bll1813.pdf
http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/guide/bulletins/pdf/bll1813.pdf
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Eligible First Mortgages
16

 

1) Fixed Rate Mortgage 

2) 7/1 and 10./1 ARM if secured by 1- or 2- unit property 

3) 5/5 or 5/1 ARM if secured by 1- or 2- unit property  

4) Construction Conversion and Renovation Mortgages originated 

according to Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide
17

 Chapter 4602 

5) Mortgages with an RHS Leveraged Second originated according to 

Guide Chapter 4205.2 

 

Borrower Eligibility 

The Borrower's qualifying income converted to an annual basis does not 

exceed 100% of the area median income (AMI). There is no income limit 

if the subject property is located in a low-income census tract, where the 

median income is at or below 80% of the AMI. To determine whether the 

Borrower's income exceeds the income limits, Seller Servicers must rely 

on the income used to qualify the Borrower and submitted to Loan Product 

Advisor
®
. 

 

For Non-Loan Product Advisor Mortgages, the Seller Servicer will rely on 

the Home Possible
® 

Income & Property Eligibility tool
18

. Other published 

AMI versions will not be considered viable to determine income eligibility 

such as HUD User
19

. 

 

Occupancy 

At least one borrower must occupy the property as their primary residence. 

Non-occupying borrowers are permitted provided that: 

1) The mortgage is secured by a 1-unit property with a maximum 

loan-to-value of 95% (LTV) or, 

2) The total LTV (TLTV) does not exceed 105% when combining a 

fixed-rate first mortgage with an Affordable Seconds
®
 program. 

 

  

                                                 
16

 Freddie Mac Home Possible® Mortgages 
17

 Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide 
18

 Home Possible Income & Property Eligibility 
19

 HUD User 

http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/factsheets/sell/pdf/home_possible_97_572.pdf
http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/guide/bulletins/pdf/030916Guide.pdf
http://www.freddiemac.com/homepossible/eligibility.html
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/home.html
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Manual Underwriting 

1) The mortgage is secured by a 1-unit property with a maximum 

loan-to-value of 90% (LTV) or, 

2) The total LTV (TLTV) does not exceed 105% when combining a 

fixed-rate first mortgage with an Affordable Seconds® program, 

and 

 The monthly housing expense-to-income ratio should not 

exceed 35% of the occupant borrower's stable monthly 

income; and, 

 The total monthly debt payment-to-income (DTI) ratio 

should not exceed 43% of the occupant Borrower's stable 

monthly income. 

3) Funds used to qualify for the mortgage may come from the 

occupying and/or the non-occupying Borrower.20 

 

Eligible Mortgages
21

 

Freddie Mac will purchase the following conventional mortgage products 

if they are a fully amortizing first trust deed with maturity dates that do not 

exceed thirty years: 

1) Fixed rate Mortgages 

2) 7/1 or 10/1 ARMs if secured by a 1- to 4-unit property 

3) 5/5 or 5/1 ARMs if secured by a 1- to 4-unit property other than a 

Manufactured Home.
22

 

 

Loan Purpose 

A Home Possible
®
 mortgage must be either a purchase transaction or no 

cash-out refinance transaction. Cash-out refinance transactions are not 

eligible for the Home Possible
® 

mortgage.
23

 

 

Homeownership Education 

At least one occupying borrower must participate in a homeownership 

education program before the Note Date or the effective date of permanent 

financing for construction conversion and renovation mortgages, in each 

of the following instances: 

                                                 
20

 Freddie Mac Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide 
21

 Freddie Mac Home Possible Income & Property Eligibility 
22

 Freddie Mac Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide 
23

 ibid  

https://www.allregs.com/tpl/Main.aspx
https://www.allregs.com/tpl/Main.aspx
https://www.allregs.com/tpl/Main.aspx
http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/pdf/guide.pdf
http://www.freddiemac.com/homepossible/eligibility.html
http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/pdf/guide.pdf
http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/pdf/guide.pdf
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1) For purchase transactions when all occupying Borrowers are First-

Time Homebuyers, or 

2) For any transaction when the credit reputation for all Borrowers is 

established using only noncredit payment references. 

 

Landlord Education 

1) Purchase Transactions: At least one qualifying borrower must 

participate in a landlord education program. 

2) Landlord education cannot be provided by an interested party to 

the transaction, the originating lender or the Seller Servicer. 

 

A copy of a certificate evidencing successful completion of the landlord 

education program must be retained in the mortgage file. Landlord 

education is not required for refinance transactions but is recommended 

for borrowers who have not previously attended a program.
24

 

 

Acceptable Education Providers 

1) Homeownership education must not be provided by an interested 

party to the transaction, the originating lender or by the Seller 

Servicer. The following homeownership education programs are 

acceptable: 

2) Programs developed by HUD-approved counseling agencies, 

Housing Finance Agencies (HFAs) or Community Development 

Financial Institutions (CDFIs), 

3) Programs developed by mortgage insurance companies, and 

4) Programs that meet the standards of the National Industry 

Standards for Homeownership Education and Counseling
25

. 

 

Homeownership Education Program Alternative 

As an alternative to the programs listed above, Freddie Mac's free 

financial literacy curriculum, CreditSmart
®

, meets the homeownership 

education requirements. Borrower complete the on-line modules, with 

Certification: 

1) Module 1 (Your Credit and Why It Is Important), 

2) Module 2 (Managing Your Money), 

3) Module 7 (Thinking Like a Lender). 

                                                 
24

 Freddie Mac Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide 
25

 National Industry Standards for Homeownership Education and Counseling 

https://www.allregs.com/tpl/Main.aspx
http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/pdf/guide.pdf
http://www.homeownershipstandards.com/
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4) Module 11 (Becoming a Homeowner), and 

5) Module 12 (Preserving Homeownership: Protecting Your 

Investment).
26

 

 

CalHFA Loans
27

 

The California Housing Finance Agency (CalHFA) has supported the 

needs of California renters and homebuyers since 1975 by providing 

programs for low to moderate-income families. CalHFA is a completely 

self-supporting state agency. Bonds are repaid by revenues generated 

through mortgage loans, not taxpayer dollars. 

 

CalHFA's subordinate loans are often called "silent seconds", because the 

payments on these loans are deferred until the home is refinanced, sold or 

paid in full. This helps to keep the borrower‟s monthly mortgage payment 

affordable, and in some cases minimizes potential payment shock. 

 

Borrower Requirements 

CalHFA does not accept applications directly. All borrowers will need to 

work with an approved CalHFA lender. Each loan program that CalHFA 

offers to homebuyers could have different criteria for income limits,
28

 

minimum credit scores and in some cases different citizenship 

requirements. In general, borrowers will need to live in the property as 

their primary residence, complete homebuyer education counseling and 

obtain a certificate of completion through an eligible homebuyer 

counseling organization. 

 

How to Apply for a CalHFA Loan 

When initially contacting a loan officer, the agency suggests borrowers 

have these documents available at their initial meeting with the lender to 

help answer questions the loan officer will ask: 

1) One month pay stubs, 

2) Two months bank statements, 

3) Employment history, 

4) Three years‟ previous tax returns. 

 

                                                 
26

 Freddie Mac Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide Selling Guide 
27

 Loan Program Handbooks for Lenders, Real Estate Agents, and Non-Profits 
28

 CalHFA 2019 Government & Conventional Income Limits 

https://www.allregs.com/tpl/Main.aspx
https://www.calhfa.ca.gov/homeownership/limits/income/income.pdf
https://www.allregs.com/tpl/Main.aspx
https://www.calhfa.ca.gov/homeownership/programs/
https://www.calhfa.ca.gov/homeownership/limits/income/income.pdf
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Property Requirements 

All types of properties, from single-family homes to condominiums, 

throughout the entire state can be eligible for CalHFA financing, as long 

as the sales price is under the CalHFA Sales Price Limit.
29

 

1) Zoned for Single Family Occupancy (not for 2-4 units). 

2) Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADUs), guest houses, granny units and 

in-law quarters may be eligible. 

3) Five (5) acre maximum lot size. 

4) Planned unit development (PUDs), condominiums (Check with 

lender for eligible condominiums) and doublewide manufactured 

homes (Except VA). 

5) Sales price of the home cannot exceed CalHFA‟s sales price limit
30

 

6) Single-family, one-unit residence, including approved 

condos/PUDs. 

7) Guest houses, granny units and in-law quarters may be eligible 

8) Manufactured housing is permitted 

9) Five acre maximum on the size of the property 

 

Maximum Loan Amount 

The maximum first mortgage loan amount cannot exceed county loan limit 

or the program for which the borrower is applying. All loans with a loan 

amount exceeding $484,350 up to $726,525 will be subject to an 

additional fee. See CalHFA rate sheet for applicable fees. 

 

Conventional Loans: Maximum Loan-to-Value
31

 

Conforming loans not to exceed  97.00% (LTV) 

High balance loans not to exceed  95.00%  (LTV) 

First and junior liens not to exceed 105.00% (CLTV) 

Additional subordinate loan(s) and grants may also be eligible to be used 

in conjunction with the CalHFA Conventional loan. 

 

Mortgage Insurance Options 

Either borrower paid monthly, split premium or single premium mortgage 

insurance is acceptable. At the time of this publication it must be ordered 

                                                 
29

 CalHFA Sales Price Limits 
30

 CalHFA’s Sales Price Limit 
31

 CalHFA Conventional Loan Program 

https://www.calhfa.ca.gov/homeownership/limits/salesprice/salesprice.pdf
https://www.calhfa.ca.gov/homeownership/limits/salesprice/salesprice.pdf
https://www.calhfa.ca.gov/homeownership/limits/salesprice/salesprice.pdf
https://www.calhfa.ca.gov/homeownership/programs/conventional.pdf
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through Genworth, using their Housing Finance Agency (HFA) MI rates 

at Genworth‟s “Rate Express”
32

. 

 

Escrow Holdbacks 

1) Escrow Holdbacks will be allowed for minor outstanding repairs 

not completed prior to loan closing. 

2) The Property must be habitable and safe for occupancy at the time 

of loan closing. 

3) Lenders and/or closing agent will be responsible for managing and 

disbursing holdbacks. 

4) Lender must deliver loans that were originated in accordance with 

FHA and Fannie Mae guidelines. 

 

Mandatory Home Warranty Insurance Coverage 

CalHFA requires that all first-time homebuyer(s) obtain a one-year home 

warranty protection policy.
33

 This is not a requirement for repeat 

purchasers. The insurance must cover the following items at a minimum: 

1) Water Heater(s) 

2) Air Conditioning 

3) Heating 

4) Oven/Stove/Range 

 

The Home Warranty m has to be paid through the close of escrow and 

must be disclosed on the Final Closing Disclosure or a copy of the 

insurance declaration page will be required.
34

 

 

Exception to Home Warranty 

1) If Borrower is purchasing a new construction property from a 

builder and the builder is providing the home warranty. 

2) The borrower is not a First Time Homebuyer. 

 

 

  

                                                 
32

 Genworth’s Rate Express 
33

 CalHFA Conventional Loan Program 
34

CalHFA Basic Home Protection Coverage 

https://new.mortgageinsurance.genworth.com/rate-express
https://www.calhfa.ca.gov/homeownership/programs/conventional.pdf
https://www.calhfa.ca.gov/homeownership/programs/conventional.pdf
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Time to Think 1.3 

   

1) Some CalHFA programs are available for both first-time and non first-

time homebuyers.     T /F 

2) Non-Occupant Co-Borrowers and Co-Signers are allowed.  T /F 

3) Homebuyer education is valid for ___________days. 

 

CalHFA FHA AND VA Loans 

Borrowers must occupy as their primary residence; non-occupant co-

borrowers are not allowed. A Certificate of Eligibility is required per VA 

guidelines. 

 

FHA’s Section of the Act 

CalHFA will accept the following FHA Section of the Act mortgage types, 

per FHA guidelines: 

1) 203(b) Home Mortgage Insurance 

2) Limited 203(k) – not available for manufactured homes. 

 

Homebuyer Education Requirement 

CalHFA firmly believes that homebuyer education and counseling is 

critical to the success and happiness of a homeowner. Homebuyer 

education and counseling are requirements for first-time homebuyers 

using the CalHFA program. Only one occupying first-time borrower on 

each loan transaction needs to complete. 

 

ONLINE: eHome's eight-hour Homebuyer Education and Counseling 

course is the only online course accepted by CalHFA. Other online 

courses are not acceptable because they do not provide a one-hour, 1-on-1 

counseling follow-up session. (Fee: $99) 

 

IN-PERSON: face-to-face Homebuyer Education and Counseling through 

Neighbor Works America or any HUD-Approved Housing Counseling 

Agency. (Fee: varies by agency). 
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Section 3  

Collateral-Dependent Loans 

 

Introduction 

A Collateral-Dependent loan is primarily a loan where the lender‟s 

decision to lend money to an individual is based on the merits of the 

property and the equity it contains rather than the borrower‟s 

creditworthiness and ability-to-repay (ATR) the loan back. 

 

Mortgage providers need to refrain from underwriting practices that 

heighten the need for a borrower to rely on the sale or refinancing of the 

property once the fully indexed payment and amortization begins.
35

 Loans 

to individuals who do not demonstrate the capacity to repay from sources 

other than the collateral pledged are generally considered predatory.  

 

On October 4, 2006, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), 

the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Board), the 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Office of Thrift 

Supervision (OTS), and the National Credit Union Administration 

(NCUA) published final guidance in the Federal Register
36

 on 

nontraditional mortgage product risks. This is what‟s known as 

interagency guidance that applies to all: 

1) Banks and their subsidiaries. 

2) Bank holding companies and their nonbank subsidiaries. 

3) Savings associations and their subsidiaries. 

4) Savings and loan holding companies and their subsidiaries. 

5) Credit unions. 

 

Background 

Recognizing that the interagency guidance does not cover a majority of 

loan originations, on June 7, 2006 the Conference of State Bank 

Supervisors (CSBS) and the American Association of Residential 

Mortgage Regulators (AARMR) announced their intent to develop parallel 

guidance. Both the CSBS and AARMR strongly support the purpose of 

                                                 
35

 Conference of State Bank Supervisors American Association of Residential 
Mortgage Regulators Guidance on Nontraditional Mortgage Product Risks. 
36

 Federal Register (Volume 71, Number 192, Page 58609-58618)  
 

https://www.csbs.org/sites/default/files/2017-11/CSBS-AARMR_FINAL_GUIDANCE.pdf
https://www.csbs.org/sites/default/files/2017-11/CSBS-AARMR_FINAL_GUIDANCE.pdf
https://www.csbs.org/sites/default/files/2017-11/CSBS-AARMR_FINAL_GUIDANCE.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2006-10-04/pdf/FR-2006-10-04.pdf
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the guidance adopted by the Agencies and are committed to promote 

uniform application of its consumer protections for all borrowers. 

 

In order to maintain regulatory consistency, the guidance provided by the 

CSBS and AARMR substantially mirrors the interagency guidance, except 

for the deletion of sections not applicable to non-depository institutions. 

 

Their guidance will assist state regulators of mortgage brokers and 

mortgage companies not affiliated with a bank holding company or an 

insured financial institution promote consistent regulation in the mortgage 

market. It will clarify how providers can offer nontraditional mortgage 

products in a way that clearly discloses the risks that borrowers may 

assume. 

 

Loan Terms and Underwriting Standards 

Central to prudent lending is the internal discipline to maintain sound 

underwriting standards despite competitive pressures. A thorough analysis 

of potential exposures and compensating factors to ensure risk levels 

remain manageable is highly advised. 

 

Qualifying Borrowers 

Payments on nontraditional loans have the ability to increase significantly 

when the loan begins to amortize. Commonly referred to as payment 

shock, this increase is of particular concern for payment option ARMs 

where the borrower makes minimum payments that may result in negative 

amortization. 

 

A lender‟s qualifying standards should recognize the potential impact of 

payment shock, especially for borrowers that have: 

1) High loan-to-value (LTV) ratios. 

2) High debt-to-income (DTI) ratios. 

3) Low credit scores. 

 

Recognizing that underwriting criteria is based on a multitude of factors, a 

lender should consider these factors in congruence within the qualification 

process rather than looking at each one on an individual basis. 
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Risk Layering 

Mortgage bankers that originate or purchase mortgage loans that combine 

nontraditional features, such as interest only loans with reduced 

documentation or a simultaneous second-lien loan, face increased risk. 

Mitigating factors should include: 

1) Higher credit scores 

2) Lower LTV and DTI ratios 

3) Significant liquid assets 

4) Mortgage insurance 

5) Other credit enhancements 

 

Reduced Documentation 

Reduced documentation loans are commonly referred to as no income/no 

asset, or NINA loans. Stated income/stated asset or SISA programs offer 

minimal documentation standards to substantiate the borrower‟s ability to 

repay. While “loan level price adjustments” (LLPAs) are often used to 

address elevated risk levels, it does not replace the need for sound 

underwriting. 

 

Lenders who rely on uncorroborated income, in lieu of analyzing the 

borrower‟s general credit worthiness need to have clear policies that 

govern the underwriting decision. 

 

Initially, this product was designed for borrowers with complicated 

finances. Although, they are associated with higher rates and fees than 

mainstream financing, individuals accepted the terms in lieu of 

supplying every supporting piece of paper generated by their investments. 

They did, however, have the W-2 and 1099 statements, paystubs, and tax 

returns to support their income. 

 

Simultaneous Second-Lien Loans 

A lending arrangement where either a closed-end second-lien or a home 

equity line of credit (HELOC) is originated simultaneously with the first 

lien mortgage loan, typically in lieu of a higher down payment. 

Historically, as combined loan-to-value (CLTV) ratios rise, so do defaults. 

A delinquent borrower with minimal or no equity in a property may have 

little incentive to work with a lender to bring the loan current and avoid 

foreclosure. 
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Introductory Interest Rates 

Many introductory interest rates are set well below the fully indexed rate 

as a marketing tool for payment option ARM products. A wide initial 

spread means that borrowers are more likely to experience negative 

amortization, resulting in severe payment shock, and an earlier-than-

scheduled recasting of monthly payments. 

 

Subprime Borrowers 

A subprime mortgage
37

 is generally a loan that is meant to be offered to 

prospective borrowers with impaired credit records. The higher interest 

rate is intended to compensate the lender for accepting the greater risk in 

lending to such borrowers. More often, subprime mortgage loans are 

adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs). The interest rate on subprime ARMs 

can rise significantly over time.  

  

Mortgage programs that target subprime borrowers through tailored 

marketing, underwriting standards, and risk selection should ensure that 

such program do not feature terms that are predatory or abusive as this 

could lead to a higher risk of defaults. 

 

Non-Owner-Occupied Investor Loans 

Borrowers financing non-owner-occupied investment properties need to 

have sufficient cash reserves to service the loan because of the potential 

for extended periods of property vacancy and the need for maintenance 

and repairs 

 

Time to Think 1.4  

 

1) Name one mitigating factor when considering risk layering: 

________________________________. 

2) CFHA allows a low credit score of ______________________. 

3) The first final guidance was published in the 

 _____________________________________. 

                                                 
37

 What is a Subprime Mortgage? 

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/ask-cfpb/what-is-a-subprime-mortgage-en-110/
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Risk Management Practices 

To ensure that risk management practices keep pace with the growth of 

nontraditional mortgage products and changes in the market providers 

should: 

1) Develop written policies that specify acceptable product attributes, 

production, sales and securitization practices, and risk management 

expectations. 

2) Design enhanced performance measures and management 

reporting that provide early warning for increasing risk. 

 

Third-Party Originations 

Lenders are expected to have strong systems and controls in place for 

establishing and maintaining relationships with third parties, including 

procedures for performing due diligence. Oversight of third parties 

involves monitoring the quality of originations to meet the creditor‟s 

lending standards and comply with applicable laws and regulations. 

  

Monitoring procedures should track the quality of loans by both 

origination source and key borrower characteristics. This will help 

providers identify problems such as: 

1) Early payment defaults (EPDs) 

2) Incomplete documentation 

3) Fraud 

 

If appraisal, loan documentation, credit problems or consumer complaints 

are discovered, immediate action is required. This could include; more 

thorough application reviews, more frequent re-underwriting or 

termination of the third-party relationship. 

 

Secondary Market Activity 

Creditors with significant secondary market activities should have 

comprehensive, formal strategies for managing risks. Contingency 

planning would include how the lender will respond to reduced demand in 

the secondary market. It might be necessary to repurchase defaulted 

mortgages to protect its reputation and maintain access to the markets. 
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Consumer Protection Issues 

While nontraditional mortgage loans provide flexibility for consumers, 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) is concerned that 

consumers may enter into these transactions without fully understanding 

the product terms. 

 

Communications with Consumers 

When promoting or describing nontraditional mortgage products to 

consumers, comments should be designed with the intent of helping them 

make an informed decision when selecting a nontraditional product over a 

traditional program.  

 

Meeting this objective requires appropriate attention to detail, and a clear 

presentation of the information. Offering a balanced representation of 

product descriptions at the time when a consumer is shopping for their 

mortgage, and not just upon the submission of an application or at 

consummation is essential. The providing of such information would serve 

as an important supplement to the disclosures currently required under 

TILA and Regulation Z or other laws. 

 

Control Systems 

Companies should develop and use strong control systems to monitor 

whether actual practices are consistent with company policies and 

procedures relating to nontraditional products. 

 

Providers should design control systems to address compliance and 

consumer information concerns as well as the risk management 

considerations. 

 

Lending personnel should be trained so that they are able to convey 

information to consumers about the product terms and risks in a timely, 

accurate, and balanced manner. As products evolve and new programs are 

introduced, staff should receive additional training, as necessary. 
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Chapter 1 

CASE STUDY 

 

Another Protected Class under FHA Housing Programs 

HUD announced an agreement in their first press release of 2018 (HUD 

No. 13-001
38

) with Bank of America to settle a lesbian, gay, bi-sexual and 

transgender (LGBT) discrimination claim on January 2, 2013. HUD‟s rule, 

Equal Access to Housing in HUD Programs Regardless of Sexual 

Orientation of Gender Identity
39

, prohibits lenders from basing eligibility 

determinations for mortgage loans insured by the Federal Housing 

Administration (FHA) on actual or perceived sexual orientation, gender 

identity of marital status. HUD‟s Equal Access rule applies to all housing 

programs administered by the Department. 

 

HUD claimed BOA denied a loan to a Florida couple seeking to obtain an 

FHA-insured mortgage because of their sexual orientation and marital 

status. Because one partner was not employed, the applicant enlisted her 

partner‟s mother as a co-applicant on the loan. The couple worked with 

BOA for several weeks to provide all the necessary loan application 

documents, and the couple was assured by BOA that they were likely to 

receive a mortgage. One business day prior to closing, BOA denied the 

mortgage because it did not consider the loan application and the co-

applicant directly related because the applicant and her partner were not 

married. As a result of BOA‟s actions, the couple was not able to close on 

the loan. 

 

Bank of America will also update their FHA lending program to include 

HUD‟s ruling and provide training for their employees. Mortgage loan 

originators and their employers should heed HUD‟s warning of the 

enforcement of the regulation. 

  

                                                 
38

 HUD No. 13-001 Press Release 
39

 HUD LGBTQ Resources 

https://archives.hud.gov/news/2013/pr13-001.cfm
https://www.hud.gov/LGBT_resources
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Chapter 1 

REVIEW QUIZ 

 

1. The Veteran Benefits Administration guarantees or insures VA home 

loans? __________________________   

2. An IRRRL is which type of loan? __________________________   

3. The lender's origination fee is _______%? 

4. VA has how many Regional Centers? ____________________   

5. CRA stands for __________ which was enacted in _______. 

6. Which product replaced My Community Mortgage? 

__________________________   

7. The homebuyer education course online costs? 

__________________________   

8. Who is FNMA‟s partner on Education? 

__________________________   

9. When was CalHFA founded? __________________________   

10. Will CalFHA accept limited 203b loans? _________________   

11. Who is eligible for VA loans? __________________________   
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12. What is the Federal number of the Certificate of Eligibility for VA 

Loans? ________________________ 

13. What is the definition of churning when referring to VA loans? 

________________________________ 

14. Which loan has the lowest default record over the past 10 years? 

________________________________ 

15. Someone who served during the Korean War needs how many days 

to be eligible for a VA Loan? __________________________   

16. Tidewater is a term associated with ______________ in VA Loans. 

17. What is the official name of the so-called VA Escape Clause? 

________________________________ 

18. What is the average PMI on a VA loan? ____________________ 

19. What are the two most important factors in determining ARMs 

interest rates? _________________________________________ 

20. Traditionally, which has a higher interest rate, an owner-occupied or 

a rental home? ______________________________________   
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Answers to Time to Think and Quiz sections 

You will notice some questions in the Time to Think and the Quiz sections 

are not in the reading material. We included these questions to increase 

coverage of the course, create more interest, and increase your knowledge. 

 

Chapter 1 – Nontraditional Mortgages – Time to Think 

1.1 – 1) Guarantees, Insure    2) DD214    3) .5% 

1.2 – 1) $1,000.00    2) Appraisal    3) 6 

1.3 – 1) True    2) False    3) No expiration 

1.4 – 1) Higher credit scores, Lower LTV and DTI ratios, Significant 

liquid assets, Mortgage Insurance    2) 660    3) Federal Register 

Quiz 

1. Guarantees  2. Interest Rate Reduction Refinance Loans  3. 1%  4. 12    

5. Community Reinvestment Act, 1977  6. HomeReady   7. $75.00           

8.  Framework   9. 1975   10. Yes   11. Military & Affiliates, retired and 

spouses   12. No number   13.  Refinancing too often   14.  VA   15.  181   

16.  Appraisal   17.  Option Clause   18.  None   19.  Margin & Index      

20.  Rental 
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Chapter 2 
 

ETHICS 

Section 1 

Introduction 

To be approved for NMLS Continuing Education credit, any eight Hour 

course must include two hours of Ethics. The 20 hour Pre-Licensure 

course must contain 3 hours. Obviously, Ethics is an important topic. 

All Codes of Ethics refer to the Golden Rule
40

: As the King James version 

of the Bible says, “Therefore all things, whatsoever ye would that men 

should do unto you do ye even so unto them. For this is the law and the 

prophets.” Other people state the law in a negative manner as, “Don't treat 

others in a way you would not like to be treated.” 

 

Other non-ethical persons say, “The Golden Rule is that he or she who has 

the gold makes the rules” or “Do unto others before they get a chance to 

do it unto you.”  Others ask, “Is Ethics something that can be taught?” 

NMLS believes that it can. 

 

There are many learned people who have given their opinion of Ethics. 

Following are some of the more pertinent. 

1) Warren Buffett: “In looking for people to hire, you look for three 

qualities, integrity, intelligence, and energy. And if you do not 

have the first, the other two will kill you.” 

2) Oprah: “Real integrity is doing the right thing, knowing that 

nobody's going to know whether you did it or not.” 

3) Albert Camus: “Integrity has no need for rules.” 

4) Ralph Waldo Emerson: “In failing circumstances, no one can be 

relied on to keep their integrity.” 

5) Einstein: “Whoever is careless with the truth in small matters 

cannot be trusted with important matters.” 

 

                                                 
40

 Merriam Webster Definition 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/golden%20rule
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Seems that integrity is an important factor. Webster describes integrity as 

“A person with integrity has a firm adherence to a code of especially 

moral or artistic value, incorruptibility, soundness.” 

 

Yes, improving the Ethics of the Real Estate Industry is a constant project. 

Not only do Loan Originators, Appraisers, Underwriters, Lenders, 

Processors, Notaries, Escrow Officers, and other people in lending need to 

improve, but also Real Estate Agents, Brokers, Property Managers, Title 

Officers, and Home Warranty Companies can use better techniques and 

more professional service.  

 

In a recent Gallup Poll consumers were asked which occupations were the 

most Ethical. Nurses finished first again followed by Pharmacists, 

Doctors, Teachers, etc. For years Real Estate Agents and other real 

estaters were ranked second from the bottom topping only Car 

Salespeople. In this poll, Agents moved up to 13th out of the 21 

researched. The bottom feeders were from the bottom up: Lobbyists, 

Congress, Telemarketers, Car Salespeople, Advertising Practitioners, 

Stock Broker, etc. We have moved up some spaces, but still have a long 

way to go. 

 

Have you ever thought when taking some Ethics Class that there should be 

an Ethics class for consumers? Might not hurt the tenor of transactions. 

And while we are thinking, how about having consumers take a test and 

get a license before buying or selling a home? In CA we have to get a 

license to fish, hunt, cut hair, drive, and to do many other tasks. Why not 

illustrate some knowledge before completing the most important and 

expensive transaction in our life? 

 

Code of Ethics 

There are 15 Articles in the Mortgage Bankers Association Code: They 

are all important, but for this treatment we will abbreviate some of the 

listings. 
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Article I 

Keep himself informed as to financial and economic matters affecting his 

community, state, and nation. 

 

An originator is working on what in many instances is the largest 

investment many clients will ever make. Therefore, we should take this 

responsibility seriously and become very informed on all topics 

concerning our products. In today's marketplace there are many places to 

find information, regulations, and advice on how to function as a reputable 

person.  

 

Some sources include FHA, HUD, CFPB, NMLS, Associations, 

Columnists, and yes, newspapers and television. Open up your email and 

other contacts and read articles of more than 100 words and listen to 

videos of more than two minutes. Wouldn‟t you want your surgeon to be 

up-to-date on all the new equipment and treatments? 

 

Article II 

Be well informed on current mortgage market conditions in order that he 

may be in a position to serve all parties concerned in a fair and intelligent 

manner. 

 

Know the market, be creative when necessary, and knowledgeable all the 

time. Not every problem is a nail so get more tools than just a hammer. 

Our main advantage as a live body over a computer is that we can listen, 

show empathy, and care. And we remember that every person is different; 

be ready to adapt to the circumstances. Have complete information 

available for your clients. You have to become the information guru, czar 

or icon in your area. 

 

Article III 

To protect all with whom he has dealings against fraud, misrepresentation 

or unethical practices, of any nature, within the scope of the mortgage 

banking profession. 

 

You are responsible for all affiliates, agents, outside vendors and others to 

whom you introduce a client in the process of making a loan. Be sure that 

you select reputable professionals to help your people. Be alert. The 

reputation that you save might be your own.  
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Fraud comes from many directions. In today's market be certain that you 

educate clients on the problems of online theft of money transfers. Check 

out items like the CAR Theft Advisory and other messages of possible 

dangers. 

 

Article IV 

Should adopt a policy which will enable him to avoid errors, exaggeration, 

misrepresentation, or the concealment of any pertinent facts. 

 

One of the best methods of avoiding errors is to be organized and detailed. 

Checklists, procedures, follow ups, and proper time management 

techniques should be employed. Do not always round up; do not always 

promise the moon; do not always miss contacts, etc. If you go to 

improvement seminars or read improvement books and online articles, you 

will always hear the same recommendations. Return your emails, 

facebook posts, phone calls, texts, now.  

 

Answer your phone on the first ring like you are eager to help whoever is 

calling and have a smile in your voice. Most important, if you said you 

will be somewhere at 2:00PM, be like Vince Lombardi (Hall of Fame 

Green Bay Packer Football Coach) who always said, "If you are on-time, 

you are late."  

 

Article V 

Should never be instrumental in introducing into his community a 

detrimental character of property thereof. 

 

Be sure you know what you are lending on. And do not introduce any 

predatory lending arrangements to the area. We all know what happened 

when there were so many predatory loans made in the 2000's. It was 

chaos. Many originators and many lenders knew what they were doing 

was not good business. But they pressed on.  

 

And there will always be new Milkens, Keatings, Madoffs and Ponzis. 

Companies will continue to come along that will be concerned only with 

their profits this month and not worry about clients, foreclosures, REO's, 

and other tragedies. Grantland Rice, famous American Sportswriter, said, 
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"When One Great Scorer comes to write against your name, He marks, 

not that you won or lost, but how you played the game."  

 

Article VI 

Should not be a party to false representation in the handling of Deeds, 

Mortgages, etc. 

 

This is simple. Just don't do it. It seems so easy to bribe a Notary, get 

some documents signed, record them and refinance. Money beyond your 

wildest imaginations.  

 

Article VII 

Should not engage in activities constituting the practice of law. Clients 

should be referred to legal counsel. 

 

You should know about many of the problems that clients will encounter. 

You must learn so that you know when to say, "I recommend that you get 

legal and tax representation." You could tell them your opinion and most 

of the time you will be right. But it only takes one good law suit to ruin 

your career. It takes years to build a reputation and sometimes only one 

action to tear it down. 

 

Article VIII 

In his advertising, should be particular and careful to present only true 

facts.  

 

True Picture. True Picture. True Picture. That is listed in many law suits as 

to what type of ads you should be writing. If it is your company and one of 

your loan brokers is writing their own ads, you are still the responsible 

party. You say that you did not know, and the regulator says, "No 

reasonable supervision." 

 

Regulation N lists many of the restrictions on advertising. In California 

you can contact the Department of Business Oversight or the Department 

of Real Estate and ask them to review an ad you might be considering. 

DRE even has a form and a program where they charge $40.00 and they 

will review your entire ad.  
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Article IX 

Should see that financial obligations and commitments regarding 

mortgage banking transactions are in writing, express the exact agreement 

of the parties, and that the interested parties be supplied with copies 

thereof. 

  

Accurate, in writing, and copies to all. Learn what needs to be filed and 

for how long. There are many different types of documents and many 

different regulations on how long they must be saved. Some advertising 

items need to be kept for one year, some documents need to be kept for 25 

months, and some items for income tax purposes need to be kept for three 

years and longer.  

 

If one of your clients owns rental property, he best get good advice about 

document retention. Purchase and loan documents are to be kept for a long 

time and if a purchase document or other document was used to establish 

the basis of land and building for depreciation purposes, the documents 

must be kept for three years after disposition of the property.  

 

Article X 

In the management of property, should not accept any commission, rebate 

or profit on expenditures made for the owner, without the owner‟s 

knowledge and consent. 

 

This is a difficult article to supervise. Supervisors, resident managers, 

vendors, cleaning crews and others have access to living units while 

tenants are out. Also, they handle money, order supplies, make repairs, 

and rent units. As the owner or Property Manager, you are responsible for 

all. These people can do a wonderful job for you, but others can steal so 

many different ways. Phantom repairs, deposits paid to them, an apartment 

called vacant when it‟s not, kickbacks from vendors, free work from 

vendors on their personal properties, just plain embezzling and 

disappearing, stealing, and others. As a property management company 

owner for over two decades, I can tell you how hard it is to make sure all 

your charges are honest and ethical. Of course, you must toe the Ethical 

Line, but so must all your employees. 
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Article XI 

Should charge for his services only such fees as are fair and reasonable, 

and which are in accordance with ethical practice in similar transactions. 

 

You should have a fee list and make sure that it is utilized when quoting 

fees. It is only fair to treat all alike. Price correctly all the time and never 

use any price differences or term changes when pricing for any protected 

category. There is no Ethical problem charging people with poor credit 

higher rates. And frequent clients could be given reasonable discounts as 

long as these discounts are not used to discriminate. When you are pricing, 

try to imagine a Small Claim's Court Judge standing looking over your 

shoulder. 

 

Article XII 

Should never condone or engage in or be a party to questionable appraisal 

practices. 

 

This was considered one of the problems that caused the chaos of the 

Recession. Selecting favorite appraisers, giving kickbacks or taking 

kickbacks, and other illegal endeavors are unethical. You must follow all 

the new Federal Regulations.  

 

One item that is mentioned all the time is that you cannot demand a certain 

value and refuse to pay if not given that value. You are not to illegally 

influence appraisers. There must be more cooperation in this area so 

originators know how to approach an appraiser to ask for a correction 

when they believe that an error has been made. 

 

Article XIII 

Should so conduct his business as to refrain from casting aspersions on his 

fellow Mortgage Bankers. 

 

Do not gossip about competitors and always work following the Golden 

Rule expressed earlier. Do not pirate clients. Do not pirate agents. Do not 

pirate staff. Cooperate whenever necessary.  
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Article XIV 

Should be willing to exchange ideas and experiences which will improve 

mortgage servicing, reduce delinquencies and foreclosures. 

 

This exchange of ideas is most easily completed in Associations, 

Neighborhood Agencies, and Informal Groups. Associations are a great 

platform for education, lobbying, distribution of important information to 

all people, networking, and learning to co-exist. Also, you are working 

together to make your community a better place and fostering charities 

and other groups. Donate time, donate money and donate ideas. 

 

Article XV 

No inducement of profit and no pressure, direct or indirect, can justify 

departure from the principles set forth in the Code of Ethics. 

 

This is the summation of the entire Code. Work within the Code. You do 

not have to search far to discover MLO's who are in jail, license-less, 

suspended, fined severely, admonished, and many who have lost the 

respect of others in the industry. A reputation is a terrible thing to lose, yet 

people are doing it every day. 

 

Learn the right way to do everything, then do everything the right way. 

Another code: You must be trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, 

courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean and reverent. Yes, 

Be Prepared. 

 

Three Little Words 

You should show respect and concern for your clients, but to me the most 

important three little words with clients are "Timely Honest Disclosures". 

What are yours? Enough said. 

 

NAMB Code 

The National Association of Mortgage Brokers has a few extra 

recommendations in their Code of Ethics
41

.  

1) Conduct business in a manner reflecting honesty, honor and 

integrity. 

2) Shall not disclose unauthorized confidential information. 

                                                 
41

 CRMS Application Handbook  

https://www.namb.org/docs/CRMS_Application_Handbook_042015FINAL.pdf
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3) Shall not pressure any provider of services, goods or facilities to 

circumvent industry professional standards or respond to any such 

pressure. 

4) Shall disclose any equity or financial interest they may have in the 

collateral being offered to secure a loan. 

5) Shall conduct their business in compliance with all applicable laws 

and regulations. 

 

Another Famous Code of Ethics 

The National Association of Realtors has a code that has been in use since 

1908. Not only has it been used to foster better Ethics in the Real Estate 

Industry, but it was copied by many States when they were doing their 

State Laws. It is enforced by two panels at each local Association or 

Board. They are a Grievance Committee which takes the first look at a 

complaint and if pertinent forwards it on to another panel, the Professional 

Standards Committee, which makes a ruling. 

 

The Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice of the National Association 

of Realtors
42

 has 17 Articles and each Article has many Standards of 

Practice to explain the Article. Each Article can be described in a few 

words. 

 

Article 1 - Honesty 

 

Article 2 - No puffing 

 

Article 3 - Cooperation 

 

Article 4 - Reveal any ownership 

 

Article 5 - No self-interest 

 

Article 6 - No kickbacks 

 

Article 7 - Disclose all compensation 

 

Article 8 - Trust Funds 

 

Article 9 - Everything in writing  

                                                 
42

 NAR Code of Ethics 

https://www.nar.realtor/about-nar/governing-documents/code-of-ethics/2019-code-of-ethics-standards-of-practice
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Article 10 - Discrimination 

 

Article 11 - Specialized services 

 

Article 12 - True picture 

 

Article 13 - Unauthorized practice of law 

 

Article 14 - Cooperate in investigations 

 

Article 15 - Respect competitors 

 

Article 16 - Pirating listings 

 

Article 17 - Procuring Cause 

 

Couple of points: One of the most important articles and one that is a 

cause of many major problems is number 17. Who should get paid for the 

sale? Who is responsible for the sale? Is it the person who first showed the 

property or the one who got the signature?  

 

There are so many variations on these activities. There is one interesting 

sentence in the explanation about procuring cause. "It is not the squirrel 

who gets the nut who is the winner, it is the squirrel who shakes the tree." 

 

 

Time to Think 2.1 

   

1) What is the name of the Act that says that you will be here today for the 

full 8 hours? ____________________________________________ 

2) What topic does Article 1 of the MBA Code of Ethics discuss?   

____________________________________________ 

Poll Question:  Do you belong to an Association of MLOs and which 

one(s)? __________________________________ 
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Section 2 

The New 1003/65 For 2019 

 

Introduction 

The Uniform Residential Loan Application is the most important form in 

lending. It is important that Mortgage Loan Originators know all the 

details of these forms to protect their clients. Clients should also know the 

forms so they understand what they are signing and do not become victims 

of fraud. 

 

The forms being used today were implemented in 2005. These new forms 

have changed and are now five forms instead of 1. Time to study and 

learn. 

 

Yes, there will be a new form in town. Many of you have worked for years 

with the Fannie Mae 1003 or with the same form with a different name, 

Freddie Mac 65. The forms were first used around 1996. The Current 

revision of the form was completed way back in July of 2005, and it was 

revised in June of 2009. The form is "owned" by the GSEs (Government 

Sponsored Entities including Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae, Ginnie Mae, 

Sallie Mae, Farm Credit System, Farmer Mac, and others).  

 

The new form has been under development for a long time. The current 

schedule shows that its use is optional as of July l, 2019 and is mandatory 

as of February 1, 2020. So much to learn, so little time.  

 

Quick Facts from GSEs 

A completely redesigned URLA (Fannie Mae Form 1003 / Freddie Mac 

Form 65)
43

 was published with a corresponding dataset – the Uniform 

Loan Application Dataset (ULAD). This update supports changes in 

mortgage industry credit, underwriting, eligibility policies, and regulatory 

requirements. 
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 Fannie Mae Form 1003 / Freddie Mac Form 65 

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide_form/urla-lender-loan-information.pdf
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GSE Lists Highlights:  

1) Redesigned format to be more consumer-friendly and support 

accurate data collection and better efficiency 

2) Professionally designed; consumer and industry tested 

3) Dynamic electronic form in a fillable format; sections 

expand/contract based on information provided 

4) Supports collection of loan application details that are relevant and 

useful in making an underwriting decision 

5) Spanish informational version provided 

6) The URLA will be supported by the ULAD, mapping to the 

MISMO version 3.4 reference model 

 

URLA Benefits
44

 

(Greater Efficiency, Transparency, and Certainty) 

1) Loan application process does not change for lender or borrower 

2) Cleaner overall look and feel – more white space, easier to 

navigate 

3) Consistent and simplified organization of fields and labels 

4) Clearer upfront instructions to enable borrower self-service 

5) Defined separation of borrower and lender information 

6) New and updated fields reflect today‟s mortgage lending business, 

with obsolete fields removed 

7) Updated government monitoring information in accordance with 

the new Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) requirements 

 

The comments of two testers were included:  

 

“Surprise – it took less time to complete than expected!” 

-Anonymous borrower 

 

“Will speed up origination process and allow more loans to be processed 

and less back and forth with the borrower.” 

-Anonymous lender 
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 URLA 1003 Forms, Fannie Mae  

https://www.fanniemae.com/singlefamily/uniform-residential-loan-application
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The Forms 

There are more than one and they are used as needed:  

1) Uniform Residential Loan Application:   8 pages, with additions, 

deletions and sections moved around 

2) Uniform Residential Loan Application-Lender Loan 

Information:   2 pages, this is one MLO's should really study, it is 

yours. 

3) Uniform Residential Loan Application-Additional Borrower:    4 

pages, the tricky part will be where to put joint assets and separate 

assets 

4) Uniform Residential Loan Application-Unmarried Addendum:   1 

page, four choices are Civil Union, Domestic Partnership, 

Registered Reciprocal Beneficiary Relationship, and other. 

5) Uniform Residential Loan Application-Continuation Page 

 

Facts 

A future transaction will require a lot of pages. An unmarried couple with 

a complicated loan would use 8 pages for URLA, 2 pages for Lender Loan 

Information, 4 pages for Additional Borrower, 1 page for Unmarried 

Addendum, and 1 page for Continuation Sheet. 14 pages replacing 5 

pages. 

 

Interesting that the 1003 is 8 pages, since 2 pages for Lender Loan 

Information have been extracted from the Current Form. The boxes on the 

Current Form have been removed and that makes for easier flow and 

easier reading. Also, interesting to me is that there are no page numbers so 

navigation will be by section number and sub-section number.  

 

There is a comparison available on the first pages of the two forms. 

Borrower information on the current form is about seven lines. On the new 

form it is about an entire page. The new format is a reason for some of the 

expansion, but there is a good example of new information you will be 

receiving.  

 

A Military Service Section is on this page. There are four optional 

answers. Also, the Language Preference lists English, Chinese, Korean 

Spanish Tagalog, Vietnamese, and others. No French, Italian, German, 

Greek, Swedish, Norwegian, Russian, or others.  
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The GSE's were asked, "Why did you add the Language Preference 

questions to the form?"  The FHFA told them to do so. Simple. 

Should you view the new form in a web browser? No, the GSE's 

recommend that the forms be downloaded to your computer and use a 

PDF document reader, OR they may not perform as designed.  

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has announced that using 

these forms is a Safe Harbor for many Federal Regulations. So use this 

form, not one from your company attorney or owner. 

 

There is an interesting item on the Freddie Mac website. "We're proud to 

be honored with a 2017 ClearMark Award of Distinction from the Center 

for Plain Language for our interactive version of our Uniform Residential 

Loan Application: a joint project between Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. 
45

 

We'd like to share the award with our industry partners, whose invaluable 

input helped us complete this project. Side note: The Grand Prize Winner 

that year was the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau and the Social 

Security Administration-Planning for Retirement.  

 

Another query? How do I use this from when there is a non-borrower 

spouse in a community property state? The lender is free to use an 

appendix or other document as necessary. Follow the laws in your state. 

How do I provide more than two borrower signatures when I use more 

than one Additional Borrower component? Two options:  

1) Duplicate Section 6 as many times as needed for the number of 

individuals on the loan app. 

2) Add additional signature lines to Section 6 directly on the form.  

 

Dynamic Versus Interactive 

There is an excellent one page article on both Fannie Mae and Freddie 

Mac websites that is entitled “Highlighting the Differences Between the 

Interactive and Dynamic Formats for URLA”
46

. It is in the Uniform 

Mortgage Data Program. This form was designed jointly by those two 

GSE's at the direction of their regulator, the Federal Housing Finance 

Agency.  
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 Freddie Mac ClearMark Award of Distinction 
46

 URLA Differences  

http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/sell/ulad.html
https://www.fanniemae.com/content/fact_sheet/urla-interactive-versus-dynamic-forms.pdf
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Functionality of Interactive: Interacts with users by enabling online 

completion, saving and printing. Provides form fields with automated 

assistance. You can pick lists, open and close fields, do calculation and 

validate data. Page length and numbers of sections and rows do not 

change. Additional borrower component must be completed separately. 

 

Functionality of Dynamic: Has the same functionality as the Interactive 

form, but also provides additional capabilities that react to online data 

entry. Allows page length adjustments, adjusting page breaks, collapsing 

sections in response to entries, add or delete rows, allow automatic 

completion of the necessary Additional Borrower sections, etc. Page 

length, section size, and number of rows are adjustable and Additional 

Borrower sections are integrated.  

 

Remember you can still do hard copy, as the GSE's thought that should 

still be offered. I agree. 

 

What's New  

There is an outstanding research form on the Fannie Mae website. It is 

titled, "Comparison Between Current and Redesigned URLA's
47

. All of 

the articles mentioned are readily available by just searching the title in 

Google. 

 

The total form is twelve pages on 8.5 inches x 14 inches. The print is 

small and comprehensive. A lot of information presented in columnar 

form. Check it out. Makes understanding these changes quicker and easier.  

 

The Redesigned Form is the subject form and is compared to the Current 

Form. If something is new on the new form, it is listed in blue. If 

something has been eliminated from the new form, it is listed in pink. If it 

is changed or relocated, it is yellow, and if the information is similar, it is 

listed in white. 
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 Fannie Mae URLA Form 

https://www.fanniemae.com/singlefamily/uniform-residential-loan-application
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In Section 1 

Cell phone, work phone with extension, and email are listed in section 

one. Terms, Names of Other Borrowers, a box for no primary housing 

expense, and $ month, are listed in blue. 
 

More in Section 1 

The military questions are listed here. The answers are currently serving, 

currently retired, only period of service was, and surviving spouse. In the 

Language section contact numbers are listed for HUD and CFPB. It might 

be professional and ethical to point these out. 
 

Still More in Section 1 

Employer phone number, I am employed by a family member, property 

seller, real estate agent or other party in the transaction. Under the 

question are you the business owner or self-employed, there is a request to 

state  whether you own less or more than 25%. 
 

Now Section 2 

Nothing major, there are two spots where figures are totaled and a 

liabilities account type is added, and liens to be paid off at or before 

closing.  
 

Section 3 

In this section you list the creditors name and account number, when to be 

paid off again, type (FHA, VA, Conventional, or other) and a spot for 

Credit Limit is applicable. 
 

Section 4 

Mixed-use property is changed to a yes/no box. Question about 

manufactured home, creditor limit, whether your gift or grants are 

deposited, and the source of gift are there. 
 

Section 5 

A new questions is that if it is a purchase, do you have a family 

relationship or business affiliation with the seller of the property? Other 

new questions; Are you getting any money for this transaction from other 

people then state how much, will you be applying for a mortgage on 

another property, new credit such as a credit card or installment loan that 

is not disclosed here, will there be any lien that could take priority over the 

first lien such as  (PACE), within past seven years have you completed 

any type of short sale, what type of bankruptcy (chapter 7/11/12/13). 
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Section 6 

Has the acknowledgement and agreements. 
 

Section 7 

Some different ethnicities have  been added including Mexican/Puerto 

Rican/Cuban/Other Hispanic or Latino enter origin. Also, 

Asian/Indian/Chinese/Filipino/Japanese/Korean/Vietnamese/Other 

Asian/Native Hawaiian/Guamanian/Chamorro/Samoan/Other Pacific 

Islander. There is then a question for the MLO. Was the ethnicity, race or 

sex of the borrower collected on the basis of visual observation and/or 

surname? 
 

Section 8 

This is the Loan Origination information and the only addition here is 

another email number. 

 

No Longer Collected  

Section 1 

Type of Business is not collected in multiple places. There is a statement 

that the current 1003/65 require the monthly income components by each 

borrower while the redesigned form collects the monthly income 

components by each employer. There is free form text on current form and 

enumerated values on the redesigned. 
 

Section 2 

Addresses are no longer collected on the redesigned form. Owed to is no 

longer collected for alimony, child support, etc. 
 

Section 3 

The new form combines insurance, taxes and association dues. If rental 

being held for income is no longer collected and Net Rental Income will 

be calculated for each property. 
 

Section 4 

Removed any other loan mortgage, financial obligation, bond or loan 

guarantee from the questions about delinquencies. 
 

Section 8 

There is only one Loan Origination Company identifier field on the 

current form. 
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LENDER LOAN INFORMATION 

 

Section L1: Property and Loan Information 

Discusses Community Property States, Transaction Detail, Refinance 

Type/Refinance Program and Energy Improvement (Pace) plus Project 

Type. The Community Property State question on the Current Form was 

several sentences long. This form asks, "Does at least one borrower live in 

a community property state, and is the property in a community property 

state? Much cleaner. 

 

Section L2: Title Information 

Has two questions about how title will be held and the manner in which it 

will be held. Also, information about any trusts and a question about 

Indian Country Land Tenure 

 

Section L3:  Mortgage Loan Information 

Features Mortgage Type, Terms, Lien Type, Amortization, Adjustable 

Rate, Proposed Monthly Payment for Property, and any "Toxic" loan 

features such as Balloons, Interest Only, Negative Amortization, 

Prepayment Penalties, Buy Downs. 

 

Section L4:  Qualifying the Borrower-Minimum Required Funds or 

Cash Back 

This is a calculation page to determine the bottom line: Cash from or to 

the Borrower. 

 

Section L5:  Homeownership Education and Housing Counseling 

In an FAQ's article on the UMDP site, a question listed is, "Why is this 

section on the Redesigned URLA?" Answer: The GSE's worked with 

HUD and others to include this section to help promote awareness of such 

offerings to borrowers.  
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Time to Think 2.2   

   

1) How many pages is the new URLA Additional Borrowers form? _____ 

2) Name an ethnicity that has been added to the new form in Section 7: 

__________________________________________ 

Poll Question:  Is the new 1003/65 Form an improvement to loan 

processing  in your opinion? __________________________________ 

 

Section 3 

Home Loan Toolkit
48

 

 

Introduction 

One of the main aspects of Ethics is Protection of Consumers. The Dodd-

Frank Act was passed for this purpose. The Agency developed was named 

the Consumer Financial Protection Act. To protect clients, licensees must 

educate clients and other consumers. Then, the consumer will understand 

the processes and nuances of lending and better protect themselves. 

 

Everyone in the Mortgage Industry must practice Ethics at the highest 

level. It is essential. Also, everyone must disclose all pertinent information 

at the proper time in the proper method. A consumer cannot make a 

practical decision about a loan unless they have a basic knowledge and 

know all the facts of the transaction. A mantra would be disclose, disclose, 

disclose and if there is doubt as to whether information should be 

disclosed, error on the side of disclosing. 

 

MLOs, escrow staff, processing, underwriting, appraising, non-licensees, 

title officers, and others  must be ethical at all times. Are there items that 
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should not be disclosed? Yes, confidential information and personal 

information not pertinent to the transaction should not be disclosed. 

 

The Home Loan Toolkit is the official booklet that is given to prospective 

residential borrowers. Dodd-Frank wanted the old Settlement Booklet 

eliminated and CFPB designed this resource. 

 

Included in the 20-hour Pre-Licensure class is a 3-hour section on Ethics. 

One of the sub-topics is:  Borrower Education. That is the objective of the 

Toolkit. 

 

The lender sends the booklet to prospects. Many MLOs have never seen 

this booklet.  It is important that licensees understand the information 

presented so they can answer prospect‟s questions professionally. 

 

Federal Government and Disclosure  

The Federal Government believes in disclosure. Many forms are required 

in many different transactions. Reams and reams of paper are used in 

lending transactions. For years the booklet given was entitled, "Shopping 

for Your Home Loan: Settlement Cost Booklet". The Dodd Frank Act 

instructed the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to study, analyze, 

and produce a more up-to-date book with more information to educate and 

protect consumers. 

 

The new book, "Your Home Loan Toolkit: A step-by-step guide", became 

the required book to be given to consumers as of August 1, 2015. The 25 

page booklet was created to comply with federal law pursuant to 12 

U.S.C.2604, 12 CFR 1024.6, and 12 CFR 1026.19(g) 

 

The first statement on this disclosure is, "Buying a home is exciting and 

let's face it, complicated. This booklet is a toolkit that can help you make 

better choices along your path to owning a home."   
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Applicants are told that after finishing this toolkit they will know the most 

important steps needed to get the best mortgage, better understand their 

closing costs, what it takes to buy a home and a few ways to be a 

successful homeowner. Those are big goals. 

 

About the CFPB
49

 

1) Is a Federal agency that helps consumer finance markets work by 

making rules more effective. 

 By consistently and fairly enforcing those rules. 

 By empowering consumers to take more control over their 

economic lives. 

2) Want more information? “CFPB Invites Consumers to Ask CFPB” 

at 855-411-2372. 

3) You can file any complaint against anyone in your transaction by 

contacting CFPB; they do work on your complaints. 

 

Choosing the Best Mortgage tor You (The Prospective Borrower) 

1. Define “What Is Affordable to You?” 

a) What does an affordable home look like to you? The booklet has 

many worksheets. 

b) Estimate your total monthly payment; including principal and 

interest; mortgage insurance if any, property taxes, homeowner's 

insurance, homeowner association dues.  

c) Estimate the percentage of your income that will be spent on your 

monthly home payment.  

d) The Federal Government states that a mortgage lending rule of 

thumb is that your total monthly home payment should be at or 

below 26% of your total monthly income before taxes. 

e) Lenders may approve you for more or less depending on your 

overall financial picture. 

f) Estimate what is left after subtracting your monthly debts. 

g) Choose a total monthly home payment with which you are 

comfortable. 
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2. Understand Your Credit 

a) Your credit, credit scores and how wisely you shop have a definite 

impact on interest costs. 

b) Get current on your payments and stay there. Did you know that 

about 35% of your credit score depends on how you pay and 30% 

of the important score depends on how much you owe? 

c) A free credit report at annualcreditreport.com. NOT 

freecreditreport.com.  

d) To get errors corrected go to consumerfinance.gov/askcfpb
50

. 

e) If you have a credit score below 700, you will pay more. Most 

credit scoring models will let you shop for a certain period, maybe 

up to 45 days with no effect on your score. 

f) Improve your score and save money (get errors off your scores). 

The Toolkit says that you could see an improvement within three 

months or more.  

g) Important Note: Do not make any big purchase when you are 

working to buy a home. Wait for the new car, etc. 

 

3. Pick the Mortgage Type, Fixed or Adjustable, That Works for You 

a) Fixed-rate mortgage, everything stays the same with a predictable 

payment (for 15, 20 or 30 years) 

b) Adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM), your payment normally starts 

off lower and then could increase a lot, maybe hundreds of dollars 

a month, or maybe decrease. 

c) Many borrowers with ARMs underestimate how much interest and 

payments will rise. (If you have any questions, have the aspects of 

ARMs such as margin, index, adjustment period, spread, basis 

points, teaser rates, cap and so forth explained fully). 

d) For more information on the advantages and disadvantages of 

ARMs, you will receive the Consumer Handbook on Adjustable 

Rate Mortgages (CHARM booklet)
51
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e) You can never count on being able to sell your home when you 

want to and for the amount that you want is a statement in the 

back. 

f) Check the Terms Section on the Loan Estimate you will be given 

to learn about risky loan features, namely balloon payment. 

prepayment penalty, negative amortization, etc. 

  

4. Choosing the Right Down Payment for You 

a) 20% down provides the best rates and options, but do not drain all 

of your savings. 

b) 5% to 19% down means that you will probably pay higher rates, 

fees, and private mortgage insurance. 

c) No down or less than 5% down are typically more expensive loans, 

but there are FHA loans which offer a 3.5% down payment 

program, and VA offers 0% down payment, yes 0%. 

d) Prepayment: you make additional payments to pay the balance 

down early. This is your choice and your right. On certain loans 

there might be a prepayment limits. 

 

5. Understand the Trade-off Between Points and Interest Rate 

a) A point is 1% of your loan. You can have a zero point loan and pay 

points to bring down your interest rate. 

b) Or you can ask to have points paid to you (lender credits) and use 

them to cover closing costs. 

c) You can get the factors of your prospective loans and compare 

how points affect your personal situation. 

 

6. Shop with Several Lenders 

a) As you have been told in so many instances: first step is make a 

list. 

b) Get facts, what they recommend, and their best offer. 

c) Get at least three offers in writing. 

d) Compare costs and have Total Loan Costs, Annual Percentage 

Rate (APR) and Total Interest Percentage explained to you. 
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e) Ask professionals in your area average costs. 

f) Learn about costs and use the 

link: www.consumerfinance.gov/owning-a-home. 

g) Talk to different lenders and the CFPB gives you a sample script. 

Starting, "This mortgage is a big decision and I want to get it 

right." 

h) Track and compare your three loan offers. 

i) Comment in Toolkit: "A loan officer is not necessarily shopping 

on your behalf or providing you with the best fit or lowest cost 

loan. 

j) Another Tip: "It is illegal for a lender to pay a loan officer more to 

steer you into a higher cost loan". 

 

7. Choose Your Mortgage 

a) Confirm your decision. Can you repay it, and are you comfortable 

with the terms? This is a good deal from my shopping. No risky 

features. I know about my payments in the future. 

b) You tell the loan officer, "I intend to proceed". Lenders have to 

wait for this statement before they can require you to pay an 

application fee, appraisal fee or any other fees except a credit 

report. 

c) Know the difference between a rate that is Locked or Floating. 

d) The rate on your Loan Estimate is not a guarantee. 

e) There can be a downside to a rate lock. Ask. 

 

8. Avoid Pitfalls 

a) Do not sign documents with blank spaces.  

b) Do not assume you are on your own. To find a HUD approved 

housing counselor go to consumerfinance.gov/find-a-housing-

counselor
52

 or call 800-569-4287. 

c) Do not take on too much mortgage. 

d) Don't count on refinancing. 

e) Don't fudge numbers. 
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f) Don't hide important information. 

g) If your loan officer is treating you badly, ask to talk to a 

supervisor. 

h) Discriminated against, have a complaint or been a victim of a 

predatory lender: Contact CFPB at 855-411-2372 or HUD at 800-

699-9777.  

i) You can learn more about your loan officer 

at www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org 
53

, www.dre.ca.gov and 

www.dbo.ca.gov.  

 

9. Your Closing 

a) Shop for mortgage closing services; in California this is an Escrow 

Agent, other States it is a Settlement Agent, and in others an 

Attorney is required. Research. 

b) Ask about Title Insurance, Lender's Title Policy, and Owner's Title 

Policy. 

c) Consider a home inspector, probably will be worth the cost. 

d) There will normally be a home appraiser. 

e) The Closing Disclosure will be five pages, covering loan terms, 

costs at closing, total costs, and prepaids, etc. 

f) There will be section on "calculating cash to close, summaries, 

loan disclosures, finance charges, APR, and lots more. 

g) Study page four so you become acquainted with assumption (yes 

or no), demand feature (yes or no), negative amortization, and 

partial payments. 

h) Page five has information on finance charges and contact 

information. APR, total of payments, and TIP are all listed here 

plus some other disclosures.  

i) One final sentence is "Now is the time to step back and feel sure 

you want to proceed with the loan”.  

j) The final sentence is, "If you've made a careful decision about 

what you can afford and the mortgage you wanted, you will be 

able to balance owning your home and meeting your goals."  
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10. Owning Your Home 

The Federal Government (in this case (CFPB) states that owning a 

home is exciting, a large investment, and relays some tips on how 

to protect that investment. Act fast if you get behind on your 

payments, keep up with ongoing costs, determine if you need flood 

insurance, and understand HELOCS and refinancing.  

 

The final thought in the book is, “Congratulations, you have 

accomplished a lot. It is not easy, you should feel proud of the 

work you have done." 

 

And Duane Gomer Education would like to add to this, “Be sure to 

call and thank your professional state-licensed Mortgage Loan 

Originator”.  

 

 

Time to Think 2.3  

   

1) As of what date was the Toolkit required to be given to the Borrower? 

____________________ 

2) The Toolkit has how many pages? ______________ 

3) Complete this sentence from the Toolkit.  With a credit score below 

______________ you will pay more.  
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Section 4 

Federal Housing Counseling 

 

Introduction 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has overseen 

the Federal Housing Counseling program for over 50 years. Begun in 

1968, the program oversees agencies involved in a number of housing 

services, including pre-purchase counseling, post-purchase counseling, 

and foreclosure prevention. Every year more than a million America 

households are helped through the network. 

 

A question remains, “How effective are Housing Counseling Services for 

participants”? Several studies have been conducted to determine an 

answer. In September 2017, HUD published a summary of the findings
54

 

Listed below are some of the statistics cited in the report. 

 

Clients that receive foreclosure mitigation housing counseling are… 

 2.83 times more likely to receive a loan modification 

 70 percent more likely to bring payments current after falling into 

foreclosure 

 45 percent more likely to sustain modifications obtained for 

seriously delinquent mortgages 

 

Clients that receive pre-purchase housing counseling… 

 Are 42 percent less likely to fall into foreclosure 

 Reduce their risk of default by approximately 30 percent 

 

Clients that receive credit counseling… 

 Have on average $11,300 less total debt 

 

Clients that receive instruction in financial literacy… 

 Increase their savings account balances by an average of $362 

 

The Dodd-Frank Act 

Mandates that housing counselors demonstrate, by written examination, 

competency to provide counseling in each of the following six areas:  
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1) Financial management. 

2) Property maintenance. 

3) Responsibilities of homeownership and tenancy. 

4) Fair housing laws and requirements. 

5) Housing affordability 

6) Avoidance of, and responses to, rental and mortgage delinquency 

and avoidance of eviction and mortgage default. 

 

Housing counseling agencies, over 4,000 now country-wide, are 

trained to provide the following services: 

1) Financial Management/Budget Counseling 

2) Financial, Budgeting, and Credit Repair Workshops 

3) Fair Housing Pre-Purchase Education Workshops 

4) Home Improvement and Rehabilitation Counseling 

5) Mortgage Delinquency and Default Resolution Counseling 

6) Non-Delinquency Post Purchase Workshops and Counseling 

7) Pre-Purchase Counseling 

8) Pre-Purchase Homebuyer Education Workshops 

9) Predatory Lending Education Workshops 

10) Rental Housing Counseling and Workshops 

11) Resolving/Preventing Mortgage Delinquency 

12) Reverse Mortgage Counseling 

13) Services for Homeless Counseling 

 

 

Time to Think 2.4 

   

1) Who oversees the Federal Housing Counseling Program?  

__________________________________________ 

2)   Who is the head of HUD? ___________________________________ 

3)  The recommended website for a free credit report is: 

______________________________________________ 
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Chapter 2 

CASE STUDY 

Two New Jersey Men Arraigned In Reverse Mortgage Scheme
55

 

TRENTON, N.J. – A Passaic County, New Jersey, man and a Bergen 

County, New Jersey, man have been arraigned for their respective roles in 

a reverse mortgage scheme that took advantage of several elderly 

homeowners, U.S. Attorney Craig Carpenito announced today. 

 

Rafael Peralta, 46, of Clifton, New Jersey, and Philip Puccio Jr., 40, of 

Mahwah, New Jersey, were indicted Feb. 8, 2019, by a federal grand jury 

on one count of conspiracy to commit bank fraud and six counts of bank 

fraud. They were arraigned March 15, 2019, before U.S. District Judge 

Anne E. Thompson in Trenton federal court. 

 

According to documents filed in this case and statements made in court: 

 

From November 2007 through December 2010, Peralta and Puccio, home 

repair contractors, allegedly conspired to fraudulently obtain Home Equity 

Conversion Mortgages (HECM) – also known as reverse mortgages – 

proceeds by submitting inflated and fraudulent documentation to various 

victim banks to influence their decision to approve and fund HECMs. 

Peralta and Puccio recruited a conspirator to prepare inflated real estate 

appraisals that falsely increased the value of the properties securing the 

HECMs, thereby influencing each lender‟s decision to provide loans in 

amounts greater than what would otherwise be available. 

 

Peralta and Puccio also caused the submission of false and fraudulent loan 

documents that actively concealed the disbursement of loan proceeds to 

Peralta, Puccio, and entities they owned and controlled. The diverted loan 

proceeds were deposited into bank accounts controlled by Peralta and 

Puccio and used for their personal benefit and to further the conspiracy. 

 

The conspiracy to commit bank fraud and bank fraud charges carry a 

maximum potential penalty of 30 years in prison, a fine of $1 million, or 

twice the gross pecuniary gain by the defendants or twice the gross 

pecuniary loss to others, whichever is greater. 
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U.S. Attorney Carpenito credited special agents of the Federal Housing 

Finance Agency, Office of the Inspector General, under the direction of 

Acting Special Agent in Charge Robert Manchak; special agents of the 

FBI, under the direction of Special Agent in Charge Gregory W. Ehrie; 

and special agents of Housing and Urban Development, Office of 

Inspector General, under the direction of Special Agent in Charge 

Christina Scaringi with the investigation leading the charges. 

 

The government is represented by Special Assistant U.S. Attorneys Kevin 

Di Gregory and Charlie Divine of the U.S. Attorney‟s Office Criminal 

Division in Newark and the Federal Housing Finance Agency, Office of 

the Inspector General. 
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Chapter 2 

REVIEW 

When were the offences committed?  

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

When were they indicted?  

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

Which type of loans were involved?  

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

The possible jail sentence is: _____________________________ 
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Chapter 2 

REVIEW QUIZ 

 

 

1. How many hours of Ethics must a Realtor complete?  

________________________________________________     

2. What is the occupation that is the most respected? 

 ________________________________________________   

3. The famous NAR Ethics Code has how many articles? __________ 

4. What is the Form Number on the Freddie Mac Application? 

________________________________________________ 

5. When will use of the new 1003 Form be mandatory? 

________________________________________________ 

6. How many pages is the current 1003 _________ and how many is 

the new one __________? 

7. Online the more proactive form is called the ____________ Form? 

8. What is the name of the new form that Loan Brokers will be filling 

out? ___________________________________ 

9. What is the name of the booklet given before the Home Owner Tool 

Kit? __________________________________  
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10. Which Agency demanded that the new Tool Kit be prepared? 

_______________________________________ 

11. Which 1999 Bill repealed part of the Glass Steagall Act of 1933? 

_______________________________________ 

12. Who is the current Director of the CFPB? 

_______________________________________ 

13. If someone has a complaint they can go to _______ or _________. 

14. An impound account in California is called an   _____________ 

account on the east coast. 

15. What is the name of the booklet given for ARMS? _____________  

16. What is the official website for a free credit report? 

____________________________________________________ 

17. Who is the person who is credited for establishing CFPB? 

____________________________________________________ 
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Answers to Time to Think and Quiz sections 

You will notice some questions in the Time to Think and the Quiz sections 

are not in the reading material. We included these questions to increase 

coverage of the course, create more interest, and increase your knowledge. 

 

Chapter 2 – Ethics – Time to Think 

2.1 – 1) Secure and Fair Enforcement Act    2) Be informed about 

financial and economic matters 

2.2 – 1) 4   2) Mexican/Puerto Rican/Cuban/Other Hispanic or Latino 

enter origin. Also, Asian/Indian/Chinese/Filipino/Japanese/Korean/ 

Vietnamese/Other Asian/Native Hawaiian/Guamanian/Chamorro/ 

Samoan/Other Pacific Islander 

2.3 – 1) August 1, 2015   2) 25   3)  700 

2.4 – 1) HUD   2)  Ben Carson   3)  annualcreditreport.com 

 

Quiz 

1. Three every two years   2. Nurse   3. 17   4. 65   5. 2/1/2020   6. 5 and 8   

7. Dynamic   8. Lender Loan Information   9. Shopping for Your Home 

Loan Settlements Costs Booklet   10. CFPB   11. Gramm-Leach-Bliley   

12. Kathy Kroninger   13. CFPB or HUD   14. Escrow   15. CHARM – 

Consumer Handbook Adjustable Rate Mortgages                                      

16. www.annualcreditreport.com   17. Elizabeth Warren   

http://www.annualcreditreport.com/
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Chapter 3  
 

FEDERAL LAW 

Section 1 

TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosures 

 

Introduction 

The TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosures, or “TRID” were required as 

part of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.  

 

The TRID rules were finalized by the Consumer Financial Protection 

Bureau in 2013. The rules provide for new disclosures, the Loan Estimate 

(LE) and the Closing Disclosure (CD), to replace the Good Faith Estimate 

(GFE) for most loan transactions. The TRID rule changed the tolerances 

from those that were in the GFE rules and also the timing and re-

disclosure requirements. This chapter will review some of the major 

provisions of the TRID rule, and the recent amendments. 

 

Tolerance Violations
56

 

The TRID rule provides that fees that are disclosed cannot increase above 

certain tolerances. The amount of the permitted tolerance depends on the 

fee and to whom it is paid. There are three categories of fee tolerance: 1) 

10% tolerance, 2) no tolerance limit, and 3) zero tolerance. 

 

10% Aggregate Tolerance
57

 

A fee for a third party settlement service is subject to the 10% aggregate 

tolerance if all of the following conditions are met: 

1) The aggregate amount of all of the fees for third-party services and 

recording fee cannot increase by more than 10% from what has 

been disclosed; 

2) The charge for the third party service is not paid to the creditor or 

an affiliate of the creditor; and; 
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3) The creditor permits the consumer to shop for the third party 

service 

 

No Tolerance Limits
58

 

For certain specified types of fees, there is no limit on increases after the 

fee is disclosed, but the disclosed fee must be based on best information 

reasonably available at time of disclosure using reasonable due diligence. 

The following fees are not subject to tolerance limitations: 

1) Prepaid interest; 

2)  Property insurance premiums; 

3) Amounts placed into escrow or impound account; 

4) Charges for third-party services where consumer selected provider 

that was not listed on the Written List of Providers;   

5) Property taxes; and 

6) Charges for third-party services not required by Creditor (such as a 

pest inspection). 

 

Zero Tolerance 

Any fees other than fees that meet the specifications for treatment under 

the no tolerance limit category or the 10% aggregate tolerance category 

cannot increase from what has been disclosed to the consumer. This 

includes but is not limited to: 

1) Creditor‟s or mortgage broker‟s charges for their own services; 

2) Charges for services provided by an affiliate of the creditor or 

mortgage broker; 

3) Charges for services from provider where consumer was not 

permitted to shop for provider; and 

4) Transfer taxes. 
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Section 2 

Timing of Disclosures 

 

Loan Estimate Timing
59

 

The Loan Estimate must be delivered or mailed within 3 business days 

after the application date and at least 7 business days before the 

consummation date. The “Application Date” is defined as the date when 

the consumer supplies the creditor with these six items of information:   

1) Borrower name 

2) Income 

3) Social Security number to obtain credit report 

4) Property address 

5) Estimate of property value 

6) Loan amount sought.   

 

The borrower is presumed to have received the disclosures three business 

days after the disclosures are delivered or placed in the mail. 

 

The term “Business Day” for purposes of the three business day 

requirement is defined as a day when creditor‟s offices are open to public 

for substantially all of its business functions. This is known as the 

“general” business day definition.  

 

The term “Business Day” for purposes of the seven  business day 

requirement is defined as all calendar days except Sundays and the legal 

public holidays referred to in 12 CFR 1026.2(a)(6). This is known as the 

“specific” business day definition. Note that the specific business day 

definition is similar to the business day definition used in the Truth-in-

Lending Act three day right to cancel, but for the seven day rule, the 

creditor does not have to wait until after midnight of the seventh day to 

consummate the loan.  

 

“Consummation date” is defined as the date the borrower becomes 

contractually obligated on the loan. (In California, that is generally the day 

the borrower signs the note & deed of trust.)  However, there could be an 

earlier consummation date if the lender‟s “commitment letter” to the 
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borrower is worded in such a way that the borrower is actually 

contractually obligated on the loan at the time they sign the commitment. 

 

Closing Disclosure Timing 

The initial Closing Disclosure must be received by the borrower at least 

three business days before consummation date. The term “Business Day” 

for delivery related to the “consummation” date is defined as every day 

except Sundays and legal public holidays.  

 

Note:  The CD must be “received” by the borrower at least 3 days before 

consummation. The CD is considered received by the borrower three days 

after the CD is placed in the United States Mail. 

 

Also, the Settlement Agent is required to provide the seller in a purchase 

transaction with the disclosures in the CD that relate to the seller‟s 

transaction. 

 

Re-disclosures 

If the disclosures become inaccurate prior to consummation, the creditor 

must provide corrected disclosure reflecting the changes at or before 

consummation, except for changes that require another three-day waiting 

period, and also the creditor must allow the borrower to inspect the closing 

disclosure with all of the changes known to the creditor during the 

business day immediately before consummation. The creditor is allowed 

to omit from this inspection items that only pertain to the seller.  

 

A new three-day waiting period applies if any of the following occur: 

1) The Annual Percentage Rate, or APR, increases more than 1/8th of 

one percent (or 1/4th of one percent for certain loans); 

2) There is a change in loan product (from adjustable rate to fixed, or 

vice versa) or 

3)  A prepayment penalty feature added. 

 

As with the original three-day waiting period when the CD is issued, the 

creditor is not required to wait until after midnight of the third day to 

consummate the loan. Consummation can happen any time on the third 

day.  
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The imposition of a second three-day waiting period if charges increase 

significantly makes it very important that the CD is correct the first time.  

The second three-day waiting period for re-disclosures can postpone the 

closing of a purchase transaction, causing hardship for both the buyer and 

the seller. And if there is a “daisy-chain” of purchase transactions, each 

dependent on the closing of the previous sale in the chain, many people 

can endure stress and hardship. Brokers, creditors, and Realtors should 

review their clients‟ CD‟s very carefully. 
 

Until a CD is issued, re-disclosures may be made using an LE. Once a CD 

is issued, no more LE‟s can be issued. All new re-disclosures must be 

done using a CD. 
 

Post-Closing Changes
60

 

If the estimated costs on the Closing Disclosure increase beyond the 

permitted tolerances with no bona fide change in circumstance, and the 

consumer pays those amounts at consummation, then the creditor must 

refund the excess payment to consumer and provide a corrected Closing 

Disclosure all within 60 days of consummation date. 
 

If an event occurs within 30 days of the consummation date that causes a 

consumer paid amount to change and that also causes the disclosures to 

become inaccurate, then a corrected Closing Disclosure must be provided 

to consumer within 30 days after the creditor receives information 

sufficient to establish that such an event has occurred. 
 

Also, non-numerical clerical errors must be corrected by causing a 

corrected CD to be delivered to the borrower or placed in the mail within 

60 days after consummation date. 
 

 

Time to Think 3.1 

   

1) Which Act dictated that there be a TRID? ______________________  

2) Consummation date in California is generally when: 

_____________________________________________ 

3) Who was the first Director of CFPB? _________________________ 
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Section 3 

Changed Circumstances 

  

The TRID rule provides that once disclosed, certain fees paid by the 

borrower cannot increase above specified tolerances, except if there has 

been a permissible or “bona fide” change in circumstances.
61

 

 

Permissible changes in circumstances consist of the following:
62

,
63

 

1) An extraordinary event beyond control of any interested party or 

other unexpected event specific to the consumer or transaction 

occurs; 

2) Information specific to consumer or transaction that the creditor 

relied upon to provide consumer with Loan Estimate was 

inaccurate or this information changed after Loan Estimate was 

provided; 

3) New information specific to consumer or transaction that the 

creditor did not rely on to provide consumer with Loan Estimate; 

4) Consumer requests revisions to terms or settlement that cause an 

estimated charge to increase; 

5) Interest rate dependent charges (e.g., discount points, loan 

originator charges, and/or loan originator credits) change because 

the interest rate was not locked when Loan Estimate provided to 

consumer; 

6) The Loan Estimate has expired prior to the time the borrower 

indicated an intent to proceed with the loan; 

7) Delayed settlement date on a construction loan, where creditor 

reasonably believes that settlement will occur more than 60 days 

after the LE is provided, so long as the creditor states clearly and 

conspicuously on the LE that at any time prior to 60 days before 

consummation, the creditor may issue revised disclosures. 

 

If the fees have increased since the initial disclosure above the applicable 

tolerance level, but there is not a permissible change in circumstance, then 

the creditor is permitted to cure the tolerance violation by the amount of 
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the fee that exceeds the tolerance. Failure to do so is a violation of 

RESPA.
64

 

 

On the GFE and on the present TRID forms, there is nowhere to disclose 

whether or not there has been a change in circumstances. It is left up to the 

creditor to devise a method of documenting the change in circumstances 

that will be sufficient to pass state examinations. Here are some ideas for 

documenting a change in circumstances: 

1) Require that the consumer sign any request to revise terms that 

cause an estimated charge to increase. 

2) Clearly document the borrower‟s intent to proceed, by having the 

borrower sign and date a written statement of intent to proceed. 

This will help document whether or not the Loan Estimate had 

expired prior to receiving the borrower‟s intent to proceed. 

3) When brokers send information regarding the borrower to a 

creditor, and when the creditor receives such information, both 

parties can retain written confirmation of the sending of, or receipt 

of such information. In this way, there is a record of the 

information upon which the TRID disclosures were prepared, and 

also a record if that information changed. 

 

The TRID forms have a place at the bottom of page one to disclose lender 

credits to cure tolerance violations. 

 

 

Time to Think 3.2 

    

1) Transfer taxes are in the ________________ tolerance category. 

2) An example of a change in circumstance is when the _______________ 

requests revisions to terms or settlement that cause an estimated charge 

to increase. 

3) A CD must be delivered no later than ____________________ days 

prior to consummation. 
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Section 4 

TRID 2.0 and the Black Hole 

 

Introduction  

Amendments to the TRID rule were issued in 2017 and 2018 to address 

issues that had been raised by the mortgage industry. These amendments 

are known as the Black Hole Fix and TRID 2.0. 

 

The Black Hole
65

 

This Black Hole is not densely compressed matter so massive that not 

even light can escape its gravity. The “Black Hole” in the TRID context 

was a gap in the timing requirements of the TRID disclosures, where the 

rules did not clearly state the proper document and timing for the re-

disclosures after fees had changed.  

 

The old rule said that a revised LE must be used to reset fee tolerances 

(assuming the change was due to a bona fide change in circumstance.)  

Also, an LE cannot be provided on the same day as a CD. But, if there are 

less than four business days between the time the revised LE is required to 

be provided, then a CD can be used to disclose the revised estimates and 

reset tolerances. Also, a creditor must re-disclose within three business 

days of learning of a change in circumstance that raises fees.  

 

So, if the creditor had already issued a CD, and needed to re-disclose more 

than four business days prior to consummation, it was not clear that they 

could do so using a CD- creating a “Black Hole”. Creditors would often 

pay for the increased fee because there was no clear way to properly 

disclose and reset the tolerance for the fee, and the borrower cannot be 

charged for an increased fee that exceeds the applicable tolerance.  

 

With the amended rule effective June 1, 2018, creditors are officially 

allowed to re-disclose changed fees (that changed due to a bona fide 

change in circumstance) using either a revised LE (so long as a CD has not 

been delivered to the borrower yet), a new CD if a CD has not yet been 

issued, or a revised CD if an initial CD has already been issued. Any of 

these three documents can be used to reset the tolerances. 
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TRID 2.0  

The most recent major change to the TRID rule, published in the Federal 

Register on August 11, 2017, is known as “TRID 2.0”. TRID 2.0 

encompasses a varied laundry list of clarifications to the TRID rules. 

TRID 2.0 went into effect on October 10, 2017, but compliance is not 

mandatory until 10/1/2018 for applications received on or after 10/1/2018.  

 

Reminder:  while the rule provides that a mortgage broker is allowed to 

prepare and send out the TRID disclosures, it is the creditor‟s 

responsibility to ensure that the disclosures are correct. Therefore, in 

practice, many creditors prefer to prepare and send the TRID disclosures 

themselves. 

  

TRID Coverage 

The TRID rule covers consumer loans secured by real property. Did you 

notice that there was no mention of residential dwellings or “owner-

occupied” homes in that statement of coverage?  That is because coverage 

under the TRID rule does not depend on property type or on occupancy 

type. Any consumer loan secured by real property is covered with certain 

exceptions.
66

,
67

 

 

The following types of loans are exempt: 

1) Business purpose transactions, 

2) Loans to entities such as corporations or limited liability 

companies, 

3) Home-equity lines of credit (HELOC), 

4) Reverse mortgages, 

5) Mortgages secured by mobile home or dwelling not attached to 

land, and 

6) Certain no-interest second mortgage loans such as down payment 

assistance, property rehabilitation, energy efficiency, or 

foreclosure avoidance   

7) TRID 2.0 Rule provides that loans secured by cooperative units are 

covered by the TRID rules, regardless of whether state law 

classifies cooperative units as real estate.  
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Credit extended to a trust established for tax or estate planning purposes is 

considered to be credit extended to a natural person for purposes of 

Regulation Z‟s definition of “consumer”. The trust and trustee are treated 

as one person. Disclosures need only be given to one borrower. However, 

disclosures must be given to every consumer entitled the right of 

rescission.  

 

There are revisions to the partial exemption from TRID for housing 

finance agency loans and certain other low-cost, non-interest bearing, 

subordinate lien, housing assistance loans, to clarify that certain costs are 

not counted as paid by the consumer.
68

 

 

TRID 2.0 Clarifications to the Tolerance Rules
69

 

TRID 2.0 emphasizes the “good faith” requirement under the TRID rule. 

The costs disclosed on the TRID forms must be based on the best 

information reasonably available at the time it is disclosed.  

 

For the No Tolerance Limit category, there is no tolerance limit if; 

1) the consumer is permitted to shop for the service,  

2) the consumer selects a provider not listed on the written list of 

service providers, and  

3) the estimated charges are based on best information reasonably 

available, even if the charge is paid to the creditor‟s or the 

mortgage broker‟s affiliate.  

 

As stated above, the  No Tolerance limit rule applies to property taxes, 

property insurance premiums, amounts places in impound accounts, 

prepaid interest, and third party services not required by the creditor, but 

clarifies that the No Tolerance Limit applies so long as the charges or 

omission of the charges were estimated based on the best information 

reasonably available. This rule applies even if the above charges are paid 

to the creditor or an affiliate, so long as the charges are bona fide. The 

charges are bona fide if the charge is lawful and for services actually 

performed. 

 

                                                 
68
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For the 10% Aggregate Tolerance category, TRID 2.0 clarifies that the 

10% tolerance applies to a required third-party, non-affiliate service 

charge, even if the creditor failed to disclose the service on the written list 

of service providers, or the written list was not provided at all, as long as 

the creditor permitted shopping. Also, the 10% tolerance applies to the 

aggregate of the charges subject to that tolerance, not to a particular 

charge.  

 

So if a charge subject to the 10% tolerance was omitted from the LE, but 

charged at consummation, there is no problem if the aggregate of the fees 

subject to the 10% tolerance doesn‟t exceed the 10% tolerance. 

 

Lastly, TRID 2.0 clarifies that the zero tolerance standard applies to 

required settlement service charges paid to anyone, if the consumer was 

not permitted to shop. 

 

Revised Loan Estimate 

The TRID 2.0 rule states that a revised loan estimate can be used for 

informational purposes as well as to reset tolerances. A revised LE must 

always be based on the best information reasonably available, even if it is 

only being used for informational purposes. Therefore, if a creditor or 

mortgage broker is sending out a revised LE because of increased fees due 

to a change in circumstance, the other fees on the LE should also be based 

on the best information reasonably available at the time the revised LE is 

issued.  

 

TRID 2.0 also clarifies that an LE may not be sent after a CD is issued, 

even if a rate is locked or changes. If a rate changes after a CD is provided 

to the consumer, the creditor must provide a corrected CD at or before 

consummation to reflect the changes. If the changes trigger the three day 

waiting period, the revised CD must be sent three business days prior to 

consummation.  

 

If a revised LE is issued after the consumer indicates an intent to proceed, 

the expiration date and time are left blank on the revised LE. And, a 

creditor can voluntarily extend the expiration date of a LE, either orally or 

in writing, but then must allow the customer to rely on the terms of the LE 

until the new expiration date. 
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Shopping for Settlement Services 

The written list of service providers need not include providers for all 

settlement services that may be charged to the borrower but must include 

those services required by the creditor and for which the consumer may 

shop. The providers listed must be available to the consumer, i.e., they are 

in business and provide services in the consumer‟s or property‟s area.  

 

The 10 percent tolerance applies even if the creditor failed to disclose the 

fee on the written list, or did not provide the list at all, so long as the 

consumer was permitted to shop for the service. However, if the fee is 

paid to a broker, a creditor, or affiliate of either, then zero tolerance 

applies. Zero tolerance applies to fees for required services paid to anyone, 

if facts and circumstances show that consumer was not permitted to shop. 

Creditors are not prohibited from issuing revised written lists of service 

providers for informational purposes. 

  

Seller’s Closing Disclosure 

The CFPB received many questions from escrow agents and Realtors 

regarding the requirement to disclose the Closing Disclosure to the seller 

in a purchase transaction. Privacy concerns were raised, regarding sharing 

the buyer‟s information with the seller, and vice versa. The new rule 

provides three ways that a creditor is permitted to provide separate 

disclosures for the consumer and seller:  

1) Leave the applicable disclosure blank on the form provided to the 

other party;  

2) Omit the table or label, as applicable, for the form provided to the 

other party; or  

3) Provide the seller a modified version of the form provided in form 

H-25(I) of appendix H of Regulation Z.  

 

The rule also clarifies that separate buyer and seller disclosures may not be 

sent if state law prohibits sharing one party‟s information with the other 

party, or if one of the parties requests it, or if the creditor in its discretion 

chooses to do so. 
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Simultaneous Subordinate Lien Loans  

The revised rules clarify how to disclose simultaneous subordinate lien 

loans, most commonly used in home purchase transactions. In a purchase 

transaction that involves a subordinate lien loan, if the CD for the first lien 

loan has all the required disclosures related to the seller, then; 

1) the settlement agent only has to provide the CD for the first lien 

loan to the seller, and doesn‟t have to give the seller the CD for the 

subordinate lien loan; 

2) The requirement to disclose the Summary of Seller‟s Transaction 

table does not apply to the CD for the simultaneous subordinate 

lien loan; and  

3) the creditor can use the optional alternative LE & CD when 

disclosing the simultaneous subordinate lien loan.  

 

If the creditor uses the alternative LE, then they must use the alternative 

CD. Also, contributions towards subordinate lien from the seller must be 

included on in the Summaries of Transaction table on the CD for the first 

lien, and in the Payoffs and Payments table on the CD for the subordinate 

lien. The creditor is allowed to leave the seller‟s name and address blank 

on the CD for the simultaneous subordinate lien. 

 

In a purchase transaction involving a simultaneous subordinate lien loan, 

the purpose of the simultaneous subordinate lien loan is disclosed as 

“Purchase” so long as the simultaneous subordinate lien loan is secured by 

the purchased property. Funds from the simultaneous subordinate lien loan 

are disclosed in the Adjustments & Other Credits calculation on the LE for 

the first lien, and in the Summaries of Transactions table on the CD for the 

first lien. Unless the creditor is using the alternate LE or CD to disclose 

the simultaneous subordinate lien loan, the sales price is not disclosed in 

the Summaries of Transactions table on the CD for the simultaneous 

subordinate lien loan. Lastly, the sales price is not disclosed in the 

Calculating Cash to Close table on the LE or CD of the simultaneous 

subordinate lien loan.
70
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Construction Loans  

The TRID 2.0 rule also clarifies how to disclose construction loans. 

Construction loans are commonly comprised of two phases:  a 

construction phase, and a permanent phase. The TRID rule provides that a 

creditor can choose to disclose a construction loan as either one 

transaction, which shows the terms for both the construction and the 

permanent phase, or as two transactions, disclosing each phase separately. 

For construction-to-permanent loan disclosed as two transactions, the 

creditor must allocate to the construction phase amounts for finance 

charges, points and fees that would not be imposed but for the 

construction, such as inspection and disbursement handling fees. These 

may not be included in the disclosures for the permanent phase.  

 

The creditor must provide the LE within three business days of receiving 

an application for each phase. So, the creditor must provide the LE within 

3 business days of receiving an application for the construction phase, and 

then provide another LE within 3 business days of receiving an application 

for the permanent phase. If one application is received to include both 

phases, and creditor chooses to conduct separate closings and send 

separate disclosures for the two phases, then it must provide the LE for the 

permanent phase within three business days of receiving the application 

and then send the CD for the permanent phase upon completion or near 

completion of the construction phase.  

 

The TRID 2.0 rule provides detailed instructions for disclosing the product 

type, loan term, payment table, and other items on the TRID forms. The 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau„s website has a plethora of good 

information on the TRID rules, including a detailed summary of the TRID 

2.0 rule, also known as the 2017 TILA-RESPA Rule
71

. 

 

Holdbacks & Construction Costs 

The definition of holdbacks in the rule refers to a portion of a construction 

loan‟s proceeds that a creditor places in a reserve or other account at 

consummation. Holdbacks can be disclosed separately or as part of the 

other construction costs. Holdbacks must be labeled “clearly and 

conspicuously”. If the holdback is disclosed separately, it should not be 

included in the other construction costs. On the LE, holdbacks are factored 
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into Funds for Borrower on the standard LE or Payoff and Payments on 

the alternate LE, as existing debt being satisfied in the transaction. On the 

standard CD, holdbacks are put on the Summary of Borrower‟s 

Transactions table and factored into the Funds for Borrower calculation. 

On the alternate CD, holdbacks are placed on the Payoffs and Payments 

table and calculation.  

 

Construction and handling costs collected before or at consummation are 

disclosed on the Loan Costs table. Construction and handling costs 

collected after consummation are disclosed in an addendum. These costs 

are not included in the Calculating Cash to Close table. The Inspection and 

Handling fee addendum is used to disclose the total of such fees under the 

heading “Inspection and Handling Fees Collected After Closing”. If the 

amount of the fees is not known at the time the disclosures are prepared, 

the creditor is allowed to use the best information reasonably available at 

the time. Some examples the Rule gives of allowable methods a creditor 

may use to arrive at an estimate of inspection and handling fees of an 

unknown amount are: (1) using fees previously charged for a similar 

construction loan, or (2) an estimate the creditor used for setting the loan‟s 

commitment amount. Subsequent events that cause a disclosure to become 

inaccurate for construction inspection and handling fees would not be a 

violation, but may require revised disclosures.
72

,
73

 

 

Total of Payments in 5 years 

The total of payments in 5 years disclosure is located on page three of the 

LE and on page five of the CD. The TRID 2.0 rule provides that the 

disclosure of the total of payments is considered accurate if it is 

understated by no more than $100 or is greater than the amount required to 

be disclosed. The Total of Payments calculation excludes principal, 

interest, mortgage insurance, or loan costs that are offset by another party 

through a specific credit. But general credits may not be used to offset 

amounts for purposes of the Total of Payments.
74

,
75
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Time to Think 3.3 

   

1) The ______________________________ was a gap in the timing 

requirements of TRID, whereby it was impossible for a creditor to 

determine how and when to properly re-disclose changed fees. 

2) The TRID rule covers consumer loans secured by: 

 ________________________ 

3) Estate planning trusts are ___________________ under the TRID rules. 

 

Section 5 

What is a Higher Priced Mortgage Loan? 

  

Introduction 

Higher priced mortgage loans are defined as a closed-end consumer loan 

(i.e. not a HELOC) that is secured by the borrower‟s primary residence 

with an annual percentage rate (“APR”) that exceeds the average prime 

offer rate (“APOR”) as of the date the rate is set by (a) 1.5 or more 

percentage points for loans secured by a first mortgage that doesn‟t  

exceed the Freddie Mac loan limit, (b) 2.5 or more percentage points for 

loans secured by a first mortgage that exceed the Freddie Mac loan limit, 

or (c) 3.5 or more percentage points for loans secured by junior mortgages 

(i.e. 2nd mortgages, 3rd mortgages, etc.)  The APOR is defined as an 

annual percentage rate derived from average interest rates, points, and 

other loan pricing terms currently offered to borrowers by a representative 

sample of creditors for mortgages that have low-risk pricing 

characteristics.
76
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The APOR tables can be found at the website of the Federal Financial 

Institutions Examination Council (“FFIEC”)
77

. There are two tables; one 

for fixed rate loans and one for adjustable rate mortgages. 

 

The Freddie Mac loan limits can change each year, and vary by county, 

and by state. California is considered to be a high cost area under the 

Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008 (“HERA”) for purposes of 

the Freddie Mac loan limits. Information on the 2019 Freddie Mac loan 

limits can be found at the Federal Housing Finance Agency (“FHFA”) 

website
78

. Let‟s look at an example to see if the loan in question is a 

higher priced mortgage loan. 

 

Example 1: 

In 2019, the Freddie Mac loan limit for a one-unit home in Los Angeles 

County is $726,525. Barbara is considering loan options to refinance her 

first mortgage. On the loan estimate for a 30-year, fixed-rate loan of 

$600,000 with First Friendly Mortgage Company, the interest rate is 4.5%, 

and the APR is 4.6%. Assume that the APOR for a 30 year fixed rate loan 

is 4.34%.   

 

Analysis: 

A loan amount of $600,000 in Los Angeles County does not exceed the 

Freddie Mac loan limit for that county, and the loan in question is a first 

mortgage, therefore 1.5 would be added to the APOR to see if the loan‟s 

APR exceeded the threshold. The applicable APOR for this loan is 4.34 

plus 1.5 equals 5.84, therefore 5.84 is the threshold. The loan‟s APR is 

4.6, which is less than 5.84, therefore Barbara‟s loan is not a higher priced 

mortgage loan. 

 

Requirements for a Higher Priced Mortgage Loan:  

Escrow Accounts 

There are a few special requirements that specifically apply to higher 

priced mortgage loans. One is the requirement that the creditor of a higher 

priced mortgage loan must establish an escrow account for the payment of 

property taxes and insurance, with certain exceptions. Note:  In California 

and some other Western states, the term “impound” is used instead of 
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“escrow” to describe these types of accounts. The following transactions 

are exempt from the escrow account requirement: 

1) A transaction secured by shares in a cooperative; 

2) A loan to finance the initial construction of a dwelling; 

3) A bridge loan with a term of twelve months or less, such as a loan 

to purchase a new dwelling where the consumer plans to sell a 

current dwelling within 12 months; and 

4) Reverse mortgages. 

 

Also, no escrow is required if the loan is secured by dwellings in 

condominiums, planned unit developments (“PUD‟s”), or other common 

interest communities  where there is a homeowner‟s association that is 

required to maintain an insurance policy that covers all of the dwellings. 

 

Small creditors serving rural or underserved areas may also be exempt 

from the escrow requirement. A creditor is considered “small” if the 

creditor or its affiliates do not exceed a loan threshold, and an asset 

threshold. The loan threshold is that the creditor and its affiliates make no 

more than 2000 consumer loans secured by 1-4 unit dwellings that were 

sold or transferred to another in the preceding calendar year, or if the loan 

application was received before April 1 of the current calendar year, 

during either of the 2 calendar years.  

 

The asset threshold is that as of the preceding December 31st, or if the 

application was received before April 1 of the current calendar year, as of 

either of the two preceding December 31sts, the creditor and its residential 

mortgage lending affiliates had total assets of less than $2,000,000,000.  

 

The asset threshold is automatically adjusted every year based on the 

Consumer Price Index for Wage Earners and Clerical Workers, not 

seasonally adjusted. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau publishes 

an annual list of rural or underserved counties
79

.  

 

The CFPB website also has a tool that creditors can use to determine 

whether the properties securing their loans are in rural or underserved 

areas
80

.  
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The creditor may cancel an escrow account for taxes and insurance only 

upon the earlier of the termination of the debt (payoff, foreclosure, or 

deed-in-lieu of foreclosure), or receipt of a borrower‟s request to cancel 

the escrow account no earlier than five years after consummation of the 

loan. If the borrower requests cancellation of the escrow account, the 

creditor cannot cancel the account unless the unpaid principal balance is 

less than 80 percent of the original property value securing the loan, and 

the loan is not delinquent or in default.
81

Requirements for a Higher Priced Mortgage Loan:  Appraisals 

A creditor cannot make a higher priced mortgage loan without obtaining a 

written appraisal of the property to be secured prior to consummation of 

the loan with certain exceptions. The appraiser must be certified or 

licensed and must perform a site visit of the interior of the property. The 

creditor must provide a copy of the written appraisal to the borrower no 

later than three business days prior to loan consummation, or if the loan is 

not consummated (i.e. the loan is denied or the application is withdrawn 

by the borrower, etc.), no later than 30 days after the creditor determines 

that the loan will not be consummated.  

The copy of the appraisal can be delivered electronically if the borrower 

consents and the other provisions of the Electronic Signatures in Global 

and National Commerce Act (E-Sign Act) are followed. The borrower 

may not be charged for a copy of the appraisal.
82

Exemptions
83

The higher priced mortgage loan appraisal rules do not apply to the 

following transactions: 

1) Qualified mortgages

2) Loan amount equal to or less than $26,700 in 2019 (the threshold

may be adjusted annually to reflect increases in the Consumer

Price Index and is published in the Official Staff Commentary to

12 CFR 1026.35(c)(2)(ii));

3) Loans secured by a mobile home, boat, or trailer;

81
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4) Loan to finance the initial construction of a dwelling; 

5) Bridge loan with a maturity of 12 months or less connected with 

the acquisition of a dwelling intended to be the consumers primary 

residence; 

6) Reverse Mortgage 

7) Refinancing secured by a first mortgage that meets the following 

criteria: 

a) Either –  

i. The credit risk of the refinancing is retained by the person 

that held the credit risk of the existing loan and there is no 

commitment, at consummation, to transfer the credit risk to 

another person, or 

ii. The refinancing is insured or guaranteed by the same 

Federal agency that insured or guaranteed the existing loan; 

b) The regular periodic payments under the refinance loan do not:  

iii. Cause the principal balance to increase (i.e. no negative 

amortization); 

iv. Allow the consumer to defer repayment of principal; or 

v. Result in a balloon payment; and 

c) The proceeds from the refinancing are used solely to satisfy the 

existing loan and amounts attributed solely to the cost of the 

refinancing. 

8) Loan secured by a manufactured home and land, but the exemption 

only applies to the requirement that the appraiser conducts an 

interior site visit of the manufacture home; and 

9) Loan secured by a manufactured home and not land, for which the 

creditor obtains one of the following, and provides it to the 

borrower not later than three business days prior to loan 

consummation: 

a) For a new manufactured home, the manufacturer‟s invoice, 

provided that the date of manufacture is no earlier than 18 

months prior to the creditor‟s receipt of the borrower‟s loan 

application; 

b) A cost estimate for the manufactured home obtained from an 

independent cost service provider; or 

c) A valuation of the manufactured home that is not produced 

solely by an automated model or system, and that is performed 

by a person who has no direct or indirect interest, financial or 
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otherwise, in the property or transaction, and who has training 

in valuing manufactured homes. 

 

Safe Harbor 

Regulation Z provides a safe harbor for the requirement that the creditor 

obtains a written appraisal if the creditor meets the following 

requirements: 

1) Requires that the appraiser prepare the appraisal in accordance 

with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 

(“USPAP”) and Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, 

Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989 (“FIRREA”) as amended, 

and any implementing regulations in effect at the time the 

appraiser signs the appraisal certification; 

2) Verifies that the appraiser who signed the appraisal certification is 

duly licensed or certified in the State in which the appraised 

property is located on the date that the appraisal certification was 

signed; 

3) Confirms that the elements of appendix N are addressed in the 

written appraisal; and 

4) The creditor has no actual knowledge contrary to the facts or 

certifications contained in the written appraisal. 
 

Appendix N-Higher Priced Mortgage Loan Safe Harbor Review
84

 

To qualify for the appraisal safe harbor, the written appraisal must contain 

the following: 

1) Identify the creditor who ordered the appraisal and the property, 

and the interest being appraised; 

2) Indicate whether the contract price was analyzed; 

3) Address conditions in the property‟s neighborhood; 

4) Address the property condition and any improvements to the 

property; 

5) Indicate which valuation approach was used (sales, income, or cost 

approach), and include a reconciliation if more than one approach 

is used; 

6) Opinion of value and its effective date; 

7) Indicate whether or not a physical property visit of the interior of 

the property was performed; 
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8) Certification that the appraisal was prepared according to USPAP 

guidelines; and 

9) Certification that the appraisal was prepared in accordance with 

FIRREA as amended and any implementing regulations. 
 

 

Time to Think 3.4 

   

1) Name a Higher Priced Mortgage Loan that is exempt from an escrow 

account requirement. _____________________________________  

2) Higher Priced Loans secured by a first exceeds APOR by how many % 

points? ________________________________________________  

3) Did the Black Hole problem affect MLO‟s? __________________ 

 

 

Additional Appraisal for Certain Higher Priced Mortgage Loans
85

 

In some purchase transactions, the rules require that a second appraisal be 

obtained by the creditor. Two written appraisals are required if: 

1) The seller acquired the property 90 or fewer days prior to the date 

of the borrower‟s purchase agreement to acquire the property, and 

the purchase price in the borrower‟s purchase agreement exceeds 

the seller‟s acquisition price by more than 10%; or 

2) The seller acquired the property 91 to 180 days prior to the date of 

the borrower‟s purchase agreement to acquire the property, and the 

purchase price in the borrower‟s purchase agreement exceeds the 

seller‟s acquisition price by more than 20%. 

 

The creditor must obtain two written appraisals, unless the creditor can 

demonstrate by exercising “reasonable diligence” that the requirement 

doesn‟t apply, by basing its determination on written source documents, 

such as those listed in appendix O. The written source documents in 

appendix O include: 

1) A copy of the recorded deed from the seller. 

2) A copy of a property tax bill. 

3) A copy of any owner's title insurance policy obtained by the seller 
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4) A copy of the RESPA settlement statement from the seller's 

acquisition (i.e., the HUD–1 or any successor form). 

5) A property sales history report or title report from a third-party 

reporting service. 

6) Sales price data recorded in multiple listing services. 

7) Tax assessment records or transfer tax records obtained from local 

governments. 

8) A written appraisal performed in compliance with § 

1026.35(c)(3)(i)
86

 for the same transaction. 

9) A copy of a title commitment report detailing the seller's 

ownership of the property, the date it was acquired, or the price at 

which the seller acquired the property.  

10) A property abstract. 

 

If a second appraisal is required, the borrower may only be charged for 

one appraisal. Also, the two appraisals cannot be performed by the same 

appraiser. Each appraisal must be conducted by a licensed or certified 

appraiser, be in writing, and the appraiser must conduct a physical visit of 

the interior of the property. If the creditor chooses, they can follow the 

criteria for the appendix N safe harbor on only one of the two appraisals to 

gain the protection of the safe harbor. One of the appraisals must include 

an analysis of: 

a) The difference between the seller‟s acquisition price and the 

borrower‟s purchase price; 

b) Changes in market conditions between the date the seller acquired 

the property and the date the borrower signed the purchase 

agreement; and 

c) Any improvements made to the property between the date the 

seller acquired the property and the date the borrower signed the 

purchase agreement. 

 

The second appraisal requirement does not apply to the following 

transactions
87

: 

1) The seller is a Local, State or Federal government agency; 
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2) The seller is a lender who took back the property through 

foreclosure, deed-in-lieu of foreclosure, or other similar judicial or 

non-judicial procedure; 

3) The seller is a non-profit entity as part of a Local, State, or Federal 

government program under which the non-profit entity is permitted 

to acquire title to single-family properties for resale from a seller 

who acquired title to the property through a judicial or non-judicial 

foreclosure process or a deed-in-lieu of foreclosure 

4) The seller is a person who acquired title to the property by 

inheritance or pursuant to a court order of dissolution of marriage, 

civil union, or domestic partnership, or of partition of joint or 

marital assets to which the seller was a party; 

5) The seller is an employer or relocation agency in connection with 

the relocation of an employee; 

6) The seller is a servicemember, who received a deployment or 

permanent change of station order after the servicemember 

purchased the property; 

7) The property is located in a Federally designated disaster area, if 

and for as long as the Federal financial institutions regulatory 

agencies waive the requirements in title XI of FIRREA in that 

area; or 

8) The property is located in a rural county, as defined.. 

 

In addition to the requirement of a written appraisal, the creditor is 

required to provide any borrower who applies for a higher priced 

mortgage loan the following disclosure:  “We may order an appraisal to 

determine the property's value and charge you for this appraisal. We will 

give you a copy of any appraisal, even if your loan does not close. You 

can pay for an additional appraisal for your own use at your own cost.”    

 

This disclosure must be delivered to the borrower or placed in the mail no 

later than the third business day after the creditor receives the borrower‟s 

loan application for a higher priced mortgage loan. If the loan is not a 

higher priced mortgage loan at the time of application, the creditor must 

deliver or place the disclosure in the mail no later than three business days 

after the creditor determines that the loan is a higher priced mortgage loan. 
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Section 6 

High Priced Mortgage Loans 

  

Introduction 

High priced mortgage loans are consumer loans secured by the borrower‟s 

primary residence that is a 1-4 unit dwelling, and which loans exceed an 

APR test or a points and fees test. There is also a prepayment penalty test 

that applies to open-ended credit such as HELOCs.  

 

High priced mortgage loans have higher APR‟s than higher priced 

mortgage loans. For the APR test, a loan is a high priced mortgage loan if 

its APR exceeds the APOR for a comparable transaction by more than: 

1) 6.5 percentage points for a first lien transaction; 

2) 8.5 percentage points for a first lien if the dwelling is personal 

property (such as a manufactured home without land) and the loan 

amount is less than $50,000; or 

3) 8.5 percentage points for a junior lien. 

 

For the points and fees test, the loan is a high priced mortgage loan if its 

points and fees will exceed 

1) 5% of the total loan amount if the loan amount is $20,000 or 

greater; or 

2) The lesser of 8% of the total loan amount or $1,000 for a 

transaction with a loan amount of less than $20,000.  

 

The $1,000 and $20,000 figures are adjusted annually by the change in the 

Consumer Price Index.
88

 

 

Exemptions 

The following transactions are exempt from the high priced mortgage loan 

rules: 

1) Reverse mortgage; 

2) Loan to finance the initial construction of a dwelling; 

3) A transaction originated by a Housing Finance Agency, when the 

Housing Finance Agency is the creditor; and 

4) A USDA Rural Development Direct Loan Program loan. 
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Prohibitions within High Priced Mortgage Loans 

High priced mortgage loans are subject to the following prohibitions: 

1) No financing of points and fees; 

2) Cannot consummate a high priced loan without homeownership 

counseling; 

3) No prepayment penalty; 

4) No balloon payments,  except for 

a) A loan with a payment schedule adjusted to the seasonal or 

irregular income of the borrower; 

b) A bridge loan with a maturity of 12 months or less connected 

with the acquisition or construction of a dwelling intended to 

become the borrower‟s primary residence; or 

c) Balloon payment qualified mortgages made by small creditors 

who make loans in underserved or rural communities, as 

defined. 

d) HELOC loans under certain conditions; 

5) No negative amortization; 

6) No payment of more than two periodic payments in advance from 

the loan proceeds; 

7) No default interest rate; 

8) Cannot have a rebate of interest arising from a loan acceleration 

due to default that is based on a method less favorable than the 

actuarial method as defined; 

9) Cannot accelerate the loan except if there is fraud or material 

misrepresentation by the borrower, the consumer defaults in a 

payment under the loan, or there is an action or inaction by the 

borrower that adversely affects the creditor‟s security for the loan; 

10) Cannot pay a contractor under a home improvement contract 

except by a joint check payable to the contractor and the borrower, 

or through a third-party escrow that is set up prior to the 

disbursement; 

11) Must provide a specific notice to assignees regarding assignee 

liability; 

12) No refinancings by the same creditor within a one year period; 

13) Must consider the borrower‟s ability-to-repay; 

14) Cannot recommend or encourage default of an existing loan or 

debt prior to and in connection with consummation of the high cost 

mortgage loan that refinances all or part of such debt; 
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15) Cannot impose a late fee greater than 4% of the payment past due 

and cannot pyramid the late fees. Also, the grace period cannot be 

less than 15 days; 

16) Cannot charge a modification or payment deferral fee; 

17) Payoff demand statement must be provided within 5 business days 

after receiving the request, and the borrower cannot be charged for 

the payoff demand statement, except that the creditor or servicer 

can charge a fax or courier fee for the demand so long as they 

provide a delivery method other than fax or courier and notify the 

borrower of the fax or courier fee and availability of other methods 

of delivery. 

 

Statutory high cost mortgage loan disclosures must be provided to the 

borrower no later than three business days prior to consummation. 

Structuring a transaction so as to evade the high cost mortgage rules is 

prohibited. One thing to keep in mind is that violation of the high cost 

mortgage rules subjects the violator to not only the statutory penalty of up 

to $4,000, but also triggers the ability for the borrower to rescind the loan, 

and requires the creditor to return to the borrower all points, fees, and 

interest that have been paid up to three years after the loan closes, not to 

mention the borrower‟s attorney‟s fees.
89

 

 

Section 7 

Refinance Mortgage
90

 

 

A refinancing under Regulation Z is when an existing loan that was 

covered under Regulation Z is satisfied and replaced by a new loan 

undertaken by the same borrower.  The following are not considered to be 

a refinancing: 

1) A renewal of a single payment loan with no change in the original 

terms; 

2) A reduction in the APR with a corresponding change in the 

payment schedule;  

3) An agreement involving a court proceeding;  
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4) A loan modification as a result of the borrower‟s default or 

delinquency that changes the payment schedule or the collateral 

requirements, unless the interest rate is increased or the new 

amount financed exceeds the unpaid balance plus earned finance 

charge and credit insurance  premiums; and 

5) The renewal of optional insurance purchased by the borrower and 

added to an existing transaction, as long as disclosures relating to 

the initial purchase of the insurance were provided to the borrower 

as required by Regulation Z. 

 

A refinancing is considered to be a new transaction under Regulation Z, 

requiring that new disclosures are delivered to the borrower, including the 

Loan Estimate and Closing Disclosure. The new finance charge must 

include any unearned portion of the old finance charge that is not credited 

to the existing loan. Also, the borrower‟s ability-to-repay the loan must be 

documented again using current information. 

 

 

Time to Think 3.5 

   

1) The creditor must obtain two written appraisals, unless the creditor can 

demonstrate by exercising “reasonable diligence” that the requirement 

doesn‟t apply, by basing its determination on written source documents, 

such as those listed in _____________________.  

2) A creditor who makes a high cost mortgage loan is prohibited from 

_____________________ the points and fees of the loan.  

3) Loans to finance the _____________________ of a dwelling are 

exempt from the high cost mortgage loan rules. 
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Section 8 

Privacy of Consumer Financial Information 

 

The History of Gramm Leach Bliley and Regulation P
91

 

The Gramm-Leach Bliley Act (“the GLB Act”), also known as the 

Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999, was adopted by Congress 

and signed into law by President Clinton on November 12, 1999. The 

GLB Act was enacted largely to repeal parts of the Glass-Steagall Act, and 

its passage allowed for the creation of large financial holding companies 

that before the GLB Act were not allowed to mix commercial banking and 

investment banking.  Some people blame the passage of the GLB Act, in 

part, for the 2007 financial crisis because of the creation of “too big to 

fail” financial institutions.  

 

Also, in the GLB Act was a mandate to covered financial institutions to 

protect consumer‟s financial information.  The GLB Act required the 

different Federal agencies that oversee financial institutions to promulgate 

regulations to implement the requirement of the Act. Therefore, each 

Federal banking agency (e.g. OTS, SEC, FRB, etc.) has their own set of 

privacy regulations that are virtually identical, and which collectively are 

called “Regulation P”. Although each agency is responsible for enforcing 

the provisions of Regulation P among the financial institutions they 

supervise, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection 

Act mandated that the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau determine 

whether a state privacy provision is preempted under the GLB Act. 

 

Many states have privacy laws in addition to the Federal law. The Gramm 

Leach Bliley Act provides that the States‟ privacy laws that are 

inconsistent with the Federal law are preempted except to the extent that 

they provide greater consumer protection than the GLB Act.  The State of 

California has passed the California Financial Information Privacy Act 

which expressly states the intent to provide greater consumer protection 

than the GLB Act. Therefore, financial institutions doing business in 

California have to comply with both the California Information Privacy 

Act and the GLB Act.
92
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Financial Institutions Covered 

Regulation P applies to nonpublic personal information about individuals 

who obtain financial products or services primarily for personal, family or 

household purposes from covered institutions. A “financial institution” 

means any business which is engaging in financial activities or activities 

incidental to financial activities, or complementary to a financial activity. 

Activities that are financial in nature include: 

(A)  Lending, exchanging, transferring, investing for others, or 

safeguarding money or securities; 

(B)  Insuring, guaranteeing, or indemnifying against loss, harm, damage, 

illness, disability, or death, or providing and issuing annuities, and 

acting as principal, agent, or broker for purposes of the foregoing, in 

any State; 

(C)  Providing financial, investment, or economic advisory services; 

(D)  Issuing or selling instruments representing interests in pools of assets 

permissible for a bank to hold directly; and 

(E)  Underwriting, dealing in, or making a market in securities. 

 

Examples of financial institutions covered by the GLB Act include
93

: 

1) Mortgage broker 

2) Real estate broker and agent 

3) Mortgage lender 

4) Loan servicing company 

5) Real estate appraiser 

6) Credit bureau 

7) Accountant or other tax preparation service 

8) Escrow company or other real estate settlement service 

provider 

9) Check casher 

10) Pay-day lender 

11) Credit counseling service and other financial advisors 

12) Medical-services provider that establishes for a significant 

number of its patient‟s long-term payment plans that involve 

interest charges 
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13) Financial or investment advisory services including tax 

planning, tax preparation, and instruction on individual 

financial management 

14) Retailer that issues its own credit card 

15) Auto dealers that lease and/or finance 

16) Collection agency services 

17) Relocation service that assists individuals with financing for 

moving expenses and/or mortgages 

18) Sellers of money orders, savings bonds, or traveler's checks 

19) Government entities that provide financial products such as 

student loans or mortgages 

 

Exceptions 

Regulation P does not cover business-purpose loans. It also does not cover 

loans to business entities.  The following entities are exempt from 

Regulation P: 

1) Certain motor vehicle dealers; 

2) Financial institution or other person subject to the jurisdiction of 

the Commodity Futures Trading Commission; 

3) A Federally registered broker-dealer (dealing in securities); 

4) A State or Federally registered investment advisor; 

5) A Federally registered investment company; and 

6) An insurance company. 

 

Regulation P does not change or supersede the rules regarding the privacy 

of medical records set forth in the Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPPA”)
94

. Also, any institution of higher 

learning that also meets the definition of a financial institution, and who 

complies with the Federal Educational Rights and Privacy Act 

(“FERPA”)
95

 is deemed to have complied with Regulation P. 
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Time to Think 3.6 

   

1) Real estate brokers are considered to be a covered financial institution 

under:  ________________________________________________ 

2) Business purpose loans _______________ covered under Regulation P.  

3) GLB Act is an abbreviation of ______________________________ 

 

Personally Identifiable Financial Information 

Only nonpublic personally identifiable financial information of the 

consumer is protected under the GLB Act and Regulation P. Personally 

identifiable financial information is any information provided by the 

consumer, created by the financial institution that pertains to the 

consumer, or otherwise obtained about a consumer in connection with the 

providing of a financial product or service that: 

1) can be connected to the consumer and  

2) is not publicly available 

 

Both prongs of this test must be met to trigger the requirements of the 

GLB Act and Regulation P regarding the information in question. 

Information is considered to be publicly available, and therefore not 

covered under the regulations, if the financial institution has a reasonable 

basis to believe that such information is: 

1) lawfully made available to the general public from Federal, State, 

or local government records (i.e. public real estate records),  

2) widely distributed media, such as the telephone book (remember 

those?) or a public internet site, or  

3) disclosures to the general public required by Federal, State, or local 

law.
96

 

 

Examples of Non-Public Personally Identifiable Information 

1) Most information on the loan application 

2) Social security numbers 

3) Income information 
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4) A loan number (if it is not on a recorded document, such as a 

mortgage) 

5) The fact that the customer applied for a loan (prior to the deed of 

trust being recorded) 

6) The fact the customer has an investment with a company (unless 

and until the evidence of the security is public recorded, such as an 

assignment of deed of trust in the customer‟s name 

7) Account balance information 

8) Payment history 

9) Anything on a credit report 

10) Anything collected through an internet “cookie” 

 

Examples of Public Information
97

 

1) Anything on a document that is recorded in the county recorder‟s 

office (i.e. Grant deeds, Deeds of Trust, Assignments, Notices of 

Default, Notices of Sale, etc.) 

2) Anything recorded in Federal, State, or local government records 

3) Anything in a phone book 

4) Anything on TV or radio 

5) Anything in a newspaper 

6) Anything that can be found on a public website (property tax 

amounts, whether property taxes are paid or delinquent, etc.) 

7) Anything on EDGAR (Securities and Exchange Commission 

public records database) 

8) Aggregated information that doesn‟t identify a customer 

9) List of names and addresses of customers of an entity that is not a 

financial institution. 

 

Example: 

Mario Mortgage Broker has just closed a loan for Bo Borrower. Bo‟s 

mother is calling to ask about the loan terms and the payment amount.  

 

What information is protected?   

In this case, the broker can disclose that Bo did take out a loan, because 

the deed of trust has been recorded, so the fact that Bo took out a loan is 

public record. Mario could disclose any information that is on the face of 

the deed of trust – the loan amount, the maturity date, the borrower‟s 
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name, and property securing the loan. But the payment amount and the 

other terms of the loan are not on the deed of trust, and are not publicly 

available, so that information is protected. 

 

 

Time to Think 3.7 

   

1) Only ___________________ personally identifiable financial 

information is protected under the Gramm Leach Bliley Act?   

2) An example of publicly available information is anything in a document 

recorded with a ________________________________ agency.  

3) Nonpublic personally identifiable information must a) information 

connected to the consumer, and b) not _________________________ 

 

Requirements under the Gramm Leach Bliley Act and Regulation P 

Initial Privacy Notice and Opt-Out 

The GLB Act and Regulation P subject covered financial institutions to 

certain requirements and prohibitions regarding the nonpublic personally 

identifiable information of consumers. An initial privacy notice must be 

given to a person who becomes the customer of the financial institution no 

later than when the customer relationship is established, unless an 

exemption applies.  

 

Most lenders give this disclosure with the initial loan disclosure package. 

Also, unless an exemption applies, covered financial institutions are not 

allowed to share consumers‟ nonpublic personally identifiable information 

with non-affiliated third parties unless they have met 4 requirements: 

1. The financial institution has provided the consumer with an initial 

privacy notice;  

2. The financial institution has provided the consumer with a notice 

of (a) the fact that the financial institution intends to disclose the 

consumers nonpublic personally identifiable information to 

nonaffiliated third parties, (b) an explanation of the consumer‟s 
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right to opt out, and (c) a reasonable means of exercising the right 

to opt out; 

3. The financial institution has provided the consumer with a 

reasonable opportunity to opt out before the disclosure of the 

consumer‟s nonpublic personally identifiable information; and 

4. The consumer has not elected to opt out. 

 

This requirement only applies when the consumer is also a customer of the 

financial institution. If the consumer is not also a customer, the financial 

institution is allowed to send a short-form privacy notice along with the 

opt-out notice, stating that a full privacy policy is available upon request, 

and give the reasonable procedures the consumer can follow to obtain a 

full privacy policy.
98

 

 

A customer relationship is established when the financial institution and 

the consumer enter into a continuing relationship. For loans, a customer 

relationship is established when the financial institution originates a loan 

or acquires the servicing of a loan to the consumer for personal, family, or 

household purposes. The following are examples of when a customer 

relationship is established:
99

 

1) The consumer provides personally identifiable financial 

information to a lender or broker in an effort to obtain a mortgage 

through them; 

2) The consumer executes a contract to obtain credit from a financial 

institution; 

3) The consumer purchases insurance from a financial institution; 

4) The consumer becomes a client for the purpose of providing tax 

preparation services; 

5) The consumer executes a contract to obtain financial, economic, or 

investment advisory services from a financial institution for a fee; 

and 

6) The consumer provides a financial institution with the information 

necessary for the financial institution to compile and provide 

access to all of the consumer‟s online financial accounts at the 

financial institution‟s website; 
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Financial institutions are allowed to combine the opt-out notice together 

with the initial privacy notice. Notices may be mailed to the last known 

address of the consumer or hand delivered. The notice may also be posted 

on the financial institution‟s website if the consumer is required to 

acknowledge receipt of the notice as a necessary step in obtaining the 

financial product or service.  Oral notices over the phone or in person are 

not sufficient. The notices must be given in a way that the borrower can 

retain a copy or obtain a copy in writing.
100

 

 

Opt Out Notice
101

 

In the opt out notice, the financial institution must provide consumer with 

a reasonable method that they can use to notify the financial institution of 

their choice to opt out. Some acceptable methods are: 

1) Check off boxes in a prominent position on the relevant forms with 

the opt out notice; 

2) Inclusion of a reply form that provides the address to which the 

form should be mailed; 

3) Provision of an electronic means to opt out, such as a form that can 

be sent via email or through the financial institution‟s website if 

the consumer agrees to electronic delivery of information; or 

4) Provision of a toll-free phone number that consumers can use to 

opt out. 

 

Requiring the consumer to write their own letter and mail it to the 

financial institution is not acceptable. Also unacceptable is only providing 

the check-off box on the initial notice, and not providing it or any other 

reasonable opt out method on the subsequent annual notices. 

 

Contents of the Privacy Notice
102

 

The privacy notice must contain the following items: 

1. The categories of nonpublic personal information collected; 

2. The categories of nonpublic personal information disclosed by the 

financial institution; 

3. The categories of affiliates and nonaffiliated third parties to whom 

the financial institution discloses nonpublic personal information; 
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4. The categories of nonpublic personal information about the 

financial institution‟s former customers that they disclose and the 

categories of affiliates and nonaffiliated third parties to whom the 

financial institution discloses nonpublic personal information about 

their former customers; 

5. If the financial institution discloses nonpublic personal information 

to a nonaffiliated third party to perform services on behalf of the 

financial institution, including joint marketing, a separate 

statement of the categories of information the financial institution 

discloses and the categories of third parties with whom the 

financial institution has contracted; 

6. An explanation of the consumer's right to opt out of the disclosure 

of nonpublic personal information to nonaffiliated third parties, 

and the method by which the consumer may exercise that right; 

7. Any disclosures that the financial institution makes under the Fair 

Credit Reporting Act, including  notices regarding the ability to opt 

out of disclosures of information among affiliates; 

8. The financial institution‟s policies and practices with respect to 

protecting the confidentiality and security of nonpublic personal 

information; and 

9. If the financial institution makes disclosures of nonpublic 

personally identifiable information to third parties to process a 

transaction at the consumer‟s request, or when necessary to effect, 

administer or enforce a transaction, or for such reasons as 

protecting against fraud, resolving consumer disputes, or at the 

request of regulatory authorities, the financial institution may give 

a statement that the financial institution makes disclosures to other 

nonaffiliated companies: (1) For their everyday business purposes, 

such as [include all that apply] to process transactions, maintain 

account(s), respond to court orders and legal investigations, or 

report to credit bureaus; or (2) As permitted by law. 

 

There is a model form privacy notice that afford financial institutions 

“safe harbor”. An example of one form of the model notice is provided in 

the Appendix. 
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Revised Privacy Notice
103

 

A financial institution may not disclose any nonpublic personally 

identifiable information of a consumer other than as they specify in their 

initial privacy notice. If the financial institution‟s privacy policy or 

procedures have changed, then in order to disclose information under the 

new policy and procedures, the financial institution must: 

1) Provide to the consumer a revised privacy notice with the new 

policies and procedures;  

2) Provide to the consumer a new opt out notice;  

3) Give the consumer a reasonable opportunity to opt out before 

disclosing their information to a nonaffiliated third party; and 

4) The consumer does not opt out. 

 

Annual Privacy Notice 

Financial institutions must provide customers with an annual privacy 

notice during the entire customer relationship. This notice must be given 

once in any period of 12 consecutive months during which the customer 

relationship exists. The financial institution is not required to give annual 

privacy notices after the customer relationship is terminated. The 

following are examples of when the customer relationship is terminated: 

i. For closed-end loans, such as many mortgage loans, when the loan 

is paid off, charged off, or the loan is sold to another party without 

retaining servicing rights; 

ii. For open-end credit such as HELOCs or credit cards, when the 

financial institution sells the receivables without retaining 

servicing rights; 

iii. For mortgage brokering services, when the customer has obtained 

a loan through the brokerage, or has ceased using its services for 

such purposes; 

iv. For real estate agents, escrow agents, or other real estate settlement 

services providers, when the customer completed execution of all 

documents related to the real estate closing, the providers received 

payment, or they have completed all of their responsibilities with 

respect to the closing, including filing of documents in the public 

record, whichever is later;  

v. For tax preparation services, when they have provided and 

received payment for the service and no longer provide any 
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statements or notices to the customer concerning that relationship; 

or 

vi. For cases where there is no definitive time of termination, when 

the financial institution has not communicated with the customer 

about the relationship for a period of 12 consecutive months, other 

than to provide annual privacy notices or promotional material. 

 

A financial institution is not required to provide an annual privacy notice 

if the financial institution
104

: 

1) Provides nonpublic personally identifiable information to 

nonaffiliated third parties only to provide services for the financial 

institution, including joint marketing, to process a transaction at 

the consumer‟s request, or when necessary to effect, administer or 

enforce a transaction, or for such reasons as protecting against 

fraud, resolving consumer disputes, or at the request of regulatory 

authorities; and 

2) Has not changed their privacy policies and practices since the most 

recent notice given to the customer. 

 

If the financial institution‟s privacy policies or procedures change, then 

they must provide a new privacy policy to the consumer. If the change 

would require a revised privacy policy notice under the rules, then the 

annual notice can commence within the 12 consecutive month period after 

sending the revised privacy policy. If the financial institution is not 

required to issue a revised privacy policy, then they must give the annual 

privacy notice within 100 days of the change in privacy policy and 

procedures. 

 

Exemptions
105

 

Opt out and privacy notices are not required for consumer information 

disclosed within the financial institution itself or to affiliates. The opt out 

requirements are not necessary when the financial institution provides 

nonpublic personally identifiable information of a consumer to a 

nonaffiliated third party who is hired to perform services for the financial 

institution including joint marketing, or perform functions on their behalf 

if the financial institution, (1)Provides the initial privacy notice; and 
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(2)Enters into a contract with the third party that prohibits the third party 

from disclosing or using the information other than to carry out the 

purposes for which they disclosed the information.  

 

A financial institution is also exempt from the opt-out and initial privacy 

notice if the disclosure of nonpublic personally identifiable information is 

necessary to effect, administer or enforce a transaction that the consumer 

requests or authorizes, or in connection with (a) servicing or processing a 

financial product or service that the consumer requests or authorizes, (b) 

maintaining or servicing the consumer‟s account with the financial 

institution, or(c) a securitization or secondary market sale or similar 

transaction related to the consumer‟s transaction. The phrase “necessary to 

effect, administer, or enforce a transaction” means that the disclosure is: 

1) Required, or is one of the lawful or appropriate methods to enforce 

the financial institution‟s rights or the rights of other persons 

engaged in carrying out the financial transaction or providing the 

product or service; 

2) Required, or is a usual, appropriate or acceptable method: 

a. To carry out the transaction, product, or service business, and 

record, maintain, or service the consumer‟s account in the 

ordinary course of business; 

b. To administer or service benefits or claims relating to the 

transaction, produce, or service business; 

c. To provide a confirmation, statement, or other record of the 

transaction, or information on the status or value of the 

financial service or product; 

d. To accrue or recognize incentives or bonuses associated with 

the transaction; 

e. To underwrite insurance at the consumer‟s request or do any of 

the following with respect to consumer‟s insurance: account 

administration, reporting, investigating, or preventing fraud or 

material misrepresentation, processing premium payments, 

processing insurance claims, administering insurance benefits 

(including utilization review activities), participating in 

research projects, or as otherwise required or specifically 

permitted by Federal or state law 

f. In connection with processing credit or debit card transactions. 
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Other situations in which a financial institution is not required to give the 

initial notice and opt out notice are
106

: 

1) Consumer consents to or directs the disclosure of their information, 

so long as the consent has not been revoked; 

2) To protect the confidentiality or security of the financial 

institution‟s records; 

3) To protect against or prevent actual or potential fraud, 

unauthorized transactions, claims, or other liability; 

4) For required institutional risk control or for resolving consumer 

disputes or inquiries; 

5) To disclose information to persons holding a legal or beneficial 

interest relating to the consumer; or 

6) To disclose information to persons acting in a fiduciary or 

representative capacity on behalf of the consumer; 

7) To provide information to ratings agencies, such as insurance 

rating agencies, or other persons assessing the institution‟s 

compliance with industry standards; 

8) Disclosure to law enforcement agencies, a state insurance 

authority, self-regulatory organizations, or an investigation on a 

matter related to public safety; 

9) Disclosure to a credit reporting agency in accordance with the Fair 

Credit Reporting Act; 

10) In connection with a sale, merger, transfer or exchange of all or 

part of a business so long as the disclosure concerns solely 

consumer of the business or that part of the business; 

11) To comply with Federal, state, or local laws or rules; 

12) To comply with a properly authorized civil, criminal, or regulatory 

investigation, or subpoena or summons by Federal, state, or local 

authorities; or 

13) To respond to judicial process or government regulatory authorities 

having jurisdiction over the institution for examination, 

compliance, or other purposes authorized by law. 
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Chapter 3 

CASE STUDY 

 

Privacy Law Case Study 

 

Lori Loan Officer works for ACME Mortgage, a mortgage lender. On 

March 1st, she received a loan application for Sal Spendthrift. After 

getting loan disclosures signed by Sal, Lori opened escrow with Escrows 

R Us, and sent them Sal‟s name, address, and social security number. 

Shortly afterwards, Sal‟s new deed of trust was recorded, and the loan was 

closed. One day, someone called Lori and said their name was Sandy 

Spendthrift, wife of Sal, and wanted to know the loan amount, payment 

amount, and interest rate, and next payment due date. 
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Chapter 3 

CASE STUDY REVIEW 

 

1. Is ACME Mortgage subject to the GLB Act and Regulation P? 

a. Yes, because it is a mortgage lender. 

2. Is Lori required to send out any sort of disclosure to Sal under the 

GLB Act or Regulation P?  If so, what disclosures and when do 

they have to be sent? 

a. Yes. An initial privacy disclosure and opt-out notice, which 

has to be sent within 3 business days of receiving the loan 

application. 

3. Do Sal‟s name, address and social security number constitute non-

public, personally identifiable financial information, and why or 

why not? 

a. Yes. The information was gathered while providing a 

financial product or service. And although Sal‟s name and 

address may be publicly available if they can be found in a 

phone book or with an internet search and therefore arguably 

public, coupled with his social security number they are 

together non-public personally identifiable financial 

information. 

4. Assuming Sal‟s name, address and social security number are 

non-public personally identifiable information, is Lori allowed to 

disclose that information to Escrows R Us? 

a. Yes, because the information can be disclosed to third party as 

necessary to carry out the transaction requested by the 

borrower. 
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5. Is information found on the recorded deed of trust, such as the 

borrower‟s name, address, loan number and loan amount 

considered to be non-public personally identifiable information? 

a. No. Anything on a document recorded with a government 

agency such as the county recorder‟s office is considered to be 

public. So although the information is personally identifiable, 

it is public and therefore not protected under the GLB Act and 

Regulation P. 

6. Can Lori release the requested information to Sandy Spendthrift? 

a. Lori cannot release most of the information without getting 

Sal‟s authorization. However, Lori can release any 

information that is within the “four corners” of the deed of 

trust, including the borrower‟s name, property address, and 

loan amount. 
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Chapter 3 

REVIEW QUIZ 

 

1. What is an APOR? ________________________________ 

2. What type of transaction is exempt from the higher cost mortgage loan 

escrow requirement? ___________________________ 

3. Can a fee under the 10% Tolerance Rule increase more than 10%? ___ 

4. Name a loan exempt from the high priced mortgage loan rules. 

 _____________________________________________ 

5. Simultaneous subordinate lien loans are most commonly used in which 

type of purchase? __________________________________________ 

6. Do you recommend a trust as a method to hold title?  ______________ 

7. When was the GLB Act passed? ______________________________ 

8. The Good Faith Estimate is still used on __________________ loans.  

9. Explain the term Black Hole: ________________________________ 

10. TRID2 rules were mandatory as of: ____________________________ 

11. Which loans have higher APRs, High Priced Loans or Higher Priced 

Loans? __________________________________________________ 

12. Is a Reverse Mortgage exempt from the escrow account requirement of 

Higher Priced Loans? _______________________________________ 

13. Where do I go to find a tool to determine whether properties securing 

loans are in rural or underserved areas? _________________________ 
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14. Safe Harbors for appraisal requirements are found in Reg __________. 

15. Is an internet “cookie” normally Public Information? ______________ 

16. Personal financial information is protected by ___________________. 

17. A borrower on the East Coast will probably be called a ____________. 

18. What is the official name of the Dodd-Frank Act? 

________________________________________________________ 

19. What is steering in the lending industry?  

________________________________________________________ 

Poll Question:  What is your opinion about Reverse Mortgages? Terrific, 

good, neutral, bad, horrific, etc. __________________________________ 
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Answers to Time to Think and Quiz sections 

You will notice some questions in the Time to Think and the Quiz sections 

are not in the reading material. We included these questions to increase 

coverage of the course, create more interest, and increase your knowledge. 

 

Chapter 3 – Federal Law – Time to Think 

3.1 – 1) Dodd-Frank   2) Borrower signs note and trust deed   3) Richard 

Cordray 

3.2 – 1) Zero   2) consumer or borrower   3) three 

3.3 – 1) Black hole   2) real property   3) covered 

3.4 – 1) Cooperative Share, Initial Construction, Reverse Mortgage, 

Bridge Loan   2) 1.5   3) Student opinion; any answer is correct 

3.5 – 1) Appendix O   2) financing   3) initial construction 

3.6 – 1) Regulation P   2) are not   3) Gramm Leach Bliley 

3.7 – 1) nonpublic   2) Federal, State, or local government   3) publicly 

 

 

Quiz 

1. Three every two years   2. Nurse   3. 17   4. 65   5. 2/1/2020   6. 5 and 8   

7. Dynamic   8. Lender Loan Information   9. Shopping for Your Home 

Loan Settlements Costs Booklet   10. CFPB   11. Gramm-Leach-Bliley   

12. Kathy Kroninger   13. CFPB or HUD   14. Escrow                             

15. CHARM – Consumer Handbook Adjustable Rate Mortgages                                      
16. www.annualcreditreport.com   17. Elizabeth Warren  

  

http://www.annualcreditreport.com/
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Chapter 4 
 

CALIFORNIA SPECIFIC EDUCATION 

 

CALIFORNIA HOMEOWNER BILL OF RIGHTS  

History 

The California Homeowner Bill of Rights
107

 was passed by the State 

Legislature in 2012, and became effective on January 1, 2013. A couple of 

interesting side notes at that time. Some of the provisions were to sunset 

on January 1, 2018, some on December 31, 2019 and some were 

permanent. 

 

It is important so that you can better protect your clients and better serve 

them that you understand the foreclosure procedures. A working 

knowledge of the HOBR would be very helpful, and begins here. 

 

California was very slow in reacting to the foreclosure crisis. The peak 

year of foreclosures in the United States was 2009 with 2,824,674 in 

default. California led the nation with 632,573. The years of 2007 to 2011 

were overwhelmed with notices of default and foreclosures. That was 

when help and assistance and new regulations were really needed, not 

2012.  

 

Basically, there were several bills passed that combined were the Bill of 

Rights.  

 

There were six bills passed in 2012 which would be effective on January 

31, 2013. They were summarized as the Homeowner Bill of Rights. They 

were: 

AB 1950: Concerns problems on loan modification scams. 

AB 2314:  Notification of lien releases to governmental agency. 

AB 2610:  Involves Tenant Notices. 
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SB 1474:  Allows the attorney general to convene a State-wide grand jury 

for cases that occur in more than one county. 

SB 900/AB 278: Impacted the non-judicial foreclosure process and loss 

mitigation statutes. 

 

The Original Bill of Rights contained the following key provisions: 

1) Restriction on dual track foreclosure: Mortgage servicers are 

restricted from advancing the foreclosure process if the 

homeowner is working on securing a loan modification. 

2) Guaranteed single point of contact: Homeowners are guaranteed a 

single point of contact as they navigate the system and try to keep 

their homes. 

3) Verification of documents: Lenders that record and file multiple 

unverified documents will be subject to a civil penalty of up to 

$7,500 per loan in an action brought by a civil prosecutor. 

4) Enforceability: Borrowers will have authority to seek redress of 

“material” violations of the new foreclosure process protections. 

(AB 278, SB900) 

5) Tenant rights: Purchasers of foreclosed homes are required to give 

tenants at least 90 days‟ notice before starting eviction 

proceedings. (AB 2610) 

6) Tools to prosecute mortgage fraud: The statute of limitations to 

prosecute mortgage-related crimes is extended from one to three 

years, allowing the Attorney General‟s office to investigate and 

prosecute complex mortgage fraud crimes. In addition, the 

Attorney General‟s office can use a statewide grand jury to 

investigate and indict the perpetrators of financial crimes involving 

victims in multiple counties. (AB 1950, SB 1474) 

7) Tools to curb blight: Local governments and receivers have 

additional tools to fight blight caused by multiple vacant homes in 

their neighborhoods. (AB 2314) 

 

Some of the most important concepts of dual tracking, single contact, and 

document verification were no longer valid after the provisions sunset on 

January 1, 2018, and policies dropped back to pre-2013. This meant that 

companies had to change software, policies, procedures and so forth. 

Finally, the politicians came to the conclusion something had to be done.  
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It should have been done pre-2018. But on January 3
rd

 of 2018 State 

Senator Jim Beall of San Jose introduced Senate Bill 818
108

. This bill 

would reinstate almost all of the 2013 conditions with a few tweaks.  

 

The bill was signed by Governor Jerry Brown in September to become 

effective January 1, 2019. One interesting side note: although the original 

HOBR did have some opposition, this bill passed without any nay votes.  

 

Why was a Bill not completed in 2017? Who knows? This delay cost 

companies thousands of dollars. Change for a year and then change back. 

There is no sunset in the 2018 bill so that could be a good aspect. Why 

was the sunset used in the first bills? I don‟t know. 

 

 

 

Time to Think 4.1 

   

1) What is the number of the Senate Bill in 2018 that changed the HOBR?  

________________________________________ 

2) How many days‟ notice are non-resident purchasers of foreclosed 

homes required to give tenants not on a lease?  _______________ 

3) What is the dividing mark on numbers of foreclosures yearly between 

small and large banks? ______________ 

 

Why the HOBR Was Necessary? 

The early years of the new century had a Wild West type of Real Estate 

Market. Continuing the chaotic 90's, the prices were increasing, loans 

were flowing, and lenders, agents, appraisers, and other staffers were 

making lots of money. 

 

Some of the causes of the recession were adjusted rate loans with teaser 

rates and fast changing payments, no documentation for borrowers so 

ability to pay was not even considered, loans were 100% or more of value, 
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predatory lenders came into the market with new predatory loans, loans 

were signed with very little explanation, borrowers were never told that 

they might not be able to refinance when necessary, and many areas in 

California (Ceres, Lancaster, Inland Empire, and others) were overrun 

with vacant houses.  

 

There were Notices of Default, Trustee Sales, Short Sales, Loan 

Modifications, a few Deeds in Lieu of Foreclosure, Bankruptcies, and a 

new term came to light. Strategic Default. In these cases, the homeowners 

made a business decision that they would be better off financially if they 

just walked away.  

 

Almost all of these loans were non-recourse. During this time the owners 

were told that they could suffer dire consequences if they walked, but this 

has sure not come to pass. It did not take long before loans were being 

offered again to people who had suffered a foreclosure. 

 

Basics of Defaults 

In California there are very few Judicial Foreclosures like Florida and 

other States. The method the lenders use is the Trustee Sale. It is faster, 

less expensive, and better understood by the industry. A Judicial 

Foreclosure necessitates a court action (Judges and Attorneys), over a year 

to get to court, then the owner has a right of redemption, up to a year in 

some cases. 

 

In a California Trustee Sale a Notice of Default is filed, time passes, a 

Notice of Trustee Sale is filed, time passes and then an "auction" is held 

by a Trustee. In a vast majority of the actions no one showed up at the 

auction but the lender and the Trustee. No owners or bidders.  

 

In this action there is no right of redemption, but the owner cannot get a 

Judgment Deficiency. However, most of these loans were loans used to 

purchase a residential property so there was no right to a Judgment 

Deficiency even if the lender went through the long expensive Judicial 

variety. The loans were non-recourse.  

 

The property became Real Estate Owned (REO). One of the reasons that 

so many people did not contest these actions is they did not know what 

was going on. 
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What was even worse is that the scam artists came out. Loan Modification 

offers of help were made where money was paid to the crook and nothing 

was done. In other cases Title was signed over to a new owner who never 

paid the loans, just milked the property.  

 

Lenders would be talking to someone about assistance to avoid a 

foreclosure and another department of the lender would be starting a 

Trustee Sale. Lender's staff would start actions and never verify the 

documents. This was termed Robo Signing and was happening 

everywhere. Also, the borrower would call and not find anyone who could 

give them answers. So the HOBR was passed in 2012. 

 

Where Are We Today? 

It can be confusing. Was this factor changed back or did it never sunset? Is 

there any new information about the 175 Foreclosures a year rule? When 

will the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's rules apply? 

 

It might be best to just consider the 2018 Bill. Forget about the sunsetting 

and the 2012 Bill. What applies to your clients today? 

 

The original bill (SB 900) applied to first trust deeds secured by owner-

occupied properties with a few exceptions. Today there is a distinction on 

requirements for banks that complete 175 foreclosure or fewer per year 

and "larger" banks. 

 

Today, a "large" bank cannot record a NOD or Notice of sale or conduct a 

trustee sale, if a foreclosure prevention alternative has been approved in 

writing by all parties (first lien and junior lien holders, mortgage insurers, 

owners, buyers, etc.), and importantly, that proof of funds has been 

provided to the servicer. Departments must coordinate. 

 

Servicers cannot file any first notices until a trustee deed loan is more than 

120 months delinquent. This is a big change from the old days. It was 

made to allow borrowers "reasonable time" to do something. Servicers 

must not start any action if an application is pending for a loan 

modification, short sale, forbearance or any other alternative to 

foreclosure. 
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A mortgage servicer must cancel any pending trustee sale if a short sale 

has been approved by all parties, and there is proof of funds. Under other 

alternatives a lender must record a rescission of a NOD or cancel a 

pending Trustee Sale, if a borrower executes a permanent foreclosure 

prevention alternative.
109

 

 

Review Foreclosure Documents 

The only parties who can record a notice of default are the holder of the 

beneficial interest, designated agent of such holder, or the original or 

substituted trustee. Certain documents must be accurate and complete and 

supported by competent and reliable evidence. There is a restored penalty 

of $7,500.00 per violation. English translation: no more Robo Signing. 

 

Extending Initial Contact Requirement 

This section prohibits a servicer or lender from recording a NOD until 30 

days after said party has contacted the borrower in person or by telephone. 

This contact is to assess the borrower's financial situation and explore 

options for avoiding a foreclosure. A servicer cannot record a NOD until 

the borrower is informed that they have the right to request copies of the 

promissory note, deed of trust, payment history, and any assignment of the 

loan. These docs illustrate the Beneficiary‟s right to foreclose. AND there 

are certain protections under the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act
110

 for 

sevicemembers or dependents. 

 

Postponing a Trustee's Sale 

Whenever a sale is postponed for at least 10 business days the Beneficiary 

or their agent must provide written notice of the new date and time to the 

Trustor within five business days after the postponement is filed. 

Strangely, any failure to comply with this requirement will not invalidate 

any sales that would otherwise be valid. Further note: This requirement 

applies to all trust deeds regardless of occupancy or number of units. If the 

postponement date is given at a scheduled sale date, no notice is needed. 

 

Legal Remedies for Trustor's 

They may generally bring a private right of action to enjoin or stop a 

trustee's sale until the servicer has corrected material violations of the law. 
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A bankruptcy stops the time clock from running when the action is filed. 

The lender or servicer must go to the Bankruptcy Court and request a 

Release from the Stay of Execution authorized by the Bankruptcy Court. 

One question to be determined is the amount of equity involved in this 

property. 

 

Single Point of Contact 

The wording: Upon a borrower's request for an alternative, the servicer 

must "promptly" establish and provide a direct means of communication 

with a single point of contact. This part of the HOBR has been unchanged 

since the original
111

. 

 

No Dual Tracking During Loan Modifications 

Simple. Stop it. The servicer cannot start a NOD, Notice of Sale, or 

conduct a Trustee Sale if a complete application for a loan modification is 

pending or if a borrower is in compliance with the terms of a written trial 

or permanent Loan Mod, Forbearance, or Repayment Plan. 

  

No Late Fees or Application Fees 

These fees cannot be collected while a loan modification is being 

considered, a denial is being appealed, timely payments are being made or 

another alternative is being evaluated or exercised. No fees can be charged 

for any application, processing or other fee. 

  

Tweaks and Extras 

There were a couple changes that make certain topics more transparent. 

There is now a five business day cut-off for the submission of a completed 

application. The previous code stated that a submission one minute before 

the sale was able to stop the sale. This was not practical, and many 

servicers established their own cutoff of 3 days, 5 days, or some other 

deadline. Late submission caused servicers, lenders, and trustors many 

costly problems. 

 

Now, loan mod applications received less than five business days before a 

sale do not stop a sale. This change was welcomed by servicers as it 

clarified a problem. 
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Also, a "cease and desist" exception was added to the requirements in the 

telephone outreach for both 2923.5
112

 and 2923.55
113

. Servicers before had 

to decide between complying with the HOBR and violating the borrower's 

"cease and desist request".  

 

The "change in material circumstances" exception to reviewing multiply 

loan mod applications is back. This was lost in the 2018 version change-

back. 

 

The mortgage servicer has extensive regulations about contacting the 

borrower about their financial condition and exploring options. Some 

regulations state the borrowers must be advised that they have the right to 

a meeting within 14 days. This meeting could be by telephone. The 

borrowers must be provided the toll-free telephone number from HUD to 

assist in finding a HUD-Certified counseling agency
114

.  

 

What are the rules if the servicer tries to contact the borrowers but to no 

avail? The trustee sale can go on if the servicer has exercised "due 

diligence" in their search for the parties. You and I may have different 

opinions of what is due diligence. But this bill leaves nothing to chance. 

Here are some of the actions that a servicer must perform to illustrate that 

they had used “due diligence” in their search. 

1) A mortgage servicer shall first attempt to contact a borrower by 

sending a first-class letter that includes the toll-free telephone 

number made available by HUD so they can find a HUD-certified 

housing counseling agency. 

2) After the letter has been sent, the mortgage servicer shall attempt 

to contact the borrower by telephone at least three times at 

different hours and on different days. Telephone calls shall be 

made to the primary telephone number on file. 

3) A mortgage servicer may attempt to contact a borrower using an 

automated system to dial borrowers, provided that, if the telephone 

call is answered, the call is connected to a live representative of the 

mortgage servicer. 
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 CIV § 2923.5 
113

 CIV § 2923.55 
114

 HUD Approved Housing Counseling Agencies 

https://codes.findlaw.com/ca/civil-code/civ-sect-2923-5.html
https://law.justia.com/codes/california/2015/code-civ/division-3/part-4/title-14/chapter-2/article-1/section-2923.55/
https://apps.hud.gov/offices/hsg/sfh/hcc/hcs.cfm
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A mortgage servicer satisfies the telephone contact requirements of this 

paragraph: 

1) If they determine, after attempting contact pursuant to this 

paragraph, that the borrower s primary telephone number and 

secondary telephone number or numbers on file, if any, have been 

disconnected. 

2) If the borrower or his or her authorized agent notifies the mortgage 

servicer in writing to cease further communication with the 

borrower. The cease communication notification shall explicitly 

pertain to the mortgage loan account to be effective. The cease 

communication notification shall be effective until the borrower or 

his or her authorized agent rescinds it in writing. 

3) If the borrower does not respond within two weeks after the 

telephone call requirements of paragraph (2) have been satisfied, 

the mortgage servicer shall then send a certified letter, with return 

receipt requested, that includes the toll-free telephone number 

made available by HUD to find a HUD-certified housing 

counseling agency. 

4) The mortgage servicer shall provide a means for the borrower to 

contact it in a timely manner, including a toll-free telephone 

number that will provide access to a live representative during 

business hours. 

5) The mortgage servicer has posted a prominent link on the 

homepage of its Internet Web site, if any, to the following 

information: 

(a)  Options that may be available to borrowers who are unable to 

afford their mortgage payments and who wish to avoid 

foreclosure, and instructions to borrowers advising them on 

steps to take to explore those options. 

(b)  A list of financial documents borrowers should collect and be 

prepared to present to the mortgage servicer when discussing 

options for avoiding foreclosure. 

(c)  A toll-free telephone number for borrowers who wish to 

discuss options for avoiding foreclosure with their mortgage 

servicer. 

(d)  The toll-free telephone number made available by HUD to 

find a HUD-certified housing counseling agency. 

(g)  This section shall not apply to entities described in 

subdivision (b) of Section 2924.18. 
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(h)  This section shall apply only to mortgages or deeds of trust 

described in Section 2924.15. 

(i)  This section shall remain in effect only until January 1, 2018, 

and as of that date is repealed, unless a later enacted statute, 

that is enacted before January 1, 2018, deletes or extends that 

date. The section was extended. 

(j)  A mortgage servicer‟s loss mitigation personnel may 

participate by telephone during any contact required by this 

section. 

(k)  A copy of the borrower‟s payment history since the borrower 

was last less than 60 days past due. 

(l)  A borrower may designate, with consent given in writing, a 

HUD-certified housing counseling agency, attorney, or other 

adviser to discuss with the mortgage servicer, on the 

borrower‟s behalf, the borrower s financial situation and 

options for the borrower to avoid foreclosure. 

 

 

 

Time to Think 4.2 

   

1) The Homeowner Bill of Rights is a Federal, State, County or City 

Regulation?  _____________________________________________.  

2) What does dual tracking mean?  _____________________________. 

3) Is REO a liability or an asset on a lender's balance sheet? _________. 
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Blight  

Many lenders foreclosed on properties and then failed to maintain them. 

This was due in part because of the amount of foreclosures and also the 

incompetence of loan servicers or their REO management companies.  

 

Assembly Bill 2314 amended Civil Code 2929.3
115

 to address these issues. 

The regulation was effective January l, 2013 and did not sunset. 

1) The rules apply to properties purchased at a foreclosure sale and 

from an REO Department. 

2) The fine can be up to $1,000.00 per day. 

3) The notice is mailed, and work must be commenced within 14 days 

and finished in no less than 30 days. 

4) The section applies only to residential real property and the rights 

and remedies provided in this section are cumulative and in 

addition to any other rights and remedies provided by law. 

5) A most important detail is the Code's definition of failure to 

maintain. It is, "Failure to care for the exterior of the property, 

including, but not limited to, permitting excessive foliage growth 

that diminishes the value of surrounding properties, failing to take 

action to prevent trespassers or squatters from remaining on the 

property, or failing to take action to prevent mosquito larvae from 

growing in standing water or other conditions that create a public 

nuisance." 

 

Posting of Notice of Sale and Extra Notice 

Upon the posting of a Notice of Sale, the following notice must also be 

posted. This notice shall be mailed, addressed to, "Resident of property 

subject to foreclosure sale" in English and the languages described in 

Section 1632. It must also state that it is an infraction to tear the notice 

down within 72 hours of posting, subject to a fine of $100.00. 

 

This section shall apply only to loans secured by residential real property, 

and if the billing address for the mortgage note is different than the 

property address. 

 

This section shall remain in effect only until December 31, 2019, and as of 

that date is repealed. 
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 CIV § 2929.3 

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=CIV&sectionNum=2929.3
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The Notice 
116

 

“Foreclosure process has begun on this property, which may affect your 

right to continue to live in this property. Twenty days or more after the 

date of this notice, this property may be sold at foreclosure. If you are 

renting this property, the new property owner may either give you a new 

lease or rental agreement or provide you with a 90-day eviction notice.“ 

 

The Notice continues, “You may have a right to stay in your home for 

longer than 90 days. If you have a fixed-term lease, the new owner must 

honor the lease unless the new owner will occupy the property as a 

primary residence or in other limited circumstances. Also, in some cases 

and in some cities with a “just cause for eviction” law, you may not have 

to move at all. All rights and obligations under your lease or tenancy, 

including your obligation to pay rent, will continue after the foreclosure 

sale. You may wish to contact a lawyer or your local legal aid office or 

housing counseling agency to discuss any rights you may have”. 

 

 

Time to Think 4.3 

   

1) How many times must a servicer call a borrower?  _________________ 

2) Is an IRS lien wiped off after a foreclosure?  _____________________ 

3) What is the penalty for Robo signing? __________________________ 
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https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=CIV&sectionNum=2924.8.
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Chapter 4 

CASE STUDY - COMPLAINTS 

To file a complaint with CFPB, go to consumerfinance.gov/complaint or 

phone 855-411-2372. As of January 1, 2019, the have handled over 1.5M 

complaints from consumers. 97% of the consumers get timely replies 

when CFPB contacts the companies.  

 

Sample Complaint: 

Date CFPB received the complaint:  8/9/2017 

Consumer's state:  NY 

Consumer's zip:  115XX 

Submitted via:  Web 

Did consumer dispute the response?  N/A 

Product:  Mortgage 

Sub-product:  Conventional home mortgage 

Issue:  Struggling to pay mortgage 

Consumer consent to publish narrative:  Consent provided 

 

Consumer Complaint Narrative 

We have been retained by XXXX XXXX to help resolve the foreclosure 

of her home. We submitted a full modification application on her behalf to 

Ocwen on XXXX XXXX, 2017. On XX/XX/XXXX I called to find out 

why I had not received any acknowledgment of the file. I was informed by 

the representative that there was no open file, that the file had not been set 

up for review because they did not have any programs available. When I 

asked why not, I was told that they did not know the answer. I wrote a 

letter to Ocwen escalations asking for an explanation. I was informed that 

on XX/XX/XXXX it was decided that the file did not qualify because they 

only have 2 mod options, one for loans less than 90 days delinquent and 

another for streamline mods and that she does not qualify for either. The 

loan is definitely more than 90 days delinquent so that I understand. I do 

not know how they know she does not qualify for a streamline if they did 

not review her file. I do not know the criteria for that program, and they 

will not give it to me. I asked for an NPV evaluation and was told they do 

not have one because they did not review the file. Additionally, if the 

streamline program does not require a mod application submission, I do 
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not see how you can " Not qualify ''. To date, I have received no further 

explanation of the denial nor any options available to save the property. 

 

Company information 

Date complaint sent to company:  8/9/2017 

Company name:  OCWEN LOAN SERVICING LLC 

Timely response?  Yes 

Company response to consumer:  Closed with explanation 
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Chapter 4 

REVIEW QUIZ 

 

 

1. The first HOBR was effective on which date? __________________   

2. What would be an advantage in CA. of doing a Judicial Foreclosure? 

________________________________________________________ 

3. Who signs a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure? _____________________ 

4. Name a document a Robo Signer should check. _________________  

5. What is forbearance? ______________________________________ 

6. A completed application must now be submitted ____________ days 

before a scheduled sale? 

7. Can a private party be substituted as a trustee? _________________ 

8. What is the fine for a lender to allow an REO to become a public 

nuisance? _______________________________________________ 

9. What is the fine for tearing down an official sign on a Foreclosure 

home? __________________________________________________ 

10. How is the first attempt made to contact a borrower? _____________ 
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Answers to Time to Think and Quiz sections 

You will notice some questions in the Time to Think and the Quiz sections 

are not in the reading material. We included these questions to increase 

coverage of the course, create more interest, and increase your knowledge. 

 

Chapter 4 – California DBO Specific Education – Time to ThINK 

4.1 – 1) 818   2) 90   3) More than 175 

4.2 – 1) State   2) no two actions at the same time   3) Asset 

4.3 – 1) 3   2) Yes – 120 days to buy back   3) $7500 per action 

 

Quiz 

1. Three every two years   2. Nurse   3. 17   4. 65   5. 2/1/2020   6. 5 and 8   

7. Dynamic   8. Lender Loan Information   9. Shopping for Your Home 

Loan Settlements Costs Booklet   10. CFPB   11. Gramm-Leach-Bliley   

12. Kathy Kroninger   13. CFPB or HUD   14. Escrow                             

15. CHARM – Consumer Handbook Adjustable Rate Mortgages                                      
16. www.annualcreditreport.com   17. Elizabeth Warren  
  

http://www.annualcreditreport.com/
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FINAL PROJECT 

There are two methods to end an NMLS 8 Hour CE Course: Final Exam 

or Final Project. Our students when surveyed have preferred a Final  

Project. 

All students must participate in the project by reading the information, 

forming their answers/opinions, and then actively discussing the questions. 

The NMLS allows only 20 minutes for this Project so you must read 

quickly and work quickly so that we can finish in the allotted time. Good 

luck. 

Introduction 

You are a new hire at a 6 office DRE Retail Loan Brokers Company with 

120 licensees plus support staff. Your assignment is Assistant Manager at 

one of the newer offices. Your father is the founder and CEO of the 

company and is a force in the local lending industry. He has been 

discussing several projects with you.  

PROJECT ONE - Ethical Hires

Your location has 12 licensees and the objective is 25 ethical licensees as 

soon as feasible. The first aspect they want you to study is where and what 

are you looking for. This means design a plan on how to get ethical 

people.  

1. What would be the characteristics of the people for whom you would

be looking?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

2. What methods would you use to find them?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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3. How would you check their background? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

4. They are now at your office, your next steps? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

5. What are some unique questions you might ask? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

6.  How would you sell them on working for your company? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

7.  Any special interview techniques to determine integrity? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

PROJECT TWO- Handling Local Publicity 

The local newspaper has published some very negative articles on Reverse 

Mortgages. Since the radio and TV station are owned by the newspaper, 

the same information has been disseminated on the radio and TV. Local 

Financial Planners have joined in by being interviewed for all outlets. 

Some of the comments have included: You can lose your home; The fees 

are extremely expensive; The loans are considered predatory and keep 

getting changed; The brokers are uninformed, and there are no clear 

explanations about the loans. They are saying to everyone within the 

sound of their voices, Caveat Emptor. 
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1. What are some ideas and comments and materials you would use to 

counterbalance these untrue charges and how would you promote 

them? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 
 

PROJECT THREE - Changing License Types 

Your company allows licensees to work on loans, sales, leases, and 

property management. As such, they must be licensed both by MLO and 

DRE. Also, they must adhere to the NMLS rules and regulations, DRE 

and State rules and regulations, and National/Local Realtors rules and 

regulations. 

 

1. You are talking to a person who is currently working as a Registered 

Licensee. What are some changes he/she will have to make to join 

your company? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

2. How long can this person work with your company before they must 

become a state licensed originator? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

3. What are some new restrictions that will be in effect for this person? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

4. What problems have you observed when someone makes this switch? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 
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PROJECT FOUR - VA Time 

You are a graduate of the Coast Guard Academy and served your four 

years doing drug sweeps off the keys of Florida. Because of your service 

your father wants you to form a unit in the branch dedicated to working 

with VA loans. 

1. How would you describe potential VA borrowers to the old-timers in

the group and the new arrivals?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

2. What would you expect from the characteristics of the VA applicants?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

3. How would you design a program to foster VA loan writing?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

4. Would you consider this a good project for your company and your

community?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

5. What would be some techniques and some good loan ideas for VA

people?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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Uniform Residential Loan Application 
Freddie Mac Form 65  • Fannie Mae Form 1003 
Effective 07/2019 

Uniform Residential Loan Application 

To be completed by the Lender: 
Lender Loan No./Universal Loan Identifier Agency Case No. 

Verify and complete the information on this application. If you are applying for this loan with others, each additional Borrower must provide 
information as directed by your Lender. 

Section 1: Borrower Information. This section asks about your personal information and your income from
employment and other sources, such as retirement, that you want considered to qualify for this loan. 

1a. Personal Information 

Name (First, Middle, Last, Suffix) 

Alternate Names – List any names by which you are known or any names 
under which credit was previously received  (First, Middle, Last, Suffix) 

Social Security Number 
(or Individual Taxpayer Identification Number) 

Date of Birth 
(mm/dd/yyyy) 

Citizenship
 U.S. Citizen

 Permanent Resident Alien
 Non-Permanent Resident Alien 

Type of Credit
  I am applying for individual credit. 
I am applying for joint credit.  Total Number of Borrowers:
 
Each Borrower intends to apply for joint credit. Your initials:
 

List Name(s) of Other Borrower(s) Applying for this Loan 
(First, Middle, Last, Suffix) 

Marital Status 
 Married 
 Separated  
Unmarried 
(Single, Divorced, Widowed, Civil Union, Domestic Partnership, Registered 
Reciprocal Beneficiary Relationship) 

Dependents (not listed by another Borrower)
Number 
Ages 

Contact Information 

Home Phone 
Cell Phone 
Work Phone Ext. 

Email 

Current Address      
Street Unit # 
City  State ZIP    Country 

How Long at Current Address?  Years Months Housing No primary housing expense Own     Rent ($  /month) 

If at Current Address for LESS than 2 years, list Former Address      Does not apply 
Street Unit # 
City  State ZIP    Country 

How Long at Former Address?  Years Months Housing No primary housing expense Own     Rent ($  /month) 

Mailing Address – if different from Current Address Does not apply 
Street Unit # 
City  State ZIP    Country 

Military Service – Did you (or your deceased spouse) ever serve, or are you currently serving, in the United States Armed Forces?     NO YES 
If YES, check all that apply:  Currently serving on active duty with projected expiration date of service/tour (mm/yyyy)

 Currently retired, discharged, or separated from service
 Only period of service was as a non-activated member of the Reserve or National Guard
 Surviving spouse 

Language Preference  Your loan transaction is likely to be conducted in English. This question requests information to see if communications 
are available to assist you in your preferred language. Please be aware that communications may NOT be available in your preferred language. 

Optional – Mark the language you would prefer, if available: 
English Chinese Korean       Spanish Tagalog       Vietnamese       Other: I do not wish to respond 

Your answer will NOT negatively affect your mortgage application. Your answer does not mean the Lender or Other Loan Participants agree to 
communicate or provide documents in your preferred language. However, it may let them assist you or direct you to persons who can assist you. 

Language assistance and resources may be available through housing counseling agencies approved by the U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development.  To find a housing counseling agency, contact one of the following Federal government agencies: 

• U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) at (800) 569-4287 or www.hud.gov/counseling. 
• Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) at (855) 411-2372 or www.consumerfinance.gov/find-a-housing-counselor. 

Appendix - 1
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Uniform Residential Loan Application 
Freddie Mac Form 65  • Fannie Mae Form 1003 
Effective 07/2019 

1b. Current Employment/Self Employment and Income Does not apply 

Employer or Business Name Phone  

Street 

City State ZIP 

Position or Title 

Start Date              (mm/yyyy) 

How long in this line of work? Years Months 

Check if this statement applies: 
I am employed by a family member,  
property seller, real estate agent, or other 
party to the transaction. 

Check if you are the Business 
Owner or Self-Employed 

I have an ownership share of less than 25%. 
I have an ownership share of 25% or more. 

Monthly Income (or Loss) 

Gross Monthly Income 

Base $ /month 

Overtime $ /month 

Bonus $  /month 

Commission $  /month 

Military 
Entitlements $  /month 

Other $  /month 

TOTAL $  /month 

1c. IF APPLICABLE, Complete Information for Additional  Employment/Self Employment and Income Does not apply 

Employer or Business Name Phone  

Street 

City State ZIP 

Position or Title 

Start Date              (mm/yyyy) 

How long in this line of work? Years Months 

Check if this statement applies: 
I am employed by a family member,  
property seller, real estate agent, or other 
party to the transaction. 

Check if you are the Business 
Owner or Self-Employed 

I have an ownership share of less than 25%. 
I have an ownership share of 25% or more. 

Monthly Income (or Loss) 

Gross Monthly Income 

Base $  /month 

Overtime $  /month 

Bonus $  /month 

Commission $  /month 

Military 
Entitlements $  /month 

Other $  /month 

TOTAL $  /month 

1d. IF APPLICABLE, Complete Information for Previous Employment/Self Employment and Income Does not apply 

Provide at least 2 years of current and previous employment and income. 

Employer or Business Name

Street 

City  State ZIP 

Position or Title 

Start Date (mm/yyyy) End Date (mm/yyyy) 

Check if you were the 
Business Owner 
or Self-Employed 

Previous Gross Monthly 
Income 

1e. Income from Other Sources Does not apply 

Include income from other sources below. Under Income Source, choose from the sources listed here: 

NOTE: Reveal alimony, child support, separate maintenance, or other income ONLY IF you want it considered in determining your qualification 
for this loan. 

• Alimony 
• Automobile Allowance 
• Boarder Income 
• Capital Gains 

• Child Support 
• Disability 
• Foster Care 
• Housing or Parsonage 

• Interest and Dividends 
• Mortgage Credit Certificate 
•  Mortgage Differential 

Payments 

• Notes Receivable 
• Public Assistance 
•  Retirement 

(e.g., Pension, IRA) 

• Royalty Payments 
• Separate Maintenance 
• Social Security 
• Trust 

•  Unemployment 
Benefits 

• VA Compensation 
• Other 

Income Source – use list above Monthly Income 

Provide TOTAL Amount Here 

Borrower Name: 
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Uniform Residential Loan Application 
Freddie Mac Form 65  • Fannie Mae Form 1003 
Effective 07/2019 

Section 2: Financial Information — Assets and Liabilities. This section asks about things you own that
are worth money and that you want considered to qualify for this loan. It then asks about your liabilities (or debts) that you pay 
each month, such as credit cards, alimony, or other expenses. 

2a. Assets – Bank Accounts, Retirement, and Other Accounts You Have 

Include all accounts below. Under Account Type, choose from the types listed here: 
• Checking 
•  Savings 
• Money Market 

• Certificate of Deposit 
• Mutual Fund 
• Stocks 

• Stock Options 
•  Bonds 
• Retirement (e.g., 401k, IRA) 

• Bridge Loan Proceeds 
•  Individual Development 

Account 

• Trust Account 
• Cash Value of Life Insurance 

(used for the transaction) 

Account Type – use list above Financial Institution Account Number Cash or Market Value 

Provide TOTAL Amount Here 

2b. Other Assets You Have             Does not apply 

Include all other assets below. Under Asset Type, choose from the types listed here: 
• Earnest Money 
• Proceeds from Sale of

Non-Real Estate Asset 

• Proceeds from Real Estate Property 
to be sold on or before closing 

• Sweat Equity 

• Employer Assistance 
• Rent Credit 
• Secured Borrowed Funds 

• Trade Equity 
• Unsecured Borrowed Funds 
• Other 

Asset Type – use list above Cash or Market Value 

Provide TOTAL Amount Here 

2c. Liabilities – Credit Cards, Other Debts, and Leases that You Owe Does not apply 

List all liabilities below (except real estate) and include deferred payments. Under Account Type, choose from the types listed here: 
• Revolving (e.g., credit cards) • Installment (e.g., car, student, personal loans) • Open 30-Day (balance paid monthly) • Lease (not real estate) • Other 

Account Type – 
use list above Company Name Account Number Unpaid Balance 

To be paid off at 
or before closing Monthly Payment 

2d.  Other Liabilities and Expenses Does not apply 

Include all other liabilities and expenses below. Choose from the types listed here: 
• Alimony • Child Support • Separate Maintenance • Job Related Expenses • Other Monthly Payment 

Borrower Name: 
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Uniform Residential Loan Application 
Freddie Mac Form 65  • Fannie Mae Form 1003 
Effective 07/2019 

Section 3: Financial Information — Real Estate. This section asks you to list all properties you currently own
and what you owe on them.     I do not own any real estate 

3a. Property You Own            If you are refinancing, list the property you are refinancing FIRST. 

Address 
Street Unit #  City  State ZIP 

Property Value 
Status: Sold, Pending 
Sale, or Retained 

Monthly Insurance, Taxes, 
Association Dues, etc. 
if not included in Monthly 
Mortgage Payment 

For Investment Property Only 

Monthly Rental 
Income 

For LENDER to calculate: 
Net Monthly Rental Income 

Mortgage Loans on this Property      Does not apply 

Creditor Name Account Number 

Monthly 
Mortgage 
Payment Unpaid Balance 

To be paid off at or 
before closing 

Type: FHA, VA, 
Conventional, 
USDA-RD, Other 

Credit Limit 
(if applicable) 

3b. IF APPLICABLE, Complete Information for Additional Property Does not apply 

Address 
Street Unit #  City  State ZIP 

Property Value 
Status: Sold, Pending 
Sale, or Retained 

Monthly Insurance, Taxes, 
Association Dues, etc. 
if not included in Monthly 
Mortgage Payment 

For Investment Property Only 

Monthly Rental 
Income 

For LENDER to calculate: 
Net Monthly Rental Income 

Mortgage Loans on this Property      Does not apply 

Creditor Name Account Number 

Monthly 
Mortgage 
Payment Unpaid Balance 

To be paid off at or 
before closing 

Type: FHA, VA, 
Conventional, 
USDA-RD, Other 

Credit Limit 
(if applicable) 

3c. IF APPLICABLE, Complete Information for Additional Property Does not apply 

Address 
Street Unit #  City  State ZIP 

Property Value 
Status: Sold, Pending 
Sale, or Retained 

Monthly Insurance, Taxes, 
Association Dues, etc. 
if not included in Monthly 
Mortgage Payment 

For Investment Property Only 

Monthly Rental 
Income 

For LENDER to calculate: 
Net Monthly Rental Income 

Mortgage Loans on this Property      Does not apply 

Creditor Name Account Number 

Monthly 
Mortgage 
Payment Unpaid Balance 

To be paid off at or 
before closing 

Type: FHA, VA, 
Conventional, 
USDA-RD, Other 

Credit Limit 
(if applicable) 

Borrower Name: 
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Uniform Residential Loan Application 
Freddie Mac Form 65  • Fannie Mae Form 1003 
Effective 07/2019 

$ 

Amount 

Section 4: Loan and Property Information. This section asks about the loan’s purpose and the property you
want to purchase or refinance. 

4a. Loan and Property Information 

Loan Amount Loan Purpose Purchase        Refinance Other (specify) 

Property Address Street Unit # 

City  State ZIP 

County Number of Units Property Value

Occupancy  Primary Residence  Second Home  Investment Property             FHA Secondary Residence 

1.  Mixed-Use Property. If you will occupy the property, will you set aside space within the property to operate 
your own business? (e.g., daycare facility, medical office, beauty/barber shop) NO     YES 

2. Manufactured Home. Is the property a manufactured home? (e.g., a factory built dwelling built on a permanent chassis) NO     YES 

4b. Other New Mortgage Loans on the Property You are Buying or Refinancing Does not apply 

Creditor Name Lien Type Monthly Payment 
Loan Amount/ 
Amount to be Drawn 

Credit Limit 
(if applicable)

First Lien   Subordinate Lien 

First Lien   Subordinate Lien 

4c. Rental Income on the Property You Want to Purchase For Purchase Only Does not apply 

Complete if the property is a 2-4 Unit Primary Residence or an Investment Property 

Expected Monthly Rental Income 

For LENDER to calculate:  Expected Net Monthly Rental Income 

4d. Gifts or Grants You Have Been Given or Will Receive for this Loan Does not apply 

Include all gifts and grants below. Under Source, choose from the sources listed here: 
• Relative 
• Unmarried Partner 

• Employer 
• Religious Nonprofit 

• Community Nonprofit 
• Federal Agency 

• State Agency 
• Local Agency 

• Other 

Asset Type: Cash Gift, Gift of Equity, Grant Deposited/Not Deposited Source – use list above Cash or Market Value

Deposited    Not Deposited 

Deposited    Not Deposited 

Borrower Name: 
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Section 5: Declarations. This section asks you specific questions about the property, your funding, and your past
financial history. 

5a. About this Property and Your Money for this Loan 

A. Will you occupy the property as your primary residence? NO YES 
If YES, have you had an ownership interest in another property in the last three years? NO YES 

If YES, complete (1) and (2) below:  
(1)   What type of property did you own: primary residence (PR), FHA secondary residence (SR), second home (SH), 

or investment property (IP)?
(2)   How did you hold title to the property: by yourself (S), jointly with your spouse (SP), or jointly with another person (O)?

B. If this is a Purchase Transaction: Do you have a family relationship or business affiliation with the seller of the property? NO YES 

C. Are you borrowing any money for this real estate transaction (e.g., money for your closing costs or down payment) or 
obtaining any money from another party,  such as the seller or realtor, that you have not disclosed on this loan application? NO YES

If YES, what is the amount of this money? 

D. 1. Have you or will you be applying for a mortgage loan on another property (not the property securing this loan) on or 
before closing this transaction that is not disclosed on this loan application? 

NO YES 

2. Have you or will you be applying for any new credit (e.g., installment loan, credit card, etc.) on or before closing this loan that 
is not disclosed on this application? 

NO YES 

E. Will this property be subject to a lien that could take priority over the first mortgage lien, such as a clean energy lien paid 
through your property taxes (e.g., the Property Assessed Clean Energy Program)? NO YES 

5b. About Your Finances 

F. Are you a co-signer or guarantor on any debt or loan that is not disclosed on this application? NO YES 

G. Are there any outstanding judgments against you? NO YES 

H. Are you currently delinquent or in default on a federal debt? NO YES 

I. Are you a party to a lawsuit in which you potentially have any personal financial liability? NO YES 

J. Have you conveyed title to any property in lieu of foreclosure in the past 7 years? NO YES 

K. Within the past 7 years, have you completed a pre-foreclosure sale or short sale, whereby the property was sold to a 
third party and the Lender agreed to accept less than the outstanding mortgage balance due? NO YES 

L. Have you had property foreclosed upon in the last 7 years? NO YES 

M. Have you declared bankruptcy within the past 7 years?
NO YES If YES, identify the type(s) of bankruptcy:   Chapter 7      Chapter 11      Chapter 12      Chapter 13 

Borrower Name: 
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Section 6: Acknowledgments and Agreements. This section tells you about your legal obligations when
you sign this application. 

Acknowledgments and Agreements 

I agree to, acknowledge, and represent the following statements to: 
• The Lender (this includes the Lender’s agents, service providers and 

any of their successors and assigns); AND 
• Other Loan Participants (this includes any actual or potential owners 

of a loan resulting from this application (the “Loan”), or acquirers of 
any beneficial or other interest in the Loan, any mortgage insurer, 
guarantor, any servicers or service providers of the Loan, and any of 
their successors and assigns). 

By signing below, I agree to, acknowledge, and represent the 
following statements about: 

(1) The Complete Information for this Application 
• The information I have provided in this application is true, accurate, 

and complete as of the date I signed this application. 
• If the information I submitted changes or I have new information 

before closing of the Loan, I must change and supplement this 
application or any real estate sales contract, including providing any 
updated/supplemented real estate sales contract. 

• For purchase transactions:  The terms and conditions of any 
real estate sales contract signed by me in connection with this 
application are true, accurate, and complete to the best of my 
knowledge and belief.  I have not entered into any other agreement, 
written or oral, in connection with this real estate transaction.

• The Lender and Other Loan Participants may rely on the information 
contained in the application before and after closing of the Loan. 

• Any intentional or negligent misrepresentation of information may 
result in the imposition of: 

(a) civil liability on me, including monetary damages, if a person 
suffers any loss because the person relied on any misrepresenta
tion that I have made on this application, and/or 
(b) criminal penalties on me including, but not limited to, fine or 
imprisonment or both under the provisions of federal law
(18 U.S.C. §§ 1001 et seq.). 

(2) The Property’s Security 
• The Loan I have applied for in this application will be secured 

by a mortgage or deed of trust which provides the Lender a 
security interest in the property described in this application. 

(3) The Property’s Appraisal, Value, and Condition 
• Any appraisal or value of the property obtained by the Lender is 

for use by the Lender and Other Loan Participants.
• The Lender and Other Loan Participants have not made any 

representation or warranty, express or implied, to me about the 
property, its condition, or its value. 

(4) Electronic Records and Signatures 
• The Lender and Other Loan Participants may keep any paper record 

and/or electronic record of this application, whether or not the Loan 
is approved. 

• If this application is created as (or converted into) an “electronic 
application”, I consent to the use of “electronic records” and 
“electronic signatures” as the terms are defined in and governed by 
applicable federal and/or state electronic transactions laws.

• I intend to sign and have signed this application either using my: 
(a) electronic signature; or (b) a written signature and agree that if 
a paper version of this application is converted into an electronic 
application, the application will be an electronic record, and the 
representation of my written signature on this application will be my 
binding electronic signature. 

• I agree that the application, if delivered or transmitted to the Lender 
or Other Loan Participants as an electronic record with my electronic 
signature, will be as effective and enforceable as a paper application 
signed by me in writing. 

(5) Delinquency 
• The Lender and Other Loan Participants may report information 

about my account to credit bureaus. Late payments, missed 
payments, or other defaults on my account may be reflected in my 
credit report and will likely affect my credit score. 

• If I have trouble making my payments I understand that I may 
contact a HUD-approved housing counseling organization for advice 
about actions I can take to meet my mortgage obligations. 

(6) Use and Sharing of Information 
I understand and acknowledge that the Lender and Other Loan 
Participants can obtain, use, and share the loan application, a 
consumer credit report, and related documentation for purposes 
permitted by applicable laws.

Borrower Signature  Date (mm/dd/yyyy) 

Borrower Signature Date (mm/dd/yyyy) 
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Section 7: Demographic Information. This section asks about your ethnicity, sex, and race.

  Demographic Information of Borrower 

The purpose of collecting this information is to help ensure that all applicants are treated fairly and that the housing needs of communities 
and neighborhoods are being fulfilled. For residential mortgage lending, Federal law requires that we ask applicants for their demographic 
information (ethnicity, sex, and race) in order to monitor our compliance with equal credit opportunity, fair housing, and home mortgage 
disclosure laws. You are not required to provide this information, but are encouraged to do so. You may select one or more designations for 
"Ethnicity" and one or more designations for "Race." The law provides that we may not discriminate on the basis of this information, or on 
whether you choose to provide it. However, if you choose not to provide the information and you have made this application in person, Federal 
regulations require us to note your ethnicity, sex, and race on the basis of visual observation or surname. The law also provides that we may not 
discriminate on the basis of age or marital status information you provide in this application. If you do not wish to provide some or all of this 
information, please check below. 

Ethnicity: Check one or more
  Hispanic or Latino


  Mexican        
   Puerto Rican          Cuban 
Other Hispanic or Latino – Print origin: 

For example: Argentinean, Colombian,  Dominican, Nicaraguan, 
Salvadoran, Spaniard, and so on.

  Not Hispanic or Latino
 I do not wish to provide this information 

Sex
  Female

  Male  

  I do not wish to provide this information 

Race: Check one or more 
American Indian or Alaska Native – Print name of enrolled  
or principal tribe: 
Asian

  Asian Indian   Chinese   Filipino
  Japanese   Korean Vietnamese 
Other Asian – Print race: 
For example: Hmong, Laotian, Thai, Pakistani, Cambodian, and so on.

  Black or African American 
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 

  Native Hawaiian   Guamanian or Chamorro   Samoan 
Other Pacific Islander – Print race: 

For example: Fijian, Tongan, and so on.
White
I do not wish to provide this information 

To Be Completed by Financial Institution (for application taken in person): 

Was the ethnicity of the Borrower collected on the basis of visual observation or surname? NO YES 
Was the sex of the Borrower collected on the basis of visual observation or surname? NO  YES 
Was the race of the Borrower collected on the basis of visual observation or surname? NO  YES 

The Demographic Information was provided through:  

 Face-to-Face Interview (includes Electronic  Media w/ Video Component) Telephone Interview       Fax or Mail       Email or Internet 

Section 8: Loan Originator Information. 

Loan Originator Information 

Loan Originator Organization Name 

Address 

Loan Originator Organization NMLSR ID# State License ID# 

Loan Originator Name 

Loan Originator NMLSR ID# State License ID# 

Email Phone  

Signature   Date (mm/dd/yyyy) 

Borrower Name: 
Uniform Residential Loan Application 
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Feature IRRRL Cash-out Refinancing 
Purpose To refinance an existing VA loan at a 

lower interest rate 

To pay off lien(s) of any type - can 

also provide cash to borrower 

Interest Rate Rate must be lower than on existing 

VA loan (unless existing loan is an 

ARM) 

Any negotiated rate 

Monthly 

Payment 

Amount 

Payment must be lower than that on 

an existing VA loan (unless the ARM 

is being refinanced, a term is 

shortened, or energy efficiency 

improvements are being included) 

No requirement 

Discount 

Points 

Reasonable points can be paid - only 

two of these points can be included in 

the loan amount 

Reasonable points can be paid - if 

paid from loan proceeds 

Maximum 

Loan 

Existing VA loan balance, plus 

allowable fees and charges, plus up to 

two discount points, plus the cost of 

any energy efficiency improvements, 

plus the VA funding fee 

100 percent of the reasonable value 

of the property indicated on the 

NOV, plus the cost of any energy 

efficiency improvements, plus the 

VA funding fee 

Maximum 

Guaranty 

Guaranty is at least 25 percent in all 

cases  (See section 1, subsection h of 

this chapter)   

Maximum guaranty is the same as 

for purchases 

Entitlement Veteran re-uses the entitlement used 

on the existing VA loan - the IRRRL 

does not impact the amount of 

entitlement the veteran has in use 

Must have sufficient available 

entitlement - if existing VA loan on 

the same property is being 

refinanced, entitlement can be 

restored for the refinance 

Fees and 

Charges in the 

Loan 

All allowable fees and charges, 

including up to two discount points, 

may be included in the loan 

Allowable fees and charges and 

points may be paid from the loan 

proceeds 

Cash to 

Borrower 

Not permitted Borrower can receive cash for any 

purposes acceptable to the lender 

Lien/Owner-

ship 

Must be secured by first lien - veteran 

must own property 

Must be secured by first lien - 

veteran must own property 

Refinance of 

Other Liens 

Cannot refinance other liens - can 

only refinance the existing VA loan 

Can refinance any type of lien(s) 

Maximum 

Loan Term 

Existing VA loan term plus 10 years, 

not to exceed 30 years + 32 days 

30 years + 32 days 

Occupancy Veteran or spouse of an active duty 

servicemember must certify to prior 

occupancy 

Veteran or spouse of an active duty 

servicemember must certify as to 

intent to occupy 

Appraisal No appraisal is required Appraisal is required 

Credit 

Underwriting 

No underwriting is required except in 

certain cases  

Full credit information and 

underwriting are always required 

Automatic 

Authority 

All lenders can close IRRRLs 

automatically, except if the loan being 

refinanced loan is 30 days or more 

past due, prior approval is always 

required 

Only lenders with automatic 

authority can close these loans 

automatically 

Law 38 U.S.C. 3710(a)(8) 38 U.S.C. 3710(a)(5) 
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VITAL INFORMATION SHEET 

1. TO RECEIVE YOUR CERTIFICATE – PRINT ONLINE

a. Go to www.DuaneGomer.com after five business days from today.

b. From the Blue Bar select “Mortgage Loan Originators” and then “NMLS CE

Attendee Certificates.” Type in your Name OR your NMLS individual number.

d. Follow the prompts and print your certificate. Note: This Certificate is for your

records only; we send the official notice to NMLS.

e. We are allowed seven days to submit student completion data, but we normally

do it much faster.

2. OTHER SERVICES:

a. NMLS 20 Hour Pre-License Course - Live and Online.

b. MLO Exam Prep Course – Live and Online.

c. Continuing Education Courses (Live and Online) for MLO, DRE and Notary.

d. Crash Courses (Live and Online) for Salespersons and Brokers plus Notaries.

e. College Level Courses to Qualify for the DRE exams.

3. THANK YOU.  Your support of our courses is so appreciated.  See you next year. Our

contact info: (800) 439-4909 or (949) 457-8930, or email us at

Duane.G@Duanegomer.com. You can also visit our website @ www.DuaneGomer.com

or Like our Facebook page http://www.Facebook.com/DuaneGomer

To Download a full copy of the textbook that 

accompanies this workbook go to 

http://duanegomer.com/nmls/2019.pdf 
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DUANE GOMER EDUCATION: Important Information Form
(This is the only record kept that you attended the class, so please be complete & legible. Include your
e-mail and phone number so we can send you periodic updates & research information)

E-mail address

Complete Home Address or P.O Box Mailing Address (include zip code): 

Company Name and Address (include zip code):  

 

 
 

Name - As it appears on your MLO Endorsement NMLS# (personal) CalBRE#

Daytime Phone # (with area code): CalBRE Expiration Date:

Check Box Applicable

Responsible Broker

Broker

Agent

In Grace Period

Number of
Years You’ve
Had License

Currently

Full-Time MLO

Part-Time MLO

Other

Inactive

Position in
your

company

Previous Student? Which Social Media
are you using?

No

Once

More - How 

many?

Any designations
you hold

Office held in any
Assoc., Board,

CAMP, etc

Facebook

Blog Email N/LYelp

Twitter

Linked In

Name of business
computer & software

you’re now using

Name of any
outstanding speakers
you’ve heard lately

Approximate # of
Licensees in your 

office

We present Broker/Sales Licensing,

Notary, Real Estate CE, MLO 

Licensing & CE, Prop Mgmt & 

Other Courses - want info on any?

Comments about NMLS Licensing & Regulations

Suggestion Box: PLEASE help us improve our program.

RATE SPEAKER’S PERFORMANCE:

RATE MEETING ROOM & BOOKS:                                                RATE OUR STAFF:

NAMES & OFFICES (ADDRESS, PHONE, OR E-MAIL, IF POSSIBLE) OF ANYONE TO WHOM WE SHOULD SEND INFORMATION:

ANY OTHER COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS, COMPLAINTS OR POINTS OF ORDER:

SIGNATURE: DATE: LOCATION:

TIME SHEET:   START:___________  END:___________

ABSENT #1________  ABSENT #2 ________  ABSENT #3 ________  ABSENT #4________   ABSENT #5 ________  TOTAL __________

I ATTENDED THE ENTIRE SEMINAR  _________

Initials

Initials

I WAS GIVEN INFO ON DOWNLOADING MY CERTIFICATE  ___ 
I Received A Copy And Understand The Rules Of Conduct For NMLS Courses. 



Rules of Conduct for NMLS Approved 
Pre-Licensure (PE) and Continuing Education (CE) Courses 

The Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act (SAFE Act), requires that state- 

licensed MLOs complete pre-licensing (PE) and continuing education (CE) courses as a 

condition to be licensed. The SAFE Act also requires that all education completed as a 

condition for state licensure be NMLS approved. Since 2009 NMLS has established course 

design, approval, and delivery standards which NMLS approved course providers are required 

to meet. To further ensure students meet the education requirements of the SAFE Act, NMLS 

has established a Rules of Conduct (ROC). The ROC, which have been approved by the 

NMLS Mortgage Testing & Education Board, and the NMLS Policy Committee, both of which 

are comprised of state regulators, are intended to stress that NMLS approved education be 

delivered and completed with integrity. 

Rules of Conduct 

As an individual completing either pre-licensure education (PE) or continuing education 

(CE), I agree to abide by the following rules of conduct: 

1. I attest that I am the person who I say I am and that all my course registration
information is accurate.

2. I acknowledge that I will be required to show a current government issued form of

identification prior to, and during the course, and/or be required to answer questions
that are intended to verify/validate my identity prior to, and during the course.

3. I understand that the SAFE Act and state laws require me to spend a specific amount of

time in specific subject areas. Accordingly, I will not attempt to circumvent the

requirements of any NMLS approved course.

4. I will not divulge my login ID or password or other login credential(s) to another
individual for any online course.

5. I will not seek or attempt to seek outside assistance to complete the course.
6. I will not give or attempt to give assistance to any person who is registered to take an

NMLS approved pre-licensure or continuing education course.
7. I will not engage in any conduct that creates a disturbance or interferes with the

administration of the course or other students’ learning.

8. I will not engage in any conduct that would be contrary to good character or

reputation, or engage in any behavior that would cause the public to believe that I

would not operate in the mortgage loan business lawfully, honestly or fairly.

9. I will not engage in any conduct that is dishonest, fraudulent, or would adversely
impact the integrity of the course(s) I am completing and the conditions for which I

am seeking licensure or renewal of licensure.

I understand that NMLS approved course providers are not authorized by NMLS to grant 

exceptions to these rules and that I alone am responsible for my conduct under these rules. I 

also understand that these rules are in addition to whatever applicable rules my course 

provider may have. 

I understand that the course provider or others may report any alleged violations to NMLS 

and that NMLS may conduct an investigation into alleged violations and that it may report 

alleged violations to the state(s) in which I am seeking licensure or maintain licenses, or to 

other states. 

I further understand that the results of any investigation into my alleged violation(s) may 

subject me to disciplinary actions by the state(s) or the State Regulatory Registry (SRR), 

including removal of any course from my NMLS record, and/or denial or revocation of my 

license(s). 
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